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INTRODUCTION - OVERVIEW AND RECOMMENDATIONS 
OVERVIEW 
We are seven teachers from three high schools and two colleges. We have 
listened closely to 88 students as they looked forward to college, experienced the first 
semester, and looked back with the wisdom of second semester veterans. Listening to 
students tell their stories has changed us and -Our understandings of the institutions in 
which we work. Often we have had to struggle to reconcile their views of Our common 
territories (schools and classrooms) with Our own understandings. It wasn't easy. In this 
report, we share some of Our discovenes and struggles. 
Our purpose has been to discover what student perceptions, and what institutional 
policies and practices function as obstacles to student success in the first year of college. 
These three " P  words (perceptions, policies, and practices) are the source of Our 
original cornmittee name: P3. There have been numerous studies of the phenomenon 
of student adaptation to the first year of college (see Bibliography). Ours is unique in 
three ways: first, in its focus on student-defined obstacles and problems in the learning 
environrnents, rather than on the problems of individual students' as defined by 
educators; secondly, in the ways in which the college and high schools collaborated in 
the study of these problems; thirdly, in combining a professional development 
component which enabled practising teachen to cany out the research. 
We ass~rned that some of the obstacles and problems that students experience 
are caused by the poor fit or coordination between high schools and colleges. 
Therefore, we chose to look at the high school and college environments from a student 
point of view or perspective rather than looking at the problems inside student's heads, 
as defined by educators. We let the students be Our teachers. 
Because difficulties in the first year of college are a common concern at both high 
schools and colleges, high school and college teachers defined the research problem and 
carried out the research together. Funding was contributed from both sectors. College 
teachers observed in high schools and interviewed students as they moved from Grade 
Eleven through the first semester of college; a high school teacher worked one semester 
in the college observing college life and classes and interviewing second-semester college 
students about thei; first semester. The dynamic in the design invoived high school and 
college teachers collaborating in the analysis and interpretation of the data: 
The high school teachers held up for the coliege teachers a mirror for self- 
refiedion; the college teachers held up a mirror for the high school 
teachers. 
In order to carry out this research, the participating teachers obtained research 
training and consultations with research professionals. Training was provided through 
John Abbott College's Faculty Professional Development Service. Day to day guidance 
was provided by the project coordinator, a sociologist and professional researcher. 
Twice during the year of data collection and analysis, professional researchers consulted 
with the research team on the management, analysis, and interpretation of the data. 
We chose an action research strategy in which we used social science methods of 
inquiry to achieve two simultaneous goals: (1) a greater theoretical understanding of the 
transition process and (2) change in the transition process itself. Our action research 
strategy included a cornmitment to cornmunicate the rèsearch hdings in ways that cm 
be useful to teachen. To this end, we began distributing monthly research reports seven 
months after the project began. - The rnonthly reports combined a discussion of one 
problem, as defhed by students, with action strategies proposed by the teacher- 
researchers. These reports. which are included in Appendix A, offer a quick dip into 
Our vast pool of data We recommend them to those of you in a hurry. 
The objectives of the project were: (1) to enable teachers to gather and analyze 
data that would sensitize them to students' expectations and needs; (2) to create 
research-based solutions to institutional obstacles to students' success in the first year; 
(3) to demonstrate a mode1 for collaboration between college and secondary school 
teachers; and (4) to foster an enduring clirnate of inquiry and improvement in teaching 
and learning by providing research experience to teachers. 
Interviews with Grade Eleven and first-year college students constituted the 
principal data for this longitudinal study which was based on socialization theory and 
ethnomethodology. Our hypotheses were: 
(1) There are institutional characteristics of both the high school and college 
that function as obstacles to students' success in college; and, 
(2) Students' descriptions of their expenences will reveal the above 
institutional characteristics. 
Teachers can be agents for change their institutions. 
Through systematic sampling, careful interviewing, and consultation with 
specialists in qualitative research during the analysis of the data, we have worked to 
assure the representativeness and validity of Our presentation of this student's-eye-view 
of the transition £rom secondq school to college. Readers may find a detailed account 
of our~esearch methods in Appendix B. In reporting Our discoveries, however, we have 
chosen a less formal style than is usual in research reporting. This report also reflects 
Our collaborative approach: it is a compilation of reports, each drafted by one of us 
then rewritten after discussion with the others. We have used the students' own words 
as much as possible - they speak more powerfully of their experiences than we could. 
Hence, we abandoned the official teminology "secondary school" for the colloquial "high 
school". In this text quotations frorn students are presented in boIdface i t d c  
Occasionally too the interviewers' remarks are included in the quotation, these appear 
in boldface. 
1 &'î h w  how to be there. 
This simple statement of why one student dropped out of the first year of college 
describes the task of al1 new students: how to "be" or behave in a new social 
environrnent. This student possessed many predictors of college success including an 
adequate high school preparation. In spite of this, his academic career was interrupted 
because he was unable to discover how to "be" a college student. 
The process' of leaming how to behave in a particular social context is called 
socialization. This process begins in high school (anticipatory socialization) when 
counsellors, teachers, returning graduates, and students' friends and older siblings tell 
them about college. It continues through the summer after high school graduation and 
is most intense during the first semester at college when each newcomer most actively 
engages in the process of discovering the rights and obligations of college students. We 
undenook to discover how students define this task; what resources and strategies they 
use; what obstacles and problems they encountered. 
We used the sociological concept of perspective to do this. Perspective enables 
us to recognize that individuals in a social system see their own actions and the actions 
of others in terms of their unique positions, as through a distinctive lem. Human 
behaviour is rational, but only within the context of the assumptions and goals of the 
actor. Students, teachers, and other professionals inhabit the same working 
environment, but it is as though they are on parallel planes. Students' understandings 
of teachers, schools, and even life cannot be the sarne as those of teachers; they do, 
however, make sense of the world, from where students sit. 
A teacher listening carefully to detailed descriptions of student experiences is, in 
effect, looking at the world through someone else's prescription glasses. For example, 
a teacher may think it is wrong for a student to Say "thank you" for a good mark on an 
assignment. Yet to a student, who sees marks as things teachers bestow (sometimes 
arbitrarily) rather than as indicators of student accomplishment, saying "thank you" for 
a gift is sensible behaviour. Similarly, we've al1 had a student who attended class more 
or less regularly but didn't tum on any synapses or tum in any assignments. Crazy, one 
might think, unless one knows that the same behaviour got the student through school 
last year or that Dad has said: "If you don't go to school, you can't live here without 
paying rent." 
When we have presented preliminary reports on this research, the first response 
from audiences of professionals, whether teachers, counsellors or administrators, whether 
in high schools or colleges, has been: 'That's not tme"; or, if the speaker was more 
polite: "That's not tnie in my school." However, when we have shared excerpts from 
the data and reports with students, the first response was, "Of course, we agree." As 
teacher-researchers we, too, have experienced dismay at some of the things that students 
have said. Only Our training as research interviewers restrained Our urges to "correct" 
a student's information; to blurt out: "Oh, that's not the way it is, let me explain it to 
you." 
Students are not empty vessels into which we can easily pour the right 
information. For exarnple, teachers of physics cannot simply replace a student's "wrong" 
understanding of motion, waves, or optics with "right" physics. Students retain their 
"wrong" understandings in the real world, where they appear to work, while reciting 
"right" physics understandings in the classroom, where they are rewarded. Thus, the first 
step in bringing student and teacher understandings closer together is to l e m  how 
students understand or make sense of the student expenence. 
As you read this report, you too may have occasion to remind yourself: these are 
students' perceptions. Instead of throwing rocks at us messengers, ask yourself this 
question: If this is the reality for students (a student truth), what does it mean for my 
work with students in high school or college? 
Because we were searching for student huths, we did not conduct a survey. In 
survey research, the researchers ask the questions that make sense to them, within the 
context of their mode1 of the problem or situation. Respondents to the questionnaire 
answer the question they think the researcher asked, or more often, give the reply they 
think the researcher wants to hear. In this project, we wanted to know what the 
transition looks and feels like to the students. What are the highs and lows of it? 
Where are the rough spots and problems? To discover these things, we asked open 
questions that invited students to respond with stories or narratives that revealed their 
understandings of teachers, schools, even life. Students' stories reveal assumptions and 
values at the same time that they describe what they are experiencing (see Appendix E 
for a sample in te~ew) .  
Students do not al1 experience college in the same way. They corne to college 
with many different goals: to have a good time, to relax until university, to achieve early 
acceptance to medical school, to finish in two years in order to collect a bribe offered 
by parents, to obey parents who Say they have to go to college. These individual goals 
and past expenences influence how students see, feel, and act in college. In Our analysis 
of these nch and varied stories, we have sought to identify commonalities - not the 
unique and individual. This report summarizes the predominant themes that emerged 
fiom student's stories: the truths shared by students. 
In Chapter 1, LOOKING AHEAD, we place the transition fkom high school to 
colIege in the context of students' previous and subsequent transitions dong the 
educational pipeline. The move to college continues two trends: joining larger groups 
and institutions, and experiencing less persona1 relationships with teachen. We then 
describe some ways in which high school personnel prepare students for college. One 
way involves what we cal1 scare tactics. Teachers, counsellors, etc. present an image of 
tough, uncaring college teachers and use this image tto motivate Grade Eleven students 
to work harder, and to work with less pushing by teachers. This tough talk is 
contradicted by the reports students hear from their peers; students say i t  is less effective 
than providing specific experiences, which are similar to college work methods, such as 
allowing students to take responsibility for completing and verifying homework, and 
seeking, rather than resisting, help from teachers. The chapter concludes with a college 
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teacher reflecting the image of high schools that is derived from interviews and visits: 
a more stmctured environment, where teachers are both caring and controlling and 
where teachers, more than students, assume responsibility for getting students to do their 
work. 
Chapter 2, BEING THERE, begins with a description of John Abbott College, 
as seen by a high school teacher: a relaxed, less-structured atmosphere where both 
students and teachers function with fewer rules. A vibrant social scene is intermingled 
with classes. Extrapolating expectations from high school to college leads to confusion. 
For example, high school teachers give students "extra help" outside the classroom on 
the teacher's own time (lunch penod or after 2:30). At colIege, teachen tell students 
"my office hours are ..." New students often take this literally: office hours are the 
teacher's time, rather than the time that teachers are contractually obligated to be 
available to students. Therefore, going to a teacher's office is an imposition on the 
teacher. (And college teachers wonder why students knock and enter with trepidation?) 
Some don't ever knock. For example, the student who went three times to a teacher's 
officè' each time the door was closed. On the fourth visit, furious that the teacher was 
not there, the student kicked the door. The teacher opened it. In high school, a closed 
door is usually a locked door. 
Students receive confîicting images of college. Their ideas corne from older 
siblings, returning students, teachers, counsellors, college pamphlets, even television and 
films. High school teachers and counsellors tak  about "responsibility", their peers 
emphasize freedom, fun, and social activities. Grade Eleven students revealed that the 
emphasis that students place on social life in college is a continuation of the party mode 
which dominated their final term of high school. The college itself presents conflicting 
images and opportunities: an attractive range of entenainments is offered 
simultaneously with classes. New students, inexpenenced in making choices, find it 
difficult to choose three hours of Introduction to Poetry over a film, a comedian, or a 
rock band. 
First Weeks sumrnarizes students' experiences dunng their first weeks at college, 
when the differences between high school and college are most vividly problematic. 
They struggle with a loss of identity (being a nameless face in the crowd), and a change 
p in the Pace of activities (being on fast forward). Moving to college entails leafing to 
be alone, not necessarily lonely. Previously, students have moved from year to year as 
a class. They now follow more individualized tracks. Except for students in career 
programs (e.g. Correctional Technology, Nursing, or Professionai Theatre), they have 
no ready-made group identity. The loss of an old identity may be welcomed as an 
opportunity to establish a new one as a successful student. A successful student identity 
is dependent upon validation in the form of teacher recognition and positive evaluation 
of some of their work. These are often delayed and sometimes not forthcorning. 
High school students' descriptions of what they think college will be like and how 
it might be different from high school are vague, undetailed. The clearest pictures of 
the first-semester student experience emerged from the reflections of second-semester 
students. In Chapter 3, LOOKING BACK, we summarize veteran students' perspectives 
on their transition, in which two words reverberate: freedom and choices. Their 
challenge is to s u ~ v e  the freedom from constraints long enough to mature into the 
freedom to choose responsibility. Parents continue to influence the lives of students in 
a variety of ways, even though college policies exclude them from school-student 
communications. We inadvertently discovered some negative effects of this college 
policy that was intended to acknowledge students new adult status. 
After initial regret for the loss of close and familiar relationships with high school 
teachers, and the occasional return visit to thern, college students discover the pleasure 
of a more equal relationship with teachers. They value the relaxed, first-narne basis of 
their interaction with college teachers, which they contrast with the more authoritarian 
"Yes, Sir" style of high school. 
Teachers may be surprised to discover the importance that students attach to 
knowing others in their classes, but knowing other students is not just for fun, it is 
essential to adapting to and succeeding in college. High school and college 
representatives, the official information givers, provide generalities and generalizations. 
Other students are the aspinng college student's most sought and most valued sources 
of practical information. Other students can tell t'w/zat>s it like to be tizere." These 
unofficial infamants provide specific, anecdotal reports about particular courses, 
teachers, and assignments in language students can understand. The officia1 and 
unofficial accounts of college life conflict in some ways. Officially, college is hard, many 
students fail. Unofficially, coliege is fun, you slack of& Party. New students evaluate 
and assess these reports, taking into account what they know or believe about the 
sources, and construct their initial theories of correct coiiege student behaviour. These 
aspects of student experience are explored in Information, part of Chapter 3. 
One of the ways in which veteran students exercise their new maturity is by 
assuming the role of mentor to less experienced students. We have heard experienced 
students quizz and coach new students throughout the first semester. The most 
frequently given advice is, "It's not hard ifyou just go to clas, do the work" We could 
briefly summarize many of our findings under these two headings: Obstacles to Going 
to Class, and Obstacles to Doing the Work (Figure 1). 
We conclude the report with our individual refiections on ourselves and Our 
efforts to effect changes within Our institutions, Chapter 4. In addition to the changes , 
we have implemented in our own classrooms, we recommend the following changes in 
policy and practice for the consideration for Our college and high school colleagues. 
OBSïAUES TO GOING TO CLASS 
BeIieving that teachers don't care if you corne to class. Students hear this from 
high school teachers, other students, even some college teachers. 
. 
Long breaks between classes, which provide opportunity to go home or play pool 
in Ste-Anne. 
1 i Long cfasses. Going hom 50-minute. class periods to one and a half hours or even 
three. The. thought of-sitting through hours of boredom makes skipping easy. 
. . 
; *. Boring classesi : Lectures. (teacher- talk)'. are boring. New coilege students don't 
know. how tu listen to teacher talk longer than 15 to 20 minutes. CoIiege is where 
:. they.Iearu. this. . 
Attractions and distractions of competing activities. John Abbon is a social place. 
There. are entertainers featured in the Agora ("A lot of tunes it seem Zik they 
dont wantyou to go to clrrre. They've got all'these thingr tu do. "J friends in the café 
or. snack bar. ("lûkfjted @'about the M e  of the sematq  got cmcght up in the 
S O C I * ~  ihhg .Tb. . 
. . . . .  
. . . . .  
. . . . . .  OBSTA- TO DOmG THE WORK 
. m . Not' knowiiigg:~hen to s t a r t  The 'pace: of' coilege. is dinerent. f?om high school, 
:. wherq . . (students.Say):.yoa don't getdown. ta. work untii 'October or November. 
. . 
. . . . . . . . . .  
. . . . . . . . .  . . .  . . . . . .  
. . .  . ....:..: +.: ..:. . . .  :.. -:. .: ....... . .  .: .:.. ..:. : ... . . .  
. . 
. . . . . . . . . . .  . . .  . . . . . . . . . .  
. . . . 
. . .  
. . 
/ .: ~ 6 t  ho& b m . .  ~ è : a s ~ i ~ e n & : ~ e  fmger, take longer, than those in 
hi& ischbob.;. where: teachers:iii db more of the work planniiig- and set smaller 
: . . assignments.:' ':.Used to having' tasks divided hto'  bite-sized chunks by their 
teachers, many students don't know "how to eat an elephant". 
Not knowing how to proceed - partidarly in subjects or disciplines such as 
Humanities, which students have never even heard of before college. 
Nobody pushgyou, Through high school rnost students are resisting doing the 
work; doing itunder pressure. and doing as. linle as necessary to get the grades 
they-k.;.;: :.. . . . . . .  
. . .  . . . .  . . 
. . .  ... 
. . . . .  
a . ~ot.kno&&..how '& work be. evafuated ShdentsY finely honed howIedge 
. . 
S . .  ......of whatt'high::schoo& t'eaciierswqect of them cannot be extrapolated to college 
. . 
. .  fëicfrerS...' -: : y . ; . .  I. : a: ." . . . .  
. . 
. . 
. . . . . . . . . . .  
. . . . . .  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
. . . . . . . . . . . . . .   . 
a. . ~el ie~ ig ' that  eveqbody. faîis at coîiege. Students who have little experience of 
failure. at. schooI corne to colIege expeaing to fail at lest one course. 7've always 
hemd CEGEP k hanL Ifyou dont f&& there'ssomeihulg wrong with you " 
. . .  
Getting "Ieftover courses" at registration, which students take because they are the 
only ones left that fit into the schedule. For students, the fact that they didn't 
choose a course, justifies not doing the work, not going to class, even fading. 
Taking too many courses: some programs require seven or eight. The workload 
in Pure and AppIied Science is particularly daunting. 
RECOMMENDATIONS 
Colle- Policies and Practices 
1) Make first-semester students a college-wide priority. Providing students with a 
good base will make their work, and ours, easier in subsequent semesters. 
2) Develop a semester-long program for new students that coordinates workshops 
in study skills, time management, and library usage with designated courses for 
first-semester students. The special courses should not be only study skills 
courses, or "University 101" courses on the University of North Carolina rnodel, 
but regular content or discipline courses. 
3) Encourage teachers in ail disciplines to incorporate into existing courses the 
learning skills essential to the discipline ("learning to lem"). Recornmend such 
courses to first-semester students in the College Calendar. 
4) Encourage continuing contacts between high school and college teachers; e.g. 
"stagest1 for college teachers in high schools, visits to college classes by high school 
teachers (perhaps as a Pedagogical Day activity), and joint professional 
development activities. 
5)  Provide college teachers with training in cooperative leaming and peer teaching 
methods. Students prefer this type of leaming. It also offers a creative way for 
teachers to share the work in excessively large classes. 
6) Prepare a. video of different college classroom arrangements and teaching 
. techniques. Such images would provide students, teachers, and counsellors a 
visual image of how coiiege students and teachers act. 
7) Provide a more expenential orientation: more doing, less telling. Extend 
orientation activities through at least half the first semester. 
8) Coordinate the scheduling of college events for Grade Eleven students with 
Board-wide professional days and other events in the high school calendars. 
9) Work with high schools to achieve a satisfactory compromise about giving 
students early or conditional accep tance to college. Grade Eleven is e ffectively 
terminated when these arrive in the mail. 
10) Sponsor an exploratory study of p3rents9 perceptions and concerns about college. 
11) Include parents in a professional day activity. 
12) Encourage first semester students to avoid three-hour classes. 
13) Avoid interventionist measures that diminish student autonomy or responsibility. 
14) Examine the rationale for, and the effects of, the activities that take place in the 
Agora during mid-day. 
15) Examine the policy for dropping courses: consider an earlier deadline for 
dropping and allowing students to replace dropped courses. 
16) - Run user-tests of publications which explain college requirements and registration 
procedures; rewrite them in language appropriate for a student audience rather 
than a bureaucratic one. Perhaps students in an English or Technical Writing 
class could take on this task. 
17) Explore ways to make first-semester registration a less defeating expenence; e.g., 
include in the registration packet the name and telephone number of a 
second-year "buddy" who can give one-to-one practical advice. Students who had 
such a friend or relative reported much more satiswng results. This may be 
especially important when telephone registration is implemented. 
Colleee Teacher Poiicies and Practiceq 
18) Discover what it's like to be a college student: Arrange a "stage" to take courses 
offered by colleagues. 
19) Rernind yourself every semester that new students are Young, (some only 16), 
scared, and need some encouragement and extemal motivation. 
20) Provide variety and frequent change of Pace in classes of more than one hour. 
21) Encourage Departments to avoid the three-hour format for entry-level courses. 
22) Negotiate classroom n o m  with students. Many students think it is acceptable 
to arrive late, leave early, miss class, and sleep, or eat during class. If your 
expectations are different, let them know. 
23) Teach students what "office hours" are and how to use them. 
24) Modify the "teachers don't care" perception and other beliefs that may prevent 
students fiom making use of teachen' office hours. Schedule brief appointments 
4 t h  al1 students during the first two weeks of the semester. Schedule them to 
come in pairs to lessen their anxiety in this new situation. 
25) Establish the practice of providing ten minutes of consultation time before and 
after each cIass as a supplement to "office hours". Students report considerable 
difficulties using office hours. 
26) Use first-semester students' priority for making new friends to establish class 
attendance as a habit. Lead "get acquainted" exercises the first day of class and 
a refresher the second day. If students have friends in class, they may be more ' 
motivated to come. 
27) Respond to students' need to be "somebody" by learning and using their names ' 
in class and encouraging students to use other students' names in class discussions 
- no more refemng to othen as %en or "she". 
I 
28) Make sure al1 students know at least one other student in the class. Assign 
partners, especially in classes where there are new and more senior students. 
t 
29) Review and rewrite course outlines in student-friendly language. Suggesting . 
clarifications and improvements in the course outline could be the students' first 
assignrnent in any course. 1 
30) Have students read and discuss the course outline in small groups on the first day 
of class. This allows students to get acquainted by working together, assures that 
they have read the outline at least once, and cm diminish their anxiety. Students 
are dismayed when confronted by a description of "dl that work ai2 at once," 
discussion can make clear that the work is not to be done aii at once, but one 
step at a time. 
31) Provide stnictured opporhinities for students to talk in class, especially with ,each 
. 
other. Make talking activities productive by allowing students to prepare for 
talking by focusing their ideas in a two-minute free-writing exercise or by 
preparing position statements in small groups. 
32) Increase efforts to discover and use pedagogy appropriate to college students. 
College is not high school, but neither is it university. Our methods need to be 
appropriate for students at this immediate stage. 
33) Use the motivation potential of students' enthusiasm for their new "adult" status 
and their desire to do well. Give early assignments with balanced criticism: 
what's nght and what's wrong. Encourage as well as challenge. 
34) For large assignments, provide instructions on how to start, guidelines for how to 
proceed, and feedback at early stages. 
35) Provide active as well as passive leaming experiences. The classes students find 
interesting are the ones in which they participate, the boring classes are those 
where they listen to the teacher lecture for one a ~ d  :-haIf to three hours. 
Students experience long lectures as "babbling". 
36) Let students know they are missed when they are absent. 
37) Advise students how to practise "safe skipping": plan in advance, exchange 
telephone numbers with a class partner, check with partner for notes and 
assignments. 
38) Develop relationships with high school teachers in your discipline; e.g. join or 
organize an Academic Miances group. 
Hi& School Poiicies and Ractiq 
39) Build incremental levels of student responsibility into the curriculum. 
School Teacher Policies and Pracbmœs 
40) Give students graduai increases of responsibility .for their own leaming, 
particularly expenence in making choices and meeting deadlines. 
41) Negotiate responsibility contracts with students, e.g., they (not the teacher) are 
responsible for getting the5 daily homework done. Inform parents and principals 
of the pedagogical goals of this strategy. 
42) AUow students to choose to do work, and when to do it: set seven quizzes or 
assignments, ailow students to choose which five they will do. 
43) Establish firm due dates that have real consequences. Explain the purpose of 
these to students and their parents. 
44) Give Grade Eleven students guided fiee tirne, as preparation for college freedom. 
45) Find ways to motivate Grade Eleven students, other than threats of failure at 
college or other scare taaics; e.g. "college teachers won't care about you." TV: 
"College teachen won? push you, you have to learn to push yourself." 
46) Visit college classes during pedagogical days and after 230. Faculty fiofessional 
Development SeNice (457-6610, ext. 386) can arrange this with a teacher in your 
discipline. 
47) Develop re1ationships with coliege teachers in your discipline; e.g. join or 
organize an Academic Alliances group. 
The move from high school to college is but one of many transitions along the 
educational pipeline. The move to college continues two trends: joining larger groups l 
and institutions, and expenencing less personal relationships with teachers. We descnbe 
some ways in which high school personnel prepare students for college. One way 
involves what we call scare tactics. Teachers, counselion, etc. present an image of 
tough, uncaring college teachers and use this image to motivate Grade Eleven students 
to work harder, and to work with less pushing by teachers. This tough talk is 
contradicted by the reports students hear from their peers; students Say it is less effective 
than providing specific expenences, which are sirnilar to college work methods, such as 
allowing students to take responsibility for completing and verifyhg homework, and 
seeking, rather than resisting, help from teachers. The chapter concludes with a college l 
teacher reflecting the image of high schools that was denved from interviews and visits: 
a more stmctured environment, where teachers are both caring and controlling and 
where teachers, more than students, assume responsibility for getting students to do their 
work. 
1.1 When Does the Transition Begin? 
The transition ftom high school to college is but one of many that students make l 
as they continue through the education pipeline. At each stage of the joumey, the new 
institution seems larger and less personal, the teacher more distant. In Kindergarten 
when the student scrapes her knee, the teacher is likely to hug and comfort her. But t 
shortly, there is the transition to Grade One. The class is more organized, the work 
more structured, the discipline more apparent. 
1 
When they move into this new setting, students must leam to sit still, keep quiet, 
not wander around: Le. conform to the behavioural noms of the new place. In 
elementary school, children spend most of the day in one classroom, at one desk, with 
one group of classmates, and with one teacher. They develop again the sense of 
belonging that they had in Kindergarten, 
Then they move on to high school and must l e m  to cope with larger numbers 
of people and a new set of n o m .  
l 
The h g e  war v.y  (.ne Nowyou have to &ch &res You're &O 
&wed to drew gwn, butyou always have homework I hate sir teachem 
1 
The first step in the transition is learning to know the other transients. 
Afer hvo weekr I feu Lih I had been there before. The jïnt duy 1 remember 
c k e .  I remember w&g outride with all the other gmde eightz Some 1 
knew, some I didnt The nat &y, ûrktttation Day, wwczrfun ami I met a lot 
more people by the gmner Now school kfwr and mnnd 
Yet even a Grade Eight student can look ahead to that time when they will move 
on. 
I'm SUE that by the tirne I hme to kave [th& school] IV be &ed to go and 
see that huge John Abbott just waithg for me to corne and get lost in 
For many, this expectation is hilfilled. 
You go from Gmde Eteven to a gmde whm everybody is in the smne kind of 
, gmde, and that's gohg from 200 to 5000 so you tum hto a nobody. 
The new college student can put this transition to the more grown up 
environment with its greater challenges and rewards into perspective. 
WeLl the fwrny thing is that gohg F m  element.y s c h l  and t h  high 
schooI, the veryjkt  day, e v q  singleyem, youu'd be, like, tenified E v q  single 
yem a& you know, you've been going to the s m e  high school for five yems 
but still you're so s d  the day. You don? h w  what to wem, you 
&n'tkum, whnttodoat tdyoudon'tbwwhowto~ FI7ien Icmehere, 
I f& a who  mer, I've been hihg it so mu& it's jurt another schooI, 
o t h e r  yen. 
Yet sorne do not make this transition successfully. Their confident expectation 
that this will be just another change like the others is unfounded. No longer restrained 
by enforced attendance ("Zocks on the doors, ban on the windowst') and kept on course 
by vigilant teachers and parents ("lookihg over their shouLdersl~, they drift away. 
I thmk all high school studsitr stmt off with the anitude of coming to 
CEGEP anù &hg we4 but 8s ajter the* few weeks & you h w ,  you Fe 
with yow friendr and you see all the adMtier going on, you bww, it sort of 
lum you away jbrn yuur wok 
Those who survive this transition can look onward to the greater challenge, the 
greater isolation, and the distant and uncaring professor or employer who they see ahead 
when they think about university or full-time employment. 
1 2  How the High Schoois Prepare Students for College 
When the students reach the last year of high school, both parents and teachers 
remind them that the next year of schooling will be different. Students are cautioned 
that they must become more responsible forthemselves because the "teachers at collcge 
won't care" about their homework, missed assignments, class attendance or failure. 
The anitude that the [high school] teachemgave me, 2% you have to do th& 
h col2qe ami it's going to be so tough Nobody c m  about you in college 
High school teachers and counsellors use the image of the tough, uncaring college 
teacher in a final atternpt to rnotivate their students to work. 
t 
AU through high s c h l  out te& tokl us that we wem gohg to fail in 
CEGEP becmrre we knew nothhg and we wrote ourpapss wmng a d  that 
thq, w m  rerJ31 mem out hae [at coûège]]. 1 
niS, sort of teU you thaî it's gohg to be hcd but thqr don? tell you how. Thq, tell 
you the fm%re mte in CEGEPjht-yem Chernidry war 50 or 60% Thot wcrs a nice I 
t h h g t o h !  T h o r w a m ' t t m e n w ~  I ~ t . h a v e t o & e y o u a l i t f l e  
scnre to lei you h w  what it's gohg to be ILGe 
I 
Students are told by teachers, counsellors, and parents that they will be entering 
a world where the work will be much harder and they will be on their own, without 
anyone checking up on them. However, students often perceive this as a ploy to make r 
them do more work than they are prepared to do; the admonitions fa11 upon deaf ears 
and old habits persist through the last year of high school. Most students don't take 
these admonitions senously because neither teacher, counsellor, nor parent attended c 
college, at least not recently. Not surprisingly, students give little credence to their 
information. 
c 
nie terpcherjivm hi& sebol U ~~ & a's not convùt&g You kind 
ofthmk, wet& they &nt r e d j  btow]. nieyitegone thn,t& it a long tUne ago 
card it's m t  what a's & now]. 
I suppose thqt [the t-] b e n  't been here, tau@ here They 've seen the 
sebol ofen maybe but m t  more than we hmte ntqr've been by or itewtî 
about it So rhere's not alwqs too m h  thq, c m  do. 
The scare tactics may not be effective at motivating students to work in high " 
school. Yet new students cany with them the belief that the coliege teachers will not 
care whether they are present in class, tum in assignrnents, or even pass or fail. 
r 
The high school practice of pushing students to work is seen by students 
al ternately as caring, smo t h e ~ g ,  and bullying : 
. 
C 
I kùtâ of& the fact ihnt the teadrers c m  Ifyou're doing bad or nu~.;the 
fàct fhat thq,m 
lit seems lLGe Ifyou get a bud mmk $3 alway3; iUq the teucher's burttesr in 
high schoot Iüce, thqt're dways mflilenctig you It's, likq you did bud - do 
better or eLw! H e  it's more up to you 
I had some very stricf teachers and they'd sort of intimidate you to do your 
work..you hnd to do yow work 
The high schools seek alliances with parents as they attempt to motivate al1 
students to cornplete at least a minimum of work. 
When I war in h i '  schoo4 kt's say you would fd a test or you would do 
poorty in sdiwL The teacher wouki phone h o m e . . p m  more trvohred Ùt 
your schooling, 
Some students expenenced evaluation of their performance in high school as 
quite different from that in college. 
In high schooLI don Z kmw, the te& wül parr you atm though you 're a ' 
hopeIesr cmt You know, no te* wül give a seven p e ~  cent to a stuient 
h high sdtwl becme thqt feel sorry, a d  mtd ggoes on thep recorrl, and thqt 
m@donT wmtiit 
And here? 
Yer? ï%ey seeyou show no interest in the CO- you dont want to work and 
itk 77we's your m& that's whaî youte got and t h m  you huve MW 
Students reported that certain differences between high school and college 
practices made the transition difficult. 
In a way I wasnt~replved for itfrorn high schooL Ri,& up tuu'iï the end you 
maüy M... One thing U I think high school t e a c h  s h o w  especidly in 
G d  Eileven, shouldput more rwpnribüily on the studentr ..now it's a lot 
hmder on you 
nte high schooIs should try to make them [high school stu&nts] more 
mpodble for th& edixafion Espedly ,  [my one] teacher, ifyou mhed 
a t a  you kmw, I coukl alwqys [ '  it up]. Here, you cm't. 
m o u  don'rget it [an assz*gmmnt] & in, laîq tough hk Wzemas hz higJl 
school it wos, I bmught it in t h e  weeks hte and she takes off f i e  mark.., 
SOJOU have to be ca@d 
Here [rrt coûége] they'd give you a &ad& pnd you have to meet the 
deorUme mid rhse [kt hi& sdiod] they're conrfuntlyphttgyou, I'm still 
s?tqpùtg out of if 
I hud a pmjed due in the second week that I was there [at coüege] ami they 
jiutkhdofputitatyoutoofait U ~ U , h i g h s c h o o l y o u d o n ' t w q r k ~  
at lem October or Novembe~ 
One high school guidance counsellor also felt that the high school should be: 
Giving more of the responsibility to the students ...allowing them, if 
something goes wrong, to d e r  the consequences, to take away some of 
the cushions that we provide. 
While a student expressed the idea as follows: 
I thurk the hi@ s c h l  should stop c m  kidr so mt&..you're thpped 
info iL 
As you might expect, students advocated "get tough" policies only in rekospect. Closer 
to hi@ school, the students we inte~ewed during their first month at coliege were 
reluctant to say more should have been required of them. 
Students consistently reported that preparing papers and assignments for which 
the due-date was set long in advance was hard for them. In high school, teachers work 
so hard at getting al1 students to hand in these assignments that sometimes the intended 
meaning of a deadline disappears. Teachen, who must account to parents and 
administrators for each student's performance, abhor the blank spaces in the mark 
record book, and students reported many instances of teachers who went to 
extraordinary efforts to extract work from them. 
In hi# schod they [terichers] corne tu you niqt say, hkyou  b e n  'r done 
weL. Hse you dont go to your te& then that's if 
From their new perspective as college students, the high school teachers chasing after 
them seemed "kinda dumb. However, students spoke positively about high school 
teachers who tried to teach them to take on responsibilities by 'liemanding a lot. Mah- 
sure things got in by deadlines, and there were no exceptions ." 
W& my t& in high s~hooL..~ In my last yem of high s h l  I war in 
a lbt of advmed c h e s  And thq, t h u g .  enough about us tu by and 
prepmus Ifounàthutk@dalot 
I thhk he treated us like rrriLUr, which I thmk was rhe p~~pamtibn for 
CEGEP, a d  I teaüy think it heQmLother te- woulà bentyou more or 
lep like theù Utle stkkmts andyou feltyou were stillyowtg d Y o u  weren't 
mqwnmbk enou& to move on 
Students reported that experiences such as checking their own practice problems, by 
verifying their solutions with a set of solutions posted in the school corridor ald theq 
asking the teacher about any difficulties, were useful preparation for college work. 
Students are more cornfortable feeling that their teachers - high school or college 
- care about them and their progress. Students, who understand that the big step in 
prepanng for college is not necessarily to take on a greater workload but, rather, to 
work in a different way, may be more willing to work with their high school teachers at 
developing the habits and skills that will be of service to them in college. 
- 
nte on& thing I c m  thhk of ir e n r o ~ g  better stdy  habits and g&g 
Uito the pmesr, so it's üke second mim to study or do your wo& so you 
don? fall apmt whsl you come hem 
One student spoke of a teacher who would only occasionally check that the 
homework was done. It seems that if the students believed that a practice was designed 
to help them in their next year and not associated with punishment, then it was better 
received. 
That wrrr whsl Istmted re&g how to do thhg on my own LlGe about 
checkin, hornewonk; nobody checkr homewonk k ma&, unkm you have 
to h a î  it in But in schoot all the teachss check yout homework 
Thq, checkthatyoudidit, whidt isktidof dumb. Whatmy teadrerdid war 
once in a whüe heu go a t v d  dredMg but not rem to come down on you 
or to giveyou a rso on it, but@ to have the dumce to give you a lecture ... 
"Nobody's gohg to corne mmd che&hgyour hornewonk to mofivate you to 
do i f  Look; you've got ?O do yow hontewonk mid not because I'm goùtg to 
check it, but becclue you ougftt to b w  i f "  W's when I stmted noriMg 
that I had to do my homework on my own, I found out the hmd pmtr 
beùtg motivated to do the work on your own &but sorneune there Thse 
am some Wgs y w  have to do men if nobody's gohg to mtice you did it 
~ c e p t  you~sel? 
1 3  Institutional Characteristics: High school 
In the Québec school system, students graduate from Grade Eleven high school 
at the average age of 17. Many subsequently continue their studies at a Collège 
d'enseignement général et professionnel (Cégep). Both institutions come under the 
Ministry of Education; still, there is surprisingly little contact between the two 
institutions, either on the administrative level or on a more individual level. Many 
college teachers are u n f d a r  with Québec high schools (some did not even attend a 
North American high school) and are therefore ignorant about the milieu their students 
come fkom. The colleges were instituted in 1967, when most of the current high school 
teachers had already completed their post-secondary education. The result is that many 
high school teachers fhd it difficult to prepare their students for a world they themselves 
know little about: the two milieus are quite different. A high school teacher and 
research team member observed: 
Although the school I work in is literaily a stone's throw from the college, 
the two institutions are as different as night and day. 
The differences lead to misunderstandings, distrust, even hostility, when there 
ought to be cooperation and regular communication. 
One of the aims of-this project was to allow teacher-researchers to become , 
familiar with the "other world'. College teachers would visit the high schools, sitting in 
on classes, and interviewing students, teachen, and administrators; high school teacher- 
researchers would study the college milieu. This enabled the college teachers to hold , 
up for the hi& school teachers a rnirror for self-reflection; and the high school teachers 
to hold a rnirror for the coilege teachers. 
f 
This account is thus and attempt by a coIlege teacher-researcher to reflect the 
image of the high schools, as seen from a series of visits to the classroorns, and from 
talks with students and high school personnel. l 
The Grade Eleven students at high school are ready "to move on". 
f 
What would be the most exciting part of it @eaving high school] do you 
thint? 
6 
I &n? h w .  J i  changingfrom hi@ sdrool to college is the most 
New place? I 
You wodd Iüre to stay here for another year? 
I WOU&? mùtd it It wouldn't bother me but it'sjuît t h  a's rime to go and 
m e  on. 
When you think ahead what is the most scary thing? 
e 
Ag- the smne thutg, U like goingjkm hi,& school to coükge; 
It has two sides to it, r 
To the graduating students, high school has "two sides to itl It is a cosy place 
where they are used to ~~g down the comdor knowing 80% of thepeople" and '@eing ' 
. fn'endlj with the teadrers, hnowing them almost like fien&. " High school, by now, also 
feels to them "a bit Iik jail. They are referred to as "lcids" and, they feel they are 
treated like kids. 
In high schooL..they kind of berdyou like a kid You're 17h Gr& Eleven, 
d they act üke you'. ten yem OU Lüce, 'Don 'r forget yow pend ' Stuff fi 
kïke that. 
It is clear to the students that it is the "teacher's job" to watch out for them. I 
We& I thirzk the high sdrool teadters am a Iot..not thut they're more 
COI~C- itk just t k . . I  me- I guerr, it's their job. You know it's high 
sdtool and they have to watch out for the kidr and make sure... Lüce, I 
rementber w b  I di&? do well, theytiphone my houe and say, "Lirten, you 
know, shek not doing t?wt weU. What's wrong?" They want you to parr so 
thqt phme home mid they say, What3 going on with her or him? She 3 mt 
do@ that weU' 
The teachers are held accountable to school administrators as well as to the 
parents, not only for a student's presence at school, but also for the student's work and 
progress. '77zey wmt you to pars," as a student expressed it. In the words of a high 
school teacher: 
niere's a responsibiüty more to the parent and to the commwrity that says, 
well, if the students are not handing assignments in, then you will do 
something about it... That you wül -dl home or do whatever you can 
rather than simply give a zero. So, our policy has always been that you do 
whatever you cari to get the assignment from the student and you do not 
give zeros. One student said to me, 'ln high school it's the teacher that 
gets you throu W... That's the perception and, boy, we'd like to change 
that perception because we do a lot of pulling. We really do. 
Teachers speak about "pulIingn, proddingl', and "discipliningl' students to get them 
to work Students' imagery of high school is of caring teachers who are always "chasing 
after them, "hanging over" them, "on their backs." As a result, some students learn to 
manipulate teachers by playing a "tug-of-wart' game about their work (see Earing the 
Transition Resemh Report 4).  Threats of failure seldom materialize, as the high schools 
are doing everything in their power to help the students to p a s  and get promoted. A 
high school teacher expressed it: 
nie high s h k  will nut kt the kidr fmï. Thqt pwnp them through one yeur 
afrer another and theyte corne to expect th& 
A student who has not cornpleted an assignment may be given "detention" and 
required to complete the work under supervision; but he will not be given zero. The 
ultimate threat is to "tell your parents." A threat that a recently matured 18 year-old 
assessed i ~ t h i s  way: • 
I find a lot of them m w  so chiküsh We go [ t h e  and] these kuLr an? 
thvwing oths kulr wund. Sixteen-year oldr When I war Sacreen, I never 
dUi that. The teacher w g h t  y04 gmbbed you by the em and they take you 
to the orne, and c d  your pmentr Nowaduys itk, "Cd my p a r a ,  1 Idon't 
c m "  When I war in Gr& Tm and Elwm, ifsomeone c d e d  yowpments 
it war, "Oh, my God she's gokg to be so. 7.. NOW, they dont care KuLr do 
not care at alL 
Do you think if in your Grade Eleven classes if teachers pulled back a bit 
kom the students, do you think that w d d  prepare them better? 
r 
Ye* a bit T e m h  always t W &  IV tell your pmentr Thrrt doem ?t 
s c m  the kdz But ifyou say you're not gohg to gmdunte and you're not 
gohg to do anything in üfe becauseyou need a hi,, school diplorna to get any I 
kittd of job. W's w k  the kid. "Oh, my Gd" and thqt stmigkm out mid 
rhqt smt wonbmg. But you thmatenad to call the pmmts and that's aü thqt 
&manykindofschmL. " W e l l t e l l y o w p ~ "  Givemeabrerrk Hdf C 
of them &nt have panmts It's mt the kkis' frrult But they should thmk 
m o r e a b o u t w ~ r h e k i d s m t h i n k h g o f ~ ~ ~  WithishPralways 
done it " Tuner have changai c 
The high school teachers are in a dificuit position. Many told us that they would 
like to "teach thern to see the cowequences of their own behaviour," as one teacher put 
it, but they felt powerless in the face of demands ftom most parents and administrators 
to "pump" the students through. 
C 
The Pace of learning appears slow (to a teacher used to the 15-week semester of 
the college). The hi@ school students told us they do not have to work hard to get 
through. One student accomplished this task while holding down a full-time job. F 
What about the work load? Do you have to work hard here? 
a 
1 dont The on& thhg I mal& tnke home is math homework but the other 
~ I j u r f & h c h d d o a l i f t l e b i t a t l u n c h b u t I r e ~ h a v e m  
h o m k  (This student later mentioned that he worked 40 hours a week C 
in an outside job.) 
Furthemore, the mission of the high school is not only academic, as one teacher 
reminded us: 
Ihuveto w ~ t h a t t h e ~ 1 i i ; r e r f h P r a n a t m o s p ~  CmdattimaI 5 
wme up agahst th& a t m a s p h  By -hem I mem that the sdrool 
sûudum a Jardent by not on& ocrrdemic but d o  the e~aa- 
fi 
Hm wodd you descriibe the atmosphere here? 
C 
The iasting image from these high school visits is the dedication and cornpetence 
of teachers, many of whom feel limited in what they can achieve by institutional 
restrictions and practices. a 
CHAPTER 2 - BEING THERE 
John Abbott College, as seen by a high school teacher is a relaxed, less-structured 
atmosphere where both students and teachers function with fewer rules. A vibrant social 
scene is intermingled with classes. Extrapolating expectations from high school to 
college leads to confusion. First Weeks surnmarizes students' experiences during their 
first weeks at college, when the differences between high school and college are most 
vividly problematic. 
For many students, the b t  impression of the coiiege is that, physically, it is big. 
It is big in terms of the space it occupies, the facilities it maintains, and the number of 
people affiliated with it - both students and employees. In comparison to the high 
school milieu, the college appears to operate with fewer budget constraints, to offer 
many more facilities and services, and generally, to function in a much different rnanner. 
Students speak highly of the library and its services, the sports facilities, and the many 
student services available. To a high school teacher the science laboratory facilities are 
Nirvana! 
It would not be accurate to equate the coliege to a very large high school. More 
. striking than the size of the buüding or the large numbers of teachers and students, is 
the enormity of the expectations, set by the college, of its students. In order to meet tlie 
requirernents of their large course load (seven, eight, sometirnes even nine courses), 
students must shoulder for the first time the responsibility for self-discipline and self- 
motivation, within a relaxed and unstructured environment. Students describe this as 30 
much FREEDOM!~~ 
The absence of a bel1 ringing to mark the change of class, the absence of the 
intercom voice, and the absence of the teachers monitoring behaviour contribute to the 
more relaxed atmosphere. 
I don ? mis  the t e a c h  trrking attendance I don 't mirs people making sure 
thatyou & everyrhing I don? &people îzathgyou üke you're a Little kid 
atuicrm?&rmyrhmgbyyou~se~ Idon'tmirshavingnoterwhenyou'resick 
I don? mis the sdiwl bel& I don? mirs sorne of the t e e  therp, I don? 
mirr the prÙtciprJ becmue you'd be in contad with h h  everyday, because 
heu be down h the cafeteria - I don? misr the c a f f d - .  I don? mirs the 
regulm, evevery single diy, gohg to the s m e  clarr, and M g  homewonG for 
ev.v dau. 
Students and teachers function in their roles in the less structured environment. 
Students run clubs and extra-curricular activities, often without teacher advisors. Live 
rock music emanates from the Agora, while classes meet elsewhere. 
The week there w m  rvck b& Ùz the s c h l  - in the Agom W h t  S 
this place, school or a concert? I f o d  that w e k i  Now I just walk p e  1 
mid i f  t h ' s  a rvck band there, it's no big &al anymore, it's the freedom they 
gnte yu& 
I 
Students are fkee to decide whether to attend their class or enjoy the rock bands. In 
contrast to the high school, college students are not in classes all the time, nor are they 
required to be in class. @ 
Whenyou wcrlkintoc~someofrhe~eadierswülsay- "Youhw, Idon? 
reuüy cclre ifyou come to darr or not Ifyou don P wme îkn thut's yuur f 
prvbkm" Thrrt's prvbabb the haniest change Ifyou have a drrrs and rrll 
yout friends rüe gohg somewkni= to Amiq or whateyer, you c m  go with 
them oryou can go to your Introduction to P~elry c 4  or whateve7. That's I 
tough - you hme to make &&ibrts In h&h sdiool it's like they lock the 
doon a d  "You're mt gettùtg oùt of here" It's like ban on the windows 
H m  it's red& up to you That's the hmdest th@. I 
Students meet in groups at socially "correct" locations. 
I 
~ j k d k ]  told me whse to go so I wo&P be l o o h g  a n , d  you bww.  
Thqrshowedrnea&lenuipofthe~tso IwouldnP@totoliylarf; and 
thq, toki me the type o f  people to hang twund there rmd there mtd t h  
lheremesortoftypesofpeoplethathrmgam~ buttkydonPre@cme 
üke gyou wcmt to hang m d  tlrere ttw. Ifùlci, m the MùncMo~ it's a lot 
of nd&preppypeople wonying about th& &thes mid stu8 Iw a lot of 
. them thse I'm friendr with them anyway d I stiU go th- sornefynes The 
Trimrgle U very hippie people - the Little Trimrgk there nem the Mmhboz 
The Oval U j u ~ 5  weK evetyone U jurt sort of  c& there There's a fav e 
fippier h t k  That's c m  too, but I'm jht clarj5rig by the way they 
dresr It have anything to do with t h e p p s s o ~  
r 
Sometimes, these are the places to be rather than in classes. 
In the classroom, the ieaching methods seem different. Students describe some a 
teachers as "iecturingn more, or being less apt to deal with student's questions in class 
tirne. Students encounter the concept of "office hoursn: a contractual time in which the 
college teacher expects students to corne with questions not dedt with in class time. I: 
I w a  t e h g  h h  [my j thd ] :  77Ùs ir CEGEP rmd you're supposed to go to 
the t~dlcher~... He's supposed to.". If you" huvhg p m b h  go see the 0 
teacher @er c h  The c h  isjrrrt lecture attd you go and ark him for help 
rxfrenv& It3 mt liGe they're babying Mer you. Nobody d l y  redites 
that It's a big thhg My Math teucher kt semester war " O b ,  this 
dim 40% of y011 guys fmled Two people came to see me ami thut's nut 
good You should all come to see me even people who me geaing 90's jurt 
to ask about pmblemr " 
In high school, students perceive "extra help" given by a teacher during the 
teacher's lunch or after school hours as an "extran service. Amving at college with this 
expectation, students sornetirnes speak of their college teachers as 'hot minding if they 
come and mk questiom" or "not minding helpingl: confusing the two practices. 
Ckyou feel like they don? want to - not ifad thq don? wcmt to he@ you But 
thnt they huve other thin&r to dh Libe, they go to th& office and they wcutt 
to and they're dZmkmg theù coffee, rad they just àon't wunt to be 
b w e d  Tky're not in c k  You kmw, thse me some teuchers that I j ù d  
are like thut I don? b o t k  
The college teacher presents rnatenal to students who choose to attend that class. 
There are fewer disruptions, such as dealing with forgotten absence notes, forgotten 
texts, notes, or pens that force a teacher to discipline students. And yet, students talk 
of leaving a class before it ends, coming in late, sleeping in the back. 
Wiui teachers that don't take attendance, how does that work? 
Wa I have [one] come d you huve to M in a paper every week mid 
@er fhrrl) you jird disaur it It's a the-hour c h s  and it goes to 5:30m A lot 
oftimes, IIememthemLidleof~jWbeccrue, tome. itseemsükeawaste 
o f k  
What do you mean by discipline? What kind of things do you fmd 
different? 
I- üke tmdinesf In high sdroolyou huve to be in c h  at &-45 or 9:W 
Ifyou dong you have to get a lute slip, adetention or whatever. Hem you c m  
comecmd walkùzto ckrn- oratkartin mythes-you c m  w a k h  ten 
minutes laie, hdf an hotu Irrle; as bng as you do your wo& or whatever. I f  
you don? want to corne @ don? wme in Of coume, we all h w  that, ifyou 
mirs two elayes, you'm expeerPfrorn the c k  B&a&, you're kickai out 
o f c k  
It is different and it is the same. 
The college teacher, in cornparison to a high school colleague, does not appear 
to be obligated to answer directly to a parent, a department head, or a principal. Yet, 
the teacher in the college feels the same sense of despair when faced with class failure 
rates, rnissed deadlines, and a student's repeated absences. 
College is very different kom high school. An absent teacher may cancel a class; 
the usual practice in high school is to provide a substitute teacher. It serves a different 
clientèle: older snidents who usually have reached the age of majority; students who 
have passed through the academic selection process of high school. The college 
atmosphere is unburdened with the rules and stmctures that are enforced in high 
schools, where a younger and, academically, more diverse student population requires 
closer supervision. Consequently, the college is a more relaxed environment, in which 
the young person who has chosen further education is expected to be a responsible, self- 
motivated learner within a less stnictured system. 
-22 John Abbott's a Social Place 
High school students hear conflicting messages about what John Abbott is, and 
about what to expect when they arrive there. 
As we have seen, they are likely to hear from their high school teachers that 
college will be hard, that they won't be looked after, and that they will have to do their 
work on their own. 
From their fnends who are aiready there, they hear other messages: 
Ym msuion John Abboft to evqbcnfy and thq. sq, Oh, if's a c o r n  CM- 
Part of it mght have to & with itr k&n Yuuste got the Pool H d f i e  
~ e s a w a y f r o m h e r e ,  andthere'sAnnigdownthse . 
Information from fiiends does not dwell on academic concerns. 
nCe reason they do th@ I th* U because they're be@ just too cool, sort 
of thmg tu tell me Wee th& Y how it is, and rhse's may fomrr, a d  the 
cùmamhmder, dIIapapottheotherdnyontheavilwm.., Ican't 
see them &wt and telltrg me thingr üke t h  [Ùtsted il is] 
"Atomomnu's F d a y  and I ?me the diy ~f.~.that's what they're intemted 
in te& me ad I won? ta& them about the schoktk pmt of CEGEP. 
At our schoo4 it wrrtparr @hates You h w ,  they'd corne back rmd you 
a& %, h ' S  John Abbott? Is it hani?" "Nq it's a j o k  I never go to 
dmr " It 'S alinmt iike a power tr@ that you 're still in Mgfi schoot and thqt 're 
not, ad they're M g  to hpmsyou.  
Students arrive with two conflicting expectations. College will be hard, college 
will be fun. They have to resolve, for themselves, this contradiction. 
It3 just rwt something that you cm be explaint& how to change or huw tu 
go kîo t?; but I think talking about it apecially maker fr a lot earribet. And not 
with a coumeIIor becme so rnany f i m a  yow guidmice courtseIlor in high 
schoot wiII say, VeU in CEGEP you have to be prepared to work on yow 
own" niat doesn't hit you becme w h t  you're iktening to is the people 
coming backfrom past g d u d t g  classa sayUg "Ah, iî3 a pa?ty, m q  you 
go and skàck OB" I thhk you have to get the stlrdentr to teü the tmth 
For many, emphasis on social life in college is a natural progression from high 
school. The final year, and particularly the final t e p  of high school are dorninated by 
social activities. Graduation is the planning of the clothes to be worn, the limousine 
to be rented, the raising of money to pay for the parties and dances. Grades usually 
decline from the second to the last term of high school: after students receive their 
conditional acceptance from the college, academic work takes a back seat to social 
activities. The "conditional" of the conditional acceptance to college -is not taken 
senously. Provincial exarns are a sobering event; however, Grade Eleven students did 
not speak about thern in the interviews. After a surnmer away from school, the slack 
attitude of the last weeks of high school is carried into the start of college. 
What do the students find when they first get to John Abbott? 
Idon'tbwwhowI'mgotigtogetartyworkdo~ tk'saconcerton, there's 
moMes every Friday, t h ' s  gYir to h k  at..it's as if thq, don't want you to 
go tu drrrr 
niere's a l w w  sornefhg huppnhg at the Agoq whidr you c m  eus@ stand 
crmwuiandjlrrt wordr It'sgoodforpeopEe~thqtbenothhgtodomid 
th's-some entertubmeni; 
Through John Abbott Student Activities, an appealing range of entertainment is 
provided for students during the first weeks and through the semester. The assumptions 
behind this practice are that students involved in college life are more likely to succeed, 
and that college life should be "well rounded", (i.e. not just academic). Student 
Activities also sponsors a wide variety of intra- and inter-mural sports. Most of the 
entertainments take place in the Agora, a large open space that can be adapted to rnany 
purposes. The Agora activities provide students, particularly those easily tempted, with 
an excuse for rnissing classes. 
I thmk aU figh schod dzuiem stmt off wiîh the attihcde of coming to 
1 CEGEP mid &hg we& but it3 @et thejht few weekr am& you bww, you'' 
wirh fiiendr and you see al1 the aaivities gohg on anci, you h w ,  3 sort of 
liIresyou awqf irn wonk 
The coliege also provides places for student social life. In addition to a cafeteria and 
a snackbar, there is a student-run café. 
T h e w  week - it seem Iikeyou me not at s c W  You me at a place with 
yourfriends midyou're hcningfwr. LiGe when I j ïn t  walked &O the fial,  
like, I codiirt't beïkve it. 
Oh, really. That's a café. 
Yeah I couldn't beüeve that it was a schooL I 
What do students find when they attend their first classes? Not usually such an enticing 
variety of activities. I 
I r m z e d e r m y ~ d a y  very well because I wam't expedngon&jZve minutes 
of clas for one thing Thqt on& give you the p h  d'éftule ami all rhat. f 
A quite different message about the importance of class time is communicated when the 
first two-hour class "went for the whole time, right to the Zat mhute!",. and when students 
are told that four absences will result in failure. 
One new-student task is to achieve a balance between school as a social place 
and school as an academic place. Some achieve this early. 
It is [a social place] buî you cm? let it get to you I w<zs wonied about thut; 
when I j h t  cane hem because I h e d  it, m I kmd of k p t  unds control f 
For others however, 
It's a total soarJ ch&- It's so e g !  Dod will pqy my hution and I'm 
gvne Byd Somepeople wentforthefun of it 
I: 
Successful students achieve a balance between work and play. 
You should wonb, I meun whoever sqs it's a party? It's ficn rmd it's a pu t  Ii 
plclee to be  I eitjuy the camptu rmd it's a great s&g Perfed But..here 
it% üke ifyou're the c h  cbwn, itk ta t d  People me more mature 
* 
23 First Weeks 
1 
You dont ?mg wUItd with thegmde nittes whenyou're m Gmde E l e v q  in 
GnodeEleventhse'sonlj; like) 200peoplèineachdag wepsqy. Hereyou 
wme to a wllege; evqbody is the smne; you go jbm Gm& Eleven to a l 
where evqbody U in the scmie kmd ofgmde tnu€ thrrt'sgoingfrom 200 
to 5OOû, soyou a ~ n  ùtto a n o b e  
I 
New coliege students feel like "nobodies". In June, they were the senior students 
in their schools. Everyone knew them. In September, their place in the world has 
changed. fi 
So I was mal& htroduced to a new worki where I kiew nohodj und nobody 
me - I wus ured to a l@style of waUBng into a place and lorowtrg 80% 
of the people artd talking to 80% Combtg to John Abbott, it wos, Wkre  
is evqboùy?' I felt a bit out of place I guerr a Lot of people woukl in a 
school of 5000 shcdent--l'dm myself thWg I wunt to go, I wcmt to leave. 
I jurt wîznted to go tu ckrrres I felt lomorne. I felt mu& out of place 
The Pace of college Iife is fast. 
It was rea@ heaic Ewrytthing wm going s o f a  It wm like: "Oh, my Go4 
I have a dnu now, and I have bre* and I'd befter eut," etc And it was 
mal& fa It was too fa It was like gohg in a &k 
Oh,iîw~reuüyhe& I d e r I w a s a l w q s t u t d e t s o m i r c h p r e r n v e  
And then Ijuddidn'tfeellike I bebnged atm Like I s e  Idktr't wrmt 
to be therea tm So Ijustwoukln'tgiveit ahutce. Like, it wanr'rthe 
s h I ,  ?eu@, it wpr me 
The size of the new institution is intimidating, and the new student's fear of getting lost 
is valid. 
If you can think back to the first few weeks you were here, what do you 
remember about that? 
Tot@ lart LikP, the- &y I was so nervow coming to scha,L I got in 
midhadmyp~-~utofwheremy~~were;lLkeHO,orwhcae~er. I h d
no iden where to go. I war total& lost bamrre the campus U so big 
A transition £rom familiar surroundings into a strange and unfamiliar world should be 
accompanied by a feeling of being "out of place", especially when moving from a srnaller 
to a much larger institution. Grade Eight students, new to high school, voice similar 
sentiments about leaving the familiar elementary schools for the new world of high 
school. Although they have previously moved from one school to the next, they have 
usually rnoved dong as a group: friendship bonds and their own group identities are 
kept intact. However, new college students are on an individual track. For the first 
time in their lives, they are entenng a truly individual study prograrn - no one else in the 
college is taking exactly the same courses, with the same teachers, or exactly the same 
schedule. 
nie feeling of isolation is compounded by the presence of crowds everywhere. 
I came h m d  it war compkètely uvwded thejkt  duy. You c m ?  get to the 
water fo l~~ta ih  You can'r get to the libr.y becme you have to wade 
through 
Students told us they often escaped outside during the first weeks, just to sir alone in the 
Sun: "Nowhere do you feel so alone ar in a crowd of strange faces, wwlzere evevbody else 
seems to know someone." There are few places where the new student without friends 
can feel cornfortable alone. The library is one such place. Y o u  c m  go to the library 
alone. That's a great place to meet people. " 
C 
The space around their lockers becomes their persona1 temtory. One student 
described, how in the beginning, she used to sit by her locker during her breaks, feeling 
totally alone. 
Could you have gone to the student lounge to meet some people? 
You dont go to the s î u i h t  lounge &ne; you go t k  with yowfriendr 
At high school they often had a close relationsbp with their teachers. 
It3 a lot more impersor& ami thai's hmd to get ured to. You're used to 
b ~ ~ f r i e n d l j t  with the tendtss. b w w t h e m  alL 
I'm so wed to, Ui high schL..b&g mal& c h e  to the teachem..rmd not 
h w h g  them not only m teadrers, but &O as people rmd friends, and 
bwwing more about them 
But, "at college, " the high school students believe, "The teachers don? care. " 
Why do you think they don't? 
Bacarse, rhqr dont check your homewonk, rhqr don? ark you for yout 
and fyou don? go to c& they dont dyourpamts  So, they 
don? 
New college students do not expect they will be able to develop close bonds with 
college teachers. 1 
nie teadrsls [at colkge] don? look ai eadr sbrdsir sepamtely, iî3 jurt a 
whok 1 
PdbealittCeshy,youknow, toknockonth&doo~ 
Because you don't lmaw them? 
Y& I dont kum, them rrr welL S o r n a y o u  askyomerj: libe, if they'd 1 
recognPe your face men Becaw~ I m m  you're sudt a big c h  
However painful the loosening of old bonds may be, students also talk about the firs: 
weeks at college as a tine for shedding old identities and getting a new start. 
Wey people, thqr don? k m w  you here and I f o M  like, sometimes when 
yousle been in high schwl for f i e  y e m  wiih the same people, and those 
people b w w  y04 and thty have a ckarpidmz of who you me mtd what you 
28 
am liGe, rmd when you corne to CEGEP the jZmt t h e  you are s t h g  ovs; 
beccluseyou dont know anyone rieal&. Andyou are st- over and m a h g  
new friend$ and thq, see you a cerfah way. It giva you a dumce to rwt 
change yomeif re&, bu&..I me- sure, I thhk everyone) they regret, you 
kmw, t h g s  they have done UI the pact 
Sure, sure. 
You bww, theyte hud bad expenhcts with some friends mid sort of 
duutkm rmd here a's llke eveythùtg is forgotten, and you me sta?tùtg over 
baunrse people see the good t- in y04 and they &nt b w  the bad 
It gives you a second chance. 
It doer I thmk it's nice statfmg mer aga  lLke socirrlly and academhd&. 
The new place seems scary, but it is also full of excitement and oppominities. 
It WU SW, I~guerr, in a way because you're in a emimnment; but 
Iloved itandIfe2îlike~t~:h an tidividucrl Ifelrükeyou'reonyourottq 
ma@, rmd you um & what you want 
The atmosphere is different from their old familiar school. Students actually sit here 
and want to learn. 
People m? ePIy go@ it's a kUid of teM a i m a p k  
I a d d &  think abow my wok  It's suqy. 
The first four to six weeks are a crucial time - that's when the students start to 
establish their college identity: when they start to acquire a sense of who they are, and 
a feeling of comfort in their new environment. Being known by and knowing other 
students in their classes contributes to their feeling of comfort. 
. The first one or twu cius- just taking 15 minuta to t a  to other studenti, 
mrrybe give ta pmjed w h m  they hate to socirrlize with other sidents tt the 
chas to get more at eare about the duathn.. 
• 
The students also frequently raise the issue of teachers' knowing and not knowing their 
names. In a new environment and in a new role, identity is fragile. It is not surprising, 
then, that being known by your name by other students and by your teachers helps to 
reinforce that fragile identity. 
It's very hmd to go down the hukïway and say "Hi" to a teacher, ami most of 
the timeyou end up embarr~gyomeIfbecause he doem't rememberyour 
name or doeai? remembet who you me, becmcse they teda so many stuàents 
and have so mmry chses, and there me so many e n t s  in the school that 
I dont blmne t h a  for siue I miss that The jkt semater I folurd rnyself 
doing that and then I realized that I should stop because it doem't look too I 
good when you say "Hi" to a teacher a d  he jusî says "Hi: but it look as if 
he doem't h w  who you me 
I 
New students are often camed away on a wave of excitement and great 
expectations. They are learning their way around, and they are making new friends. 
They find that they can skip a few classes here and there, without suffenng any , 
immediate consequences. Although they sometimes look back fondly on their high 
school days, they generally feel it's a world they have now outgrown. 
1 
I feel like I um do my own thhg and it3 my nspnmbi@~.Ùt high schaob 
they raz@ get on your back 
t 
They enjoy being treated as adults, but realize that the college, with its social activities, 
brings temptations they did not have to deal with in high school. 
You've just got to k m  how to han& it [the freedom]. You c m  't take it for 1 
gmnted or anythmg, You need tw tue, I mecm, ryou didnt then it would 
bea bitükehighsÇhoo1.you'dthmkof itrua jaila bit 
r 
They are often given the fieedom to attend classes or not, butomo 
In the first week, we found out thut we CO& mirs a c e t t b  munber of chses 
So, Itesîeditout, rmdIgupsr Idîdn'r&too welL 
For some students the temptations are just too great. 
I stopped going to aU my clasres... So, I jrrrt kùzd of blew my sematezmœœ I'rn
wed to tedemyelling ut you and telüngyou that ifyou miss one more c h ,  
T m  cnlling yourpmentr " ï%ey d&S do that there [at collège]. 
When you say it all caught up with them, what happened? 
Well, arIsa@ t h q , w u l d h m t e s k i p p e d ~ h e r o n e t o o ~ ~ e r r m i d n o l  
~ e R a l i r e d i t , m i d ~ ~ w ~ e a f ~ o r t h q r m i g h t m t h a v e  
& n e r h e w o n k o r s o ~ ü k e ~  Thq,&n'treclüreitatthetime, but 
aüof aJuddsl fhqtte frded a d  fhqt cmlunderstmrd why. 
New college students have difficulties assessing their own progress. College feels 
so different to them, and they have heard so many gloomy statistics about failure, that 
they wonder how they will do. At college, the rules, expectations, teaching styles, and 
methods of evaluation differ from class to class. They struggle to discover how much 
studying is enough. If they start off strong, they may slack off when the first marks 
exceed their standards. 
First semester students al1 told us, initially, that everything was going well. 
How are things going for you so far? 
It was only as they continued talking that it becarne apparent that their transitions might 
not be going smoothly. 
How did you miss a class? 
We4 Fridày moming I woke up [ate so I mked  rny whole mnrtfg m d  we 
had a tat  that day so IP fd behmd on thnf 
What did this student do when difficulties arose? Retumed to the cornfortable old high 
school. 
So, when did you go back to see your high school teacher? 
Lat Friday, w h  I wok upl 
The student conthued to see a high school teacher as the îirst source of help. 
What would you do if you had a little bit of trouble? 
r d  probabh go to see my teachet at sdrooL 
In high school? 
He told me heu help out a loL I'd prvbabb go mui see him 
This student said he was doing "pretty good;" however, missing an examination is an 
indication of trouble. When trouble arose, the first impulse was to go back to the 
familiar milieu of high school and seek help there. 
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We asked the second semester students to respond to the following question: 
Thinking back on your first semester ... what did you feel was a high point - when you felt 
especially good? More often than not the answer was: When I got back tliat test and 
I had done r e m  weU. " Also, as an answer to the question: "What was the low point of 
the semester?", we often heard from students: "When I failed tlzat assipment." 
It has corne as a surprise that receiving a good mark was so frequently cited as 
the "high point" of the semester by the students. Maybe we felt that many students are 
not concerned with their progress. They seem to have so many other interests that take 
priority over studying. "My work üob, not school education] takes time, mygirlfnend trnkes 
time, my travelling takes time," said one student. Studying was not even mentioned as 
"taking time". 
For most students, good marks are the only reward for hard work. Early 
successes helped them shape a new identity, especially, if marks were accompanied by 
a positive comment from the teacher. 
[Have there been] any really good times? 
Y& there have been aaà*gnme& that I have done perfct The t e a h  
have recognired it ami they've c m  up to me cmd srrLi, " G d  workl" 
That d e s  you feel good. 
Yedi 
Sure, 
I thmk here, the bad îhesyou have are..you hw..,tw...there rrre, üke, good artd 
bad times anà the good mcrke up for the bad ttnes when you am ~fnrggIUrg. 
As long as you have both. 
Students who are expenencing their first semester as "ail downhill" fmd it difficult 
to persist in their studies. Some write off the semester as a loss and plan to start afresh 
in the second semester, drawing on their hard-leamt expenence. 
Are things going better for you? 
CHAPTER 3 - LOOKING BACK 
High school students' descriptions of what they think college will be like and how 
it might be different from high school are vague, undetailed. The clearest pictures of 
the first-semester student experience emerged from the reflections of second-semester 
students. In Chapter 3, we sumrnarize veteran students' perspectives on their transition, 
in which two words reverberate: freedom and choices. Their challenge is to survive the 
freedom bom constraints long enough to mature into the freedom to choose 
responsibility. Parents continue to influence the lives of students in a variety of ways, 
even though college policies exclude them £rom school-student communications. We 
describe some negative effects of this college policy that was intended to acknowledge 
students new adult status. 
After initial regret for the loss of close and familiar relationships with high school 
teachers, and the occasional retum visit to them, college students discover the pleasure 
of a more equal relationship with teachers. They value the relaxed, first-name basis of 
their interaction with college teachers, which they contrast with the more authoritarian 
"Yes, Sir" style of high school. 
Teachers may be surprised to discover the importance that students attach to 
knowing others in their classes, but howing other students is not just for fun, it is 
essential to adapting to and succeeding in college. 
3.1 Freedom From ... Freedom To . 
As we have seen, students who corne to John Abbott experience a new autonomy: . 
the freedorn to choose programs of study, courses, teachers, even whether to attend 
class. 
The fieedom students have within the college to make of their college lives what 
they will is a vaiued new educational expenence. 
What wiU be the best things for you about going to CEGEP? 
Just I guerr the jkedom... I thhk thut wia be the best I kiow thut it's stül 
schoolrmdthrrt Ihaveto work It'snot ükeajokeorarythurg, IthMkIcan 
do more ut my ownpme m w  and not nece~~rmily s ower but more at my own 
pace rmd more whsl I feel IiGe it 
î k  big thing for me wcrr the schedule In high schwl evelything war Iaid out. 
You pick your couma, we4 mt a you pick üke three Then it 's IaUi out and 
you have sù c o m a  and your lunch is here, mcess is here and you leave here 
That war the bigest change. That mi4 if you don 'r go to ckrrr, you don 't go 
to clasS. 
In hi@ schoob ifyou dont do your work, the teacher cornes and naüs you 
with it Bu here, ifyou dm't do the work; thqr usilcrlly don't h w .  Thq, 
don4 go an,& checkhg tu see i f  youzle done your homework It's yow 4 
m p o d ~ .  
The initial reaction seems to be a "freedom from" outlook: a freedom from the , 
restraints of high school where attending class and doing at least a minimum of work 
were required. 
I 
ï k e ' s  so nurchfreedorn Ifyw take advmitage of i& it getryou into tmuble 
How did you take ahntage of it? ! 
Wa I meaq beunrre you don? have to go to c h  You c m  misr c h  So 
$3 ternphg to Nsr dPrr So I did thnt for a whüe nten it got me in t 
ûvubk I didn't do it m a way to f@ but I would juct take advantage of if 
When you say it got you in trouble, what sort of îrouble? l 
W& Pd mis miss miss what I had to do, mid I'd always have t o m  
outwhatImiSTd a n d i t w m h a d  f 
At orientation, students learn about building schedules. If they have been 
fortunate enough to obtain good advice and coaching, their first registration should be 
a satisfying experience. 
. 
I h c r d a g r e a t r i m e d o t i g m y s ~ b e c ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ y o u k r o w ,  the wayitendedup 
l ookm~ I haî break aû over the place and people who &nt have breakr, 1: 
Pm sony for. You bww, f i  thqt have nothùtg on Monday, mthing on 
Frùiày. Nothing on either &y ami you cmm almost the wiwk  rime on 
T m  and T h d à y ;  but I think the besî iden i s  to have spac~s Ùt between, I 
becpure my W-, I Idon? start util 1:Uûp.m I jud skep in the whole 
&y. It's pat! It's the opportmity to do d these thingr that you wouklnt 
have time to do mrmaüy duMg schooL k ' s  al1 these things I've always 1 
wanted to do, butyou M to ski@ four c k e s  in high school to be able to do 
rhem ~ h e r e , y o u u m d o i t ~ ~ " c r t I e P r t s o i t ' s ~ a t f u n  L 
- 
I looked ut the schedule Imd whoa..! Look at aü t h e  corn- you h w .  I 
You have a choièe and in heh schoolyou don? have a choièe This is what 
you get rmd th& is what you have to do! p-1 And your sch& is open 
made out for you Hue, )ou cm have Fm? off ifyou wmrt, ifyou get it 1 
Not al1 students get the schedule they have chosen. The Mure to enrol in their chosen 
courses is used by sqme to justify other subsequent failures. 
Students in career programmes (Nursing, Office Systems Management, Computer 
Programming, and Energy Technology) have schedules that are set by the departments. 
These students would also prefer the freedom of 'kioing it my wayo 
Bemg in a progr- your c k a  gei pre-chosen. You're pre-m@tered for 
c h e s  d y o u  am? move them on yout sdiedrcle In Social, you um make 
yow sckddè yomerf: But with a progrmn they pm&e yow c h -  
ihey put them in a certain p h  cwtd you um't move theni- Thqr du>are it 
foryou rmdI&n?likethat Thqt wuldjirbtellusyou havetohaverhere 
chasses su put t h  on yuut s e .  In a way, 3's good fw the coûège 
because then they don? have any s ~ a v - u p s  w anph&- But I don? like 
rtiarbeuacseIIikemakingmyownsdredule. 
There is a rich student folklore on ideal schedules and how to make the system deliver 
them. 
Students are free to decide whether to attend classes. Classes compete with an 
attractive program of student activities offered in the college and with nearby student 
hangouts in the village. 
nie thing that really q r i s e d  me U thotyou have yow c h e s  and eveytthUlg 
andthq,al lexpectyuutodoyoutworkandbe~k 17ietl&gir,ths< 
theytegot dthatgrentst@h theAgom c u t d h  cmdt- mcd the 
- tmptation and ev~yhutg, cmd then you thi& whrrt do they want us to 
dom&-gototheclarrort~?.,Yonrger) libe, twodifferentidearandyou 
wonder what t .  mal& eipeafram y04 what they mai& wmit you to do. 
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Ifyou huve a clarr and allyourfriendr me gohg dom somewhere to Annia 
or whutever, you c m  go with th- or you c m  go to your Introduction to 
Poefry dPrs or whutever* tough You huve tu mrrke &&I~s 
Xthinkrhebigged~hthefirs tweekris tkb~tempMion ThirUthe 
firstjkedom you h e  UI sdmI, so yuu're tempted to go to ANlies for t h e w  
time I t w c l s ~ ~ ~ m h i g f r s e h o o ] i n a w q m i d i h e s c m i e t i a w q y .  
Did you fall into temptation and try it out? 
Students Say skipping becomes a habit, sometimes a chronic disease: "skipatitis". 
One thing other students have talked about is missing classes. Did this 
happen to you? 
Yer. I'd thUik, 1 have to go to the c h  todq becme thqt haven 't seen me" 
Afer a while, Mer I'd &ed a few clarsq I felt I couUn? go b a k  Then 
I'd keep skipping mon? und more 
Why do you think people who start skipping classes skip more and more? 
Ithmkthejktchssyouskipyou feelgui2lyaboutsk@p~ butyouthuman 
~Utoûytopushr tur tawayandbytowuet i t  Irhinkthtonceyou 
staitdoingitmoredmo~youdon'rfeelmkuilryanymmanditst~ - 
tofeelm* d t h e ? t y o u ~ ~ t o f ~ ~ w i U r u i < 4  andt~irmakesyou 
feel gwd that you s@, d then you stcirt e p m g  more and n u ~ e  and 
eventua@ I think you P be dessratéed to the guilt. We4 h t ' s  how I feeL 
However, students begin to recognize that they can exercise their freedom differently. 
They rnay choose to ignore the events that are on. 
They leam how much skipping is possible. 
Like, now, I my second m, fie st4~fed to &p a lot rmd that's 
becarrreinmyjktseme~etIdidii'tskQ~thatmuch B e  now, IfeelIum 
~atchuporIwon'tfdifIsCqpacourse 
- They may also discover that the benefits of skipping are less than the costs. 
I mnembet the fmt week I mked a chas d I sat amund for three boum 
Iwargobzg m... I didn'tmirrverymrmy~abeurureIfoundit.waail 
t h a t w  YoujustmktoomudL Inhighschoob I'dmisrllbetwodaysof 
d u o h  rmdyou'dwrnebackandbeatthesrmreplace ButherejCyou& 
tmodqys, ~ i n a h m d w u r ~ e l l k e m a t h o r ~ ~ m e t h i n ~ y o u ' d ~ e t o  
mtchupsomucht?tutyouhurtyourselfalotmorethrmanyth~ Sotha's 
when 1 realizeh 
Teachers' actions also influence their decisions. 
1s attendance taken? 
Yeah Urrt semater, every single c ù q  altendance was takem ntis semater, 
If ind t h ' s  difkrea I waUced Li thew two weeh and no one would take 
attendunce. A d  so mmry people wouhi miir c h  Md the teacher di& 'l 
know. Now, just late&, they're s t d g  to t ak  attendance. So a lot of kidr 
have already gone over t h  h i t  or me hal'ay t k  and the teucher doem't 
know. Now they're taking aitendance Evqone's taking att&e mw. 
And some students rnight find "therapeutic" interventions by the teacher to be helpful. 
How would you have felt if your teacher had phoned you after you'd been 
&ing bom a few classes? 
I thhk it mght have made it enrier to go bback 
Students have to, in their words, "maturet'in order to deal with the choices provided by 
the freedom. In other words, they begin to react swith a "freedom ton mentality, 
characterized by choosing to take responsibility for their work. 
F m  mypomt of view, Ijwtfindyou have to take a more m m  outlook 
on the college than you do of the high schooI, becawe juïr the workload and 
the coumes and the seriomtess of c o h e  U mudr d#&ntfrom high sdrooL 
In higtr schoot you c m  miu, ILGe, t h e  or four weeks and you c m  stül catch 
up by the end of theyem. Wkew here, you misr t h e  clarres d y o u  c m  
prwîkaUy fd yow comq dependhg on the course So, it's Iike you ndlj 
htwe to mahrre a &le and take it &us&. 
They see taking responsibility as realistic practice for the choices they will have to make 
in the outside world. 
Nobody's gohg to stop you jivm s~pplig. In high school~ wrrs a big thhg 
Hey, rn wegoingtosktp? Makeafakemtecmdallth&shrff; midmakeswe 
you dont get cmght and m t  seen It war üke an opedun In college, it's 
nothutgo You miss clrrsr, it's oky. Ifùtd thut good in a way, Ui more thun 
one wqy. It's good thnt nobody's t k  to bug yocr You haue to get ready 
for outside Ifyou get a job, il's not going to be üke t k  
Another reason new college students feel autonomous is that the majority are 
arriving at the age of legal adulthood. They make decisions about their lives after 
college. 
1 feel like I look more &ad to whot's gohg to huppen to me t h  in high 
sdrooL In high schooI, you're ÙI Gmde Eleven, th* about Gr& Elmen, 
mtd dont think about what's gohg to happen Mer it Now you're in 
CEGEP, you th* wei& I l l  be going to univedy. What University do I want 
to go to, what prugm should I go iriio, whut do I want to do with my life, 
what kind of work do I want? 
You said "if" you stay in the program you're in? 
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I was thinkmg about c h @ g  at some poinf M y  ambition lder on is to 
p o d l y  go into Unu ad ifyou're Ùt Aue ami Applied it's kuid of going Ui 
the m n g  directiotq so I'm thinking of chcmgùtg to SoQal at some poLit, but 
Idonlkmwwhsradif: 
How do you make that decision? 
I dont bww- I guerr IU have to j h d  out more about what you need and 
stufto get &O certain unive&& rmd thut k h i  of thg .  
They try out programs a d  courses to see what they want to do, and to be. 
In SocirJ you can take rrll diffkrmt typa of thUr@ and see what you like I f  
you go mto a p m  you're on& doing t k  Ifyou c h e  a progmm, it's 
rnostlj becrrue t h ' s  whaf you wmrt to do. But fyou go into SoQaS you c m  
choose aR d@èrent typa of m m  d y o u  um see f mnybe t h e ' s  somethhg 
better to do. W's one good thing about behg in SociaL 
I wmyed to be a hvyer, but there3 too mut% schoorvig in thnt 
Men did you shift direction? 
~ I t h o ~ ~ o f w m î n g t ~ C ~ m n m e , ~ ~  Ididn'twtmttogointo 
S e  I thuglit &O of gohg into rmrsing but I'm not genuig poid &$hite& 
to do a whok bu& of work You dm? get p d  enough for &hg a whok 
lorofwonk s o I & ~ q ~ t h a t , m i d I d i d n ' t w t m t t o g o i n t o S o c i a l ,  
cmd I'm g d  at Math 
A one po* about two-thids iriro the smatler,  I reaüzed I wam't r e m  
where I w m e d  to be I went to see a coweUor, AU my l&i Ibe dwqs 
liked the burinerr .pact of t m  but they w m  telhg me at the begimring , 
of the yenr to tak the Chemirby, etc, becme I hcld good gm&q mrd you 
dunt know whut you wvmt to da Dont cbse dl the doors.-- [But] Ur 
u n i v e ,  I w m t  to by cmd get h o  a commeme progrrn 
This same student went on to make a comment that revealed one of the 
assumptions 01 which decisions about programme choice are often made. 1 
He told me, "If thut's whatyou wmrt to do, do if Dont let other people tell 
you what to do." He saki something aboe "Oh, you got that door speech as 
weiL " 
The assumption that the sciences open al1 doors for al1 students is, like al1 
generalizations, inappropriate for some. 
We4 a lbt of te& Ui high schooL ... Ifyou're t&g Physics or Chernisby, 
theyu ph, Take Aue and Applierl, tak  H d h  S k e s .  " And maybe 
you ' remtnec~~good~iroryou jur tdon l l ike i t ,  bu youthink, W's 
w h 3  erpected of me Thar's what the* is gohg to be me&&; you're 
goùzgto beascientist" Thrrt's whortheyûytopush a byto bethis Thqr 
ûy to tell you *what to bbe. We4 when you get in you jwt don? ILke it 
anymore, so thq, h g e  tutd they by to jM something thut they do like 
Some of them might huve thought k t  thgr wcmted to be history teac- or 
somethg üke that 
But theirpamnts told them to go hto Aue and Applied becmue they Z l  get a 
better job with ail the scknca mid aü the maths and everythtrg lik t k  
Whentheygetiq thq, j irr t&n't l iGe3sotheydrangemidthqt~end 
up happier t h  with whrrt thq, have MW. 
The students seek, and in many cases gain, acknowledgement fYom their parents 
of this increased autonomy. 
I uimk it's hportant to mnkeyour own di&bnr Zdonl bww, I don? 
& ( ~ ~ s ~ e w i f h m y p m e n t s t u t d ~ w i t ' s t h e ~ t i m e I u m m a k e m y o w n  
choices Iguerrit%helpmetomukeny&dtoicer, butnowtheyknow &O 
that it3 rime to mrrke my own choices 
However, al1 the choosing and growing toward maturity can be wearing, 
s o m e t i ~ s  they look longingly back at the freedom from responsibility that the high 
school offered! 
So, it's all on your shoulders? 
Yeah It3 p d g  me That's what kuid of mclkes me de& sometimes 
to ga & my homework or wcbdi tv. What are you go@ to do? T m  it on? 
N& & your homework Yorvprpentr are e q d n g  you to do sorneîhhg. 
Does it work? 
There are a lot of things that go on in your life at this time. 
Sornetimer I jurt wish I war back in Gr& Severn 
There isn? much of a difference petween high school d collège] it's jurt 
amther step h the evolution of your &aiion You get tu prUnq school 
from pre-school and you have mornmy by the M... It's just more of your 
t a h g  responribüïty and f i ' g  out that this U your Iife You c m  skip und 
you c m  do nothhg d you wmit or you c m  get moving. It tcrker everyone a 
~~ amowû of timeto rieaüze t k  Even MW IV say, Ohy I know that 
but IV dl pmmdnute. IV SM say tomomw.... IV stül pay for it 
Do you miss anything about high school? 
Yenh I miss the hck of mponsibility. 
College offers students, most of whom are just at the point of reaching legal 
majority, a milieu in which they can make choices about the present and future lives. 
The coilege is a milieu in which students can receive guidance and exercise 
independence, restraint, and freedom simultaneously, as they choose how to use the 
freedom the institution allows. 
3 3  Students' Reiationships with their Parents 
One area a£îected by the students' transition from high school to college is that 
of relations with their parents. 
High school students who are, for the most part, under 18 (age of legal majority 
in Québec), are usually subject to the supervision and control of a parent or guardian, 
tend to live at home, and usually find that their parents are involved to some extent in 
their schooling. Parents attend "parents' nights" and "meet the teachers" nights at high 
schools: they are called in to the school to discuss their children's progress or lack 
thereof; they are asked to take an active part in helping the school with the education 
of their children, by providing a supportive environment at home and by overseeing their 
children's homework. 
When these sNdents reach college, much of this changes. Although incoming 
college students are often not yet 18 (indeed some may only be 16!), they are aware of 
their induction into adulthood First, although college level education is public in the 
sense that there is no tuition fee, students are not required to attend college, they attend 
college by choice. Secondly, once at college, they discover that, in the view of their 
teachen and the administraton of the college, they are responsible for their own work, 
behaviour, and choices. Thirdly, they may experience a loosening of the proverbial 
apron strings at home. tneii parents begin to stop pushing them to do their hornework, 
inquire less into their daily round of activities, and leave them to make their own 
choices about studies and studying. 
This transformation in the relations between students and their parents is based, 
in part, on changes in legal status, on new institutional practices, and on desires of both 
students and parents to acknowledge the corning-of-age of these young adults. The 
students we interviewed enjoyed, even revelled in, this change in status, although they 
admitted to the continuing presence of subtle and not-so-subtle parental pressure. 
Students feel more independent: 
But at s h l  you dm? have yow mother next to you a d  you c m  do 
whateveryou want to do ma@. You bww you'm shrdymg whnt you want to 
shcdy becawe you've chosen t h e  cowses d your mother wam? thse ut 
registnzrion dhs. 
I felt üke you'' on your own, mal&, rmd you do what you want to do wirh 
yow own tL>IP, you ShlLfY whatyou want to JRUiY and I found that I feLt more 
mponribble. It feels good that you have to thhk of whut you ma@ watû to 
do, rpid itk yow deciTion to do what you have to [to] &ai with in CEGEP. 
Ifyou're frrümg a cowse itk yourprvbh You have to bringyour mmkr up 
(pUI, BI high dmot  wos thekpmbh cmdyozupmbleq and thqt woukl 
get yourpmentr more imtohed in yow schoIvig L* n'ght now, my m m  
imt raz@ invohed in my dooIUtg I ta& to her ûbow it vape&. In high 
she wtmted to see my homework e v q  nigiit, h w  what I wcrr doin& 
rmd the tendrers would~orwthtwith si-Idon? thmk Ineed that 
artymunz IfPmmtmatweenoughtohrmdlemyownschooIUt~ IUnever 
be M y  m m  h a  wnfihce in me that IV & rny wonk She leaves me 
abne She doesnt q a t  me In high schoo4 n4g, every nighf Doyour 
wo& thir and that. Now she lemes me abne. 
Some parents remain involved but try to let go. 
This sort of increased responsibüity, whafs that like? 
It3 goai At home, you h w ,  mothem are motheq and ru> matter what 
theyll tellyou thqr wmityou to be nzqmwible but they still wiIl t e  up rnost 
. 
o f t h r r t ~ n m b ~  l y .Thqrofmakyow~rr j ; l i bp , yourpcrren t s  
m r r k e y o w ~ ~ t i ~ a t h o m e  
~ p m e n t r p t ~ s h m e ~ t ~ d o n ' t l e ~ ~ e m e t o t ~ a l o n e .  IftheyseeI'm 
not &mg any wo& thqP say, Wwt3  thk You're not doing .y workR 
W p h  me to an ment but not like il war in high s c h L  niey're byUig 
to let go. They're ûyhg to say, Tou do whateveryou want to do. Ifyou don T 
want to go to schooL 1. niqt're not gohg to be too happy abok it, but 2's my 
de&io?L 
My pure- me more intertsied now in my cowses becmrse they're so dgerent 
from high s c h L  L i k  photogmphy or & d g  Oh, what are you M g ?  
I huven't h e d  of that b e f o ~  How do you do this? How does yow te& 
relate with you in th& work? And I c m  ta& more Ne& about my s c h l  
wmk to t h  s k e  the course is so diffèmnt It's a lot nicer. 
Parental pressure can take a quite explicit form, sometirnes with positive results, 
sornetimes disastrous. 
A lot of people that me here, theù pmnts make them go to s h L  Thq, 
d o n ' t m  Thq,murtwmehsetow~rtetheirtime,prrrroneorhu~clarres 
a senierer.... Thol's a torol warte of rOne to wme hem for t h e  chses. A 
total waste Why don? they jurt go out rmd work? 
Ihaveafnendlasryeatwho warhsermdhe wenttopmtateschooImtdall 
h i s ~ e k p ~ t o l d h m i w h r r t t o d o r m d r h q r w ~ r e r r l Z y s b i d w i t h h i m  
Whenheumtehere,hehrmgmdSte-Anne'sorsW@dPrr Youcrm? 
compate private SM to hem M a t e  schoo4 Mm what he says, is re* 
sbict Thenhecameheremidhewcrm~uredtoit. Thqtdidn'ttdhh what 
to & or cutythinig, ami he üved in Ste-Anne's or Amies. He failed He 
passed four C O U I S ~  or îhm WUIS~S and hpped  out 
The extent of parental involvement is limited by how much they know about their 
children's lives at coliege. 
I kumtpeopk &t s@ days ofdwoL.m t@P! corne to d i m l  at &30 
a n d t h q r ' l l w m h s e m i d s o ~ w i l l b e ~ ~ r m d t h e y l l l e m e m r d  
go to Ste-Anne's or somethhg. Ad theyrhqtl corne the nat &y, "Ohy~ IV go 
todprrtodOy,"butthenthey wn't  Adyoucmr?dothatinhî~school 
beçrarre you get absences and yourpamzts a l w q  Fui out how mnny d q s  
youte misseh Here they dont 
KipmentrmrenUynice Ibwwhispmenfr,rmdhismotherisoneof~e 
teal& nke Iadies who gets into hm son's üfe and bies to b w  what's going 
on bt &ou4 rmd he ham't told them yet HeUpmbab& tell thsn nert 
week or in tw week I thmk a's n d y  gohg to break her har t  I feel bad 
abouthispmnk I w u l d n e v e r d o t h r r f t o n r y p ~  I w u U n e v e r h p  
- @ d e 4 -  
h î j f ~ w m p r e t t y h e l @ j i d  hwam?armuchprernueonmethis  
semester;: mt like ht semater. S k e  thq, corrldn't bug me as mudr becmue 
rhqtdidn?knowwhatwasg&gon 
They may take their information from their compansons with older children who 
have already been to the college and use this as 'a basis for judging their child's 
performance. 
They [the pment] say, "Look ut yout btvther he's worklig hom evev day 
rmdyou're not doUg anythùtg " [I tep&] T m  in a diff'î coume I'm not 
g&g the worWoad he's getthg" And thqt think il's jkt cm exuse. And 
then I was going to say, he's sining down, he's doing t h e  or four h o m  a day 
of hornewo& anà I'm sining watching the ha:& gmne or something so, 
thq me t e h g  me, Tou keep up that work rmd you're not going to makz it 
anyw- you bww. You want to work like that, weü thut's fine with 
you're $ut not going to make it t h "  
M y ~ , s h e ' s i n b ~ ~  . nandshe hoursandhoursand 
ho~usofhomewo~ attdlike, I&n?getthutmudrhomeworùsomypamm 
me ahvays compamig us Am& kat y-, trhey go, "Look at yow &W. 
You h w ,  thut's whatyou me gohg to be ILke ttd yen. You" not goùtg to 
be prepared for it, you rn never dohg rmy homewonk" 
[My okla bmther] went fnrn high school to University nght away, wwhidr put 
more pm.nm on me becmrre my pments wmed me to be a bmh just üke 
hi?n 
However, parents of college-age students have not lost al1 their clout, College 
may be free, but there are still lots of expenses, and children who do not meet parental 
expectations may find themselves paying for their own education 
She sqys it's you and if you don? do go04 tkn yoir're gohg to have to puy 
foryowsehwl or drop out and go to wonk She k e s  it up to me She says 
s?se'sgo@tohmidlemeükeI'mamabueyou>rgrrdult Shesqys,youdo 
yuw wwk a d  ifyou don? give your Ho@ then y w  pay youmeIf: 
Some students, however, do take the opportunity to be responsible even as they 
continue to acknowledge their parents as their main source of support. 
My Dud is eaUy proud of me. Dat$ I need this ond 1 need thut mid I have 
togocmdgetthismrdIneedsudt andsuch fort?& andthkmuchmortey 
for this He sqys, "You teal& have th* cJI planned out" My Dad's gone 
thugh my bmths mrd my sister. He h l  watû to go thrvugh me so IV 
& it myserf:J just want him to go rhrough life say@ "1 wasproud of her at 
onepomt in lqe" 
3.4 The College's Relationship with Students' Parents 
One of the fieedoms that college allows students is fieedorn from parental 
scrutiny of their academic lives. No longer are parents infomed of their child's 
acadernic progress, or even whether the child is attending school (we heard numerous 
accounts of students who had stopped attending classes without the knowledge of their 
parents). 
In college policy and practice, the student is no longer a child but an adult. One 
of the indicators of the student's new adult status is that their contract with the school 
no longer includes parents. College personnel, unlike those in high school, do not ally . 
themselves with parents. First semester students find this a novel and empowering 
change in their relationship with their parents. . 
At orhtation someone told ur t h e  for out mmkr, like, we're the only penon 
that COL& see them, not even out pcrrents CO& see them ïkû was, like I 
w&.. That was another, change, Obviousij, ,my pmsitr are gohg 
tom--V I say to theq Y u  cm? see them, " they'ü be mnd at me- I'm gohg 
tu j u k  mund and say, "I'm mt shoWtrg it to you " Pm jud gohg to laugh. 
The coincidence of legai adulthood with the transition to college, and the college 
policy on confidentiality of grades, which excludes parents from that school-student 
communication, make it easy, and, perhaps, inevitable for parents to blame the college 
for any disequilibrium in their relationship with their children, and particularly for a 
child's failure at college. Parents only hear one side of the story, e.g. when a parent asks 
"Why are you still in bed?" the reply is more likely to be 'The teacher cancelled clms, " 
- 
or, ' m e  teacher doesn 't cure if we miss, '"an a reply like, '771ere 's a test and I don 't feel 
re* for it. " l 
We did not plan to include parents in Our study of the transition, but when we 
encountered parents in their roles as school board members, teachers, or principals, they 
spoke most feelingly from their roles as parents. One of Our serendipitous discoveries 
is that there are a lot of parents out there angry about what has happened to their 
children at college, not specifically John Abbott, but all colieges. This is an issue 
d e s e ~ n g  immediate attention. 
The transition from high school to college provides students with the opportunity 
to meet a new group of teachers and to engage in a new style of relationship. In 
comparing their relationships with their teachers, they are quite clear, and almost 
unanirnous, about their pleasure at being treated like equals. They enjoy the more 
relaxed atmosphere of the college classroom, but they speak wistfully about the closeness 
that developed in high school between teachers and students because they were together 
much more than they are in the college setting. 
In hi& schoot you see the smne teuchet alnact evsy &y. It's mdkt, cmd 
yuu get to kmw the t&m I've hrrd the same teacher two semestem in a 
mw for a corn* c k  And in high schoo4 you hme Math clarr lwice or 
thme rimes a week wilh the same teacher? cmd you have allyow fiiendi, mrd 
you know the teacher more I foutuî it may be enrie7 to trzlk to D teuchr in 
high s c h l  t h  I wouki UI coi@ 
However, students' relationships with their teachers at the high school are 
touched by the disciplined and authoritative stmctures of the school. 
How did teachers act with students in high school? 
What does that mean? 
I'm the tecldtscmdyou're the s t u h ~  I t h  d y o u  b e n  and when I 
give tests you do g d  on them... Som of them wem a Wle bit e h  and 
they'd h g h  and joke wirhyou and they'd make the clas fun More of t h  
w s e  Iibe, "I'm the te& attd you're the studenf " 
Once these students corne to college, their relationships with their teachers 
change. There is a new framework. 
Teadiss in high schooI, to me, are very c o - c d g  in a way. I &KT 
mecm theit teachg. High sdiool te& me supposed to be d i sc@huhzs  
CEGEP teadrers me more, "Hi how's it gokg?" Thqt talk to you in the 
haüway and you crm relate to them 
They feel themselves to be on an equal footing with their teachers, they see themselves 
as having a new role in the classroom. Students like the sense of equality engendered 
by being permitted to cal1 their teachers by their Es t  names. 
Becnrrreit'snocover-up. ThisUmynmnermdthisUtheway I b a n d I ' m  
kbtd qfrelmcea - üke the outfit Ifyou'' able to crillyourteclcherby the* 
~mtp, that memtr thnt you c m  &ch tvk In high schoot "Sir: 
It says they're equal and that we CO& &ch podbrts LiGe, we CO& be 
the teacher and he CO& be the shrdent - 
In high schooI, it war sort oj "Im the teack, you're the student," rmd here 
a is a one-twne b d  "Pm a persort, you're a person," sort of thhg. We're 
@- 
They like the chance to be free of the inhibitions imposed in the high school. 
Sqr;tSes? M t e  the fm t h t  it cm be sa open WUh high school teahen; 
you wuld mt dme say a singe swem word of .y kinrl, because ifyou 
the teuchet would get upset But here you have some t e m h  who do get 
upei~ but thse rpe a lot more who cpe sort of more o p t ,  nght down to ow 
lève4 and a e c a r i o ~  swem no to, a somebody, but becme they make a 
mistake. Pm not sayhg that it ir a g d  f m o ~  but at kast ii maker h h  
more sort of personal in a way. 
They like the relaxed atmosphere in the classroom. 
I don 't h w ,  men thou& you have incredible bads somefimes, you corne to 
the s c h o o l ~  "AWthh..,"you take a &ep breath am& you know, you're not 
rem feew mwded in clars or anything men though you me still leamhg - 
Sort of a ütfle more ~~g becmrre of this person, this one-to-one bas& wiih 
the feucher. 
Thqt beat you like you're an ad& You c d  them by the nrmte You 're 
kmdofonthesameleve1. &'idof: I r h i n k m a d o f m y ~ j o k e m u n d  
with the tecrdrsl.s more thmi in high sdamL You're jurt supped to sit t h  
and &en and dl that stya: But they ta& to them cmd sîz@ It's fim It's- 
12ke thq CO& be more friendr thun teacher and sardsrt kind of: 
1 
However, there is also the sense of distance, of loss of persona1 identity, so prevalent in 
large institutions and in adult society. 
Here, a lot of teachss jurt don? get thrrt imtohred Thq, don? h w  you 
Ikykmwyouasastudent Thqtkumtyou'retheremidjfyou'remtthere, 
thq won P ask "Whse w m  you?" A high &ooI tetzcher wu& ark; "Why 
w m ' t  you in clas?" 
Did you feel they ever got to know you as a person? 
- - 
you but t .  wouldn? k m w y o u r p e m ~ .  
Given al1 this, would the students go to their college teachers for help? Sorne still look 
, 
to their high school teachers, particularly in the @st semester. 
What would you do if you have a little bit of trouble? 
IU pmbab& go to see my te& at schooL 
In high school? 
He told me thor heV he@ me out a Iol Pd ptvbabrj, go attd see hun 
Some find college teachers difficult to approach. 
I fd that the tmdum I ha4 üke when you hod pmblems in c h  or 
something thq, me so b u a h e a  you bww. "Whnt me you ashg me that 
for? Are you stupid?" I found thut just a Wfur woukl t a k  îùne out and 
say, "Corne to my o f i e  atuà II! go over the wonk with you" 
ïlwy don? not so mwh t a k  the tirne to cme about what you are going 
through but they jurt teach üke. üke, ifthey have art hou, they teuch aü that 
how and thqr don? go beyond that, ... I1Ge, getthg to k w  a studènt' or 
46 
sympaîthmng with a stuâènt for what he doesn't kmw.... Thq, don? mak s w e  
you bww iL So, ifImkaquestion and tell hlrr, W e 4  Idon't umhtaru&" 
heU~peaîtome whathe'ssaulandthat's it Hewon'tgo backami- "Are 
you sure about thut? Do you -ami mw?" 
Others relate to the teachers more easily. 
Oh, obsolutely, evevery smgle one of t h  Even no matter w h ,  whidr teacher 
- I ~ & t h o u g h t w m ~ & b o ~  orIdidn'tliketh<ltmru:h, IknewI 
CO& have earüjr gone to any teucher and s a  uHey, maq rrn hmhg real 
p m b m  um you explain itlurmd they would hme gladlY done it, you h w .  
I t i s g d  Itmakeryou feelsonud mmatease, 
Students also begin to realize that sharing in a common field or discipline 
provides a new basis for the relationship between student and teacher in college. 
You c m  t& to t h  about cm& &je& becme you're in thut progmm 
You're spe-g with them 
So, what do college students want from their teachers? 
I want to enjoy a c h q  a d  I have to feel cornfortable wirh the t&. I 
hmtetofd O@, IcanUmtoîhispersonone-to-one. Imsit&wrtanà 
~eacomersation withhim Idonthaveto, Y- st;yes, &." 
3.6 Students' Relationships With Their Peers 
. . 
Making friends is a major priority for students at John Abbott. Friends help 
students survive, succeed, and enjoy their time at college. 
The size of John Abbott takes a while to get used to and, at first, rnakes it 
difficult for students to feel at home and make friends. As they start to make friends, 
they begin to relax. 
How long did it take you to get used to it? 
Pd s4y untü Istmted ma@ niokingfrisldr in myprognmi whidr was mu& 
W s  sny, Mer t h e  weeks, two and a-Mf to t h e  weekr You stmt to h s e n  
up, you know. 1 ~LKS the school ir kùtd of intim&îing. At Le& to me ir 
war Ifyou dont kmw somebody in your progrmn 
Old high school friends, whom students continue to see, are "friends", while the new 
friends they make are referred to as "acquaintances". 
A lot of people corne mid hm>e their own set o f f M d  de&, so you mostfv 
stickamund withyourownfriendr 
For the lprt two semat- the on& people I've been with are my high schoo2 
buddipsandmy boyfriend I'vemetpeopkhmydnrs IIIbeinclarrand 
III sit with them rmd weU tdk ami weU do some poems togethq but I've 
nevet made rmy real new friends t w  "Ill c d  you this weekend" It's 
baricnlty jurt the s m e  OU mwh I 
I've met a lot of peopk ik my cluse5 ... d y a u  pal m d  wirh thsn, but 
then sort of outride clay you bmw; W& Pa see you neb dars" You say d 
"Godbye," not "See you later, ," to cnll you t o m  type of t b g .  It3 a lot 
hrmler to get tqethsr with sumebody.... It3 k9id of- to get to know them 
rp4mtwd l 
Friends provide a support system. 
n t q t p h e d  me a lot when I wam't wonking, Thqr'd sq, "Listen, you have 
todothiswheîkyoulikeitormt. Doit Doitnow."Andl'dsny, "IV& 
itwhslIwontto." [ThqtUsay]"DoitnowlR LikP,they'dmrrkemedomy 
work Thq, Mped support me 
It is important to have at least one fnend, perhaps fiom high school, in class. 
I think Ùz aü my c k r r  I huve sontebody I know, someone 1 c m  t& to, so 
rlUlthe@s,. i tmrrkesthe~nPIeadldarsaIift lebite&fyou kmw 
sa- and then you're m t  Sitting in a corner by yotvseIf: 
I CO& not be in a clPrs whse  you're sithg t h  and you &nt know 
mrybody.... Even f I don? knuw anybody in C& IV go in anù III start 1 
myseg but it3 better to go into the c h  rmd feel you're welcome already. It 's 
better to go in and e h  
1 
Some register for courses with fiiends. 
~wmbyÙtg[tomclkemy~]withabtofoffriends;you h w ,  we wem t 
byhg to get sEhemcles togetk- One pssuq sort ojplamied it We went 
[regisaation] and it [the c h ]  w m S  opers but then we went tmd 
beggeti the teridia so'we got in the sarne chrr t 
Some use coIiege as an opportunity to distance themselves from old high school friends; 
to get out of the cliques they experienced in high school. 
I just didn'r like the s c h l  [ h i '  sdronl]' I Ididn 'l lLke the people 1 didn P 
5 the fm that everyone war the s m e  ana I wav d@hmt It war very preppy 
and I'm not... I wmyed to go sornewhere where th= were lots of people and 
diffemtt kUcdr of peopk 
t 
I d e r  byog to @à o t b  people to be with You h w ,  lik I w m e d  
to get away from the friendr I have at high schooL Then I started to füul 
other friendr mrd I f o d  it qected me with schoob it wcrs so hportant to 
by cmdjùdfriendr - otherjiiendr 
Small work groups seem to help students make friends. 
Are there some classes where ifs easier to meet people in than others? 
Y& in maü p u p s  ~ t k e  I t o ~  yow in [onel thereb some people 
andIfmdwegetolongvery well Wehaveto c o ~ e & a i t i Q r e e a c h  
o tWs  wonk and that invoives a certain mount of jEert&hip. 
What about lab groups? Did you get to know people that way? 
Thepeople in my krb who were at my tablo, t h  were eight of us, rmd e v q  
time we'd go hm the we'd say, "Hi: It's veryjZed&. y. I j W  that the 
s m a k p u p  you arq the more you need to reach ow for someone to be on 
your side When you're ùt a big p u p ,  evqone is just by h h e K  but when 
you're in a smclll p u p ,  you need someone to be by your side. 
Does it make you feel more comfortab1e? 
Insomecc~sez Ifmdthatfotthehb,, hawlgsomeonetodo thelab with, 
someoneyou um huvefun with or whatevs; it's more productive Ah0 in my 
& d e  W*g c k  In crues like Math or Accounth~ I don "t think you 
need anyone to be wirh 
It is easier to make friends in programmes and courses that encourage close working 
relationships. 
We4 in my Tech C- you me alwqs wûh a select grvup, attà it it on& the 
second seme~rer, d I &a@ bww these guys You tdk to there guys rpalhr 
ePnly enough and the m i e  between rhot mrd my Core c h  [Englib 
HwnrmaieJ, Gym] you don? m u  enou& I me- you have your c k  
*rt, srve, but you dont get to bww the people's numes, beause you 
& ~ ? d o ~ m y t h i g ù t p u p s  T h e ~ e s t I e v e r u m t e t o ~ g t o k n o w m o s t  
~frhesnrdenishhirmcmiriesclPrrwarrhirfpsts~erwhentheteadrs 
nnent mwtd a d  scnd everybody's n<mre... Othewke irb pmty PnpersonaL 
That's amther thhg you have to get ured to. You won? necas@ have 
f r i e n d r m e v q c k  W h s l I ~ w e n t t o m y ~ t h r e e c h a h t k ~  
semester, myjht three Cores, I knew nobody. Nobody? I walked to my Tech 
corne, 1 krew nobody, but that w u  difeerent becme rrfir a while, eveiybody 
ir "Hq, this guy is g o m  stay in thU cowse AIn'ght, I thutk IV tdk 
to this guy." That was sort of more penon4 while in Englirh, HÙrndes?  
and Gym, where they're constant& changùtg, people me always changyig. I 
me- you may get to k m w  a wùie spread of people, but it doesn? get mal& 
personal, You don't get to be m: jrrrt sort of the people you see in the 
hrrlL You go, "How's it gohg Joe?" mid walk by mid th& it That's 
pmbab& the longest comersation you everget wah anybody who's in a core 
c h  
Relationships with friends are on a new basis. Students sometimes go from being very 
popular figures in their high school, to being part of the crowd at college. 
You go to drrrs a d  you dont bww mrybody am$ Fe, you ma& a couple 
ofj ih& but yoü're m t  g&g to be the soaalpmon of the whole sdrooL 
The coilege is a place to make and have fnends. Students who drop out are 
regarded with sympathy. Their new lives in other places seem to leave them without the 
support that is found amongst friends at college. 
I have a fnend that d o p e  out ... She's wonking now. She works from 
m m h g  mid she w& hwntown and she &ah Baie d'Uf& She getr 
home so lrre and she's got no friendr Evqone's at schooL You lose them 
When you're at sdwoI, you do stufftogetk But MW s k  wonkr when we're 
out. Itk hmd for hm bacc~rre she feek ILke she hrrr no one becme she has 
h p p e d  out. And she's tellpig ur, "Dont drop out; wonk hani" 
3.7 Students' Strategies 
Incoming students develop various strategies to deal with the novelties they 
encounter when they make the transition to college. Some of them, obtain coaching and 
advice from siblings before entering the college. 
How did you feel your brothers and sisters made you ready for the classes? 
Thqr jlcst exphked that ryou wcmt to p a g  you hate to go to c k  
So that helped, having them? 
They seek help from their fiiends. 
Hovr did you find out what you had to do for the project? 
I as& stcldentr thut I kww in the clarr or men sludentr that I'd seen in the 
dars; I QSM them to give me the information 
Have you ever had to go to a teacher for help for anything? 
No, notwa4,- Iliketolemn myselfalot So Ineverrea&had to ark So 
I'd &en a lot It's kùtd of hmd to jkd a teacher when you need them in 
thePome. So Iju~rdoitbymyselfaruiseehowittumedout. Itusually 
tumed ouf for the best, so I war luc&- 
They take advantage of some of the seMces offered by the college. 
I twk  a stu@ skiEs corne here, It W P ~  okay. Thse wae thmgr that I 
prcrdicclnl knew. No one mer tau@ me how to s î d j .  LüGe, you kmw when 
you're re- a book; ifsomething's hpo- obviot~~&you underüne it and 
you wde szmmada ofpamgmptrs in the margh-, ntqt taught tu quite a few 
tbgs  12ke how to qeed read, how to t a k  nota effective&, and wwhat to 
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What did you do about those di£€ïcuities? 
We had to do a p d e  set rmd I wamt too sure on that.... Whut happened 
war that I went to one of the facüirieï h e q  the Accowzting lab, rmd the Irrdy 
~ m t h n , ~ u t m y d i l e m m a a ? l d i t w a r r i e s o h r e h  
Even with various help strategies, some students in their first semester have 
trouble. They skip, they fa11 by the wayside, they would prefer to have a job, they may 
not like their courses, they find them uninteresting, they fear they are going to fail. 
One giri took a leave of absence because she c o ~ t  h a d è  h Amther of 
my friendr dropped out for the smeirter- She went to work fun-thte but she's 
co~backbeca~~~esheükersdroolbezter. Th yjustdidn'tty. ThqtdidnT 
put crny gort info it They'd skip thet c h e s  w k e r  they felt like h You 
um't do t k  Once UI a while it's aln'g& but to miss a the-hour c h  ir
ILke mkùg a week of school compami to high s c b L  I thug& I'm not 
gohg to skip so I'm mg, 
For those who stay in college, dropping courses becomes a strategy for survival 
when they do run into trouble. Initidly, students plan to make them up later, in the 
following semester or in the surnmer. 
You started off saying that you did drop two courses and 1 wondered how 
that came about? 
We4 one wczr..I d i r M  the coune Wee it's gym Thqr were aK bigger 
people; I I t o ~ h y ]  agahtaguy; IdktrSllkethetecu:herand Idkin'tlike 
the course at al1 so If i@ I'd rnake it up next semester or in a summer q 
course Oneoftheothetba-Icmtrememberwhatc~itwas-Iwm 
just not trfemted. You have tu try beforie you jkd out 
8.8 
I dn,pped P h y h  mid Mnth I wpr so far behind Ùz t h e  [Mer behg tr 1 
hospitd] that I f i j p d  I wouklrt catch up. So I bied to concenïmte on the 
other onerr 
I 
What does that mean in the long tenn for you? 
If I stay bz Rue attd Appüed thsi I'm eithergohg to huve to take c o m a  in 
the swnnte~ or go to another semester. IV prvbab& end up gohg amther 
semester. 
Was that something you thought wouid happen when you came to coiIege? 
Na 
Dropping courses, however, brings its own problems. 
Mer you dropped the classes, how did things go? 
We4 fhIhodthepmbhofhaWigalofofbreakrmidshrffrmdIwoukl 
have a c h  at 230 and nothmg befom that So, once in a whüe, I mhed 
chses and *and that d i h l  help. WThat's sornethùtg eke Pm not ured to 
gohg from high s c h 4  having big breaks ük  that Ttrat wcrr hud  
One strategy is schedule management. 
This[second]~ssnerrerImcrde~soIdklnkhavecmybreakr Ihavemhour F 
brenk the whde week so 1 got mtuui thrd p m b k  I wouldnt be tempted 
* to&@. * C 
A more radical strategy that students adopt is to extend their stay in college. - 
Some even plan this before they enter college: they view this extension as a means of 
y 
avoiding faüure and of ensuring good grades. 
How long do you think it wiU take you to get dl your courses? 
4 
Well, l'm planning on takirg a summer corne or two. It will take me about 
j%e semmers 
6 
Did you have this in mind when you started off? 
Yeah I pmtty much epected it because rve hemd of people who havert? 
goîten through CEGEP and theyll jwt dmp out and won 'r îry. But I smd to 
myselj I'm not dmpping OUL I want to go to schooi mid jCir takes me more 
t h  the n i p h  two yeam, then III take iî because I'd mther parr all my 
c o m a  in those fout semestem t h  have fm'led a few on the way. 
Do you think people corne in with the idea they're going to be here three 
or four years? Do most people corne and think ifs going to be a two- 
year stay? 
ws foratrfcp~c~ ~ t h m k i t ' ~ t w o ~ e m s m i d t ~ ' ~ i t .  Iwanttogetoutofhere 
h two years I do mt want to stq a vetemq I dont wmrt to becorne a 
vetemn of John Abbott Some people, i f  thq, rea@ erperience d@ïct@ in 
hi& &ou& they sq, wee Pd mher t .  üke fout coma pet sematet and 
fiNsh in threeyem to get a bettet mmk m'à mîher do thut t h  fail each 
semtzsîw- Or, thq, have a job, Vthq r d &  need a job or something, like, 
i f  they rem need the money. I know a lot of people that are on& taking 
four coumes ThqtU do the four coma well but theyll do it over a greater 
spcmofiime 
In their second semester, they take much more care in making out their 
schedules. They plan strategically for registration, to get courses they want, the timing 
they want, the breaks they want - and they prepare to fight for what they need! 
Last semester, your scheduie? 
Yuck! W7wever corner shuuld eq>eb a baà sdredule Becme I was hophg 
hqt, grecrt, 8.j0 to 3:00, I don? mind Evqone should expect a bai schedule 
becazue.-.it's weirrl, but evqone hm a tendslcy to be ut the end of 
qis tdon,  and so, w h t  happemi with me ir, whsl I went to rregirtmtion, 
I had all t h e  sdredules plrmned atui whsl we got ourprint-out of what was 
av&le, I had to - all my scheduh - I had to shoot them out in the gmbage 
andmclkeanewoneinfivemhtes I'àjurtputanycoumain andIgot 
the?nalL 
What were the things you did differently this semester [to get a better 
schedule]? 
WaImtsmaterIha$ ~ f i v e d i f f a ~ n t s c ~  Iwentupforoneand 
h e s a  no, butIdidn?krowthtIwar~sedforalltheco~r~esthathe'd 
suggest to y04 so IV go back in line and I'd @ve him mther  one mtd heu 
s q  Wek& you'ke already rqktered in this a d  thir and I didnT know thut. 
This semester 1 wus ready mtd I h d  bachps for evev course and it just went 
smoothly. 
Do you have as many breaks this semester as you did last? 
I had bmaks but they'' not as long mid they're with friendr su it's not too 
bad 
When you were putting together the schedule, was that a purposeful thing 
you did not to have as long breaks? l 
Yeah, becawe I knew what it wm üke to sit mund for t h e  h o w  and I 
wcwtt about to do it q u h  this semester. 
I ma& dsricmded the coumes thqt were closed from the deum or whatevs, 
ondthrrt'ssortofhow Igotthem I w a m o r e a g m d v q  rmdnotso ttnid 
They learn to schedule their work 
Getîing assignments in on time, is that a problem for you? 1 
Y- sometUna becnuse evqone wül leave it to the IPst mimcfe or the teucher 
maybe; Wel& ifyou don? hmid iî Ir on tmiP, 2's ohy-" Thsq it's &gk 
But rit's a tecldier who takes off ten mrPks for it behg hte thenyou get it 
donewhsliîhasto beduneortheyPdoittherÛght before dthey'ustqv 
up all m'ght mid be tired the nett momhg W's the on& pmblèm Ifyou I 
stmt youtprvject üke a week nheadyou7lget it pi on the Or e v q  if they're 
done the &y 640- ihq, nnon't be done to the best of my abBy, but I unralZy 
get pd nuah so I don? cornplain 4 
Another strategy is to choose their programmes, courses, and schedules in 
accordance with their own needs and interests. t 
Which program are you in? 
Social S k e s  I should have been Ùt Health, 
Is that right? 4 
Y 4  Evqone as& me) Why didn? you go mto Aue .and A p p M  Why 
dktr?yargomtoHenWI? Libe,Ihuverenn),~&M'athmmkrrmdallmy 1 
- othe7ma&wempretiygoodrmdit's, "WhydL1youchoareSocirrl?" 1 
~edbio&kinChemirbyrmdPvenever taks lPhys icsb~eIfemed 
t Itwaslibe, No,Pmnutgoîngtotakzit IjuukmvthrrtonceIhrrdtaken t 
Chemislryanditdidn?gotoo wellmdIfigum$ no way, I'mrwîgoingtodo 
th& for my ve and that's why I took SocÙzL.-- 1 like Math and some people 
say, We@ why didnSyou go into Commerce? But, t h  tl;e bJsinesr aspect, .4 
I don? mu& IiGe h Iprefer this I'm in political science and soci010gy so I 
don?mùtdiri 

They learn to rnotivate thernselves. 
One thing I thhk is Unportant ir to hy a d  get Ùtto your wok Thcrt's one 
thing I couklnT do krrt semester, you U w ,  get Uito it, get Ùttemted in it 
This s m & s  I am more thun I war htyecÿ: Ifyou're just th- and reQdUTg 
a book;youdon'rrCou@cartz Youhavetoûyandgetùttemtedin it 
I found rhrrt you have to muuten up- You shouldn't slrrck ofi It's m t  the 
- teachemphmganymwe It'syo~~~elfthat's~~(~hingyounow. niat'smy 
opPtion I purh myself: 
Lart ssnester, 1 couldn't o q d  a?@&$ I wo& $et s0rneth.g and I'd 
proaasriMte and then I wuld do the thinp Now, e v q  week 1 mrrke myseIf 
asdreduleofwhatIhavetodoandwhenIwantto&it WhenIplrmto 
do it Afer won4 bejiore WO* during breakr I Iike wdhtg thhg out and 
plumirtg what I'm gohg to do and then look it over... Ifmd thut erg-g 
yomeIf is so much better- 
Students devise strategies to enable themselves to succeed; however, how a 
student defines "success" may be surprisingly different fiom a teacher's understanding of 
the term. To students, success may entai1 leaving the coiiege and getting a job. It may 
mean deciding to miss classes for other activities of work that the students deem more 
worthwhile. It may include dropping some courses in order to guarantee smooth, albeit 
slower progress through college. The idea that students consciously devise these 
strategies may shock some educators: but the fact that they do is a reality. 
. 
3.8 Information 
Before getting there, students hear about college from many sources. Some seek 
advice frorn the guidance counsellor, but nght away students evaluate the information 
they get from the counsellor: 
Sheisnot~theretoteüwhatit'slibe, she ' smore tohe~you~ewhat  
you w m t  to be and whùh cowe to droare So thut's whut I mmt& tdked 
toherabout I d k i n ~ ~ a s k h e r w h a t i t ' J ü k e  
It 'is aiparent that the student thinlcs that the job of a counsellor is to dispense only 
factual career information, What students want most to know is, "CVhat it's like". The 
information f?om guidance counsellors is checked out with Enends. 
l h h g  the stunmer I wonked with people that am already ih CEGEP or have 
. gone through CEGEP so ihey talked to me about what it WOU& be 1LGe. Alro 
the guidmrce co~lt~ellor at OLU high school (PM to us what would be 
hqppenhg.... It was tuefur We wouki have been reoliy confused when we 
Fstc- 
[My friend] helped me see what was ka& going on, o t k  t h  whrrt they 
were t e h g  me upstak It was jwt unbelievable, That guidrmce counsehr 
doeat't know whot he's tolktig about 
Students assess the information £rom the counsellors, compare it to that £rom friends, 
and often find the information from friends more believable. When in college, the 
student may look back and see this information in a different perspective. 
Do you think Grade Eleven students would believe what a teacher or a 
guidance counseflor is saying? 
Maybe m t  atjW But once they get thse and see what it's k "Oh my 
G& I rwnember what ME*** told me " 
So the information received from guidance counsel1ors is only one element in the picture 
that the student is drawing. 
Along with counseliors, high school teachers are a source of information on 
college; but it seems that, at times, students do not get the information they are seeking. 
Like the tedien in high sdrool were bying to prepare us for it [college] but 
Iguerrrhepfepamtbnthatrhqtgaveus 
Two interesting postulations can be made from this statement: the use of the word 
"tryhg" carries with it the implication that the results were not successful, and the 
unfinished sentence suggests that the preparation was not sufficient. 
~ n o t h e r  student also talked about checking out information with sources other 
than his teachers. 
Som of tny t h  weri? always sayhg W& you better do homework 
bscmrre in wllege nobody is gohg to purh you." 
Dia you believe them when they said that? 
No, I t& to people in coilige and they go.. W e 4  look the 
teadrerpushes you sometimes It depends vyou have a good teacher or not. 
Still in search of "What it's like", students continue to ask high school and college 
representatives for more information. 
They told me basiclly thut there's a lot of -nt h i f i e s  gohg on at JAC 
About work, they s d  it war b k a l l y  jurt lLGe high school but the program 
were diferenfi They couldn 2 give me infornafion about the sciences AU the 
trfomiatin Iget from the sciences were J A C ' s p m p h k  It dUin T really tell 
me what to expet... It's mt jiut üke high school rmd they dont prepm you 
for it 
- 
[huDlg Cmer Mght] you couldjud go up to the booth and they sort of tell 
you and give you pamphkts and stz& Iney dont ma& tellyou a z t l y  about 
c o m a  but theyu give you a pamphkt 0th  t h  thnt I dont member 
thatthq,&verymirdr. 
The students obtained factual information fkom the pamphlets but, once more, this type 
of information was not really "what to erpect. " The use of "ihey sort of tell you" implies 
that the oral message sent by the representatives was not exactly what this student 
wanted to hear. 
Occasionally, the information received is greeted with scepticism by the students. 
One [college mpmmtative] a d d &  totdd me thut you c m  fa: your sdredule 
cmy way you w w  whùh is not bue I btew thut because I huve m o&r 
friend who's been to cowe  a& I was llkez Wîht's m g  with you? You 
obww& dont have your ù$omiation nghf " So thnt kind of made me upset 
Thq, don? bww whnt they're trrlking about ntey corne to t k e  schooLs and 
they tell these dtuhts that a's -fun Thq, don? tellyou about the work 
that's imroived 
Unwilling to accept at face value the information provided by the officia1 
representatives, students ionsult friends, whose information is considered more reliable ' 
than the representatives. 
Considering the importance of fnendship for adolescents, it is not surprising that ' 
prospective students tum to fnends for information. Friends aiso can pass along only 
. partial perceptions, as coloured by their own experiences. Students take the information 
from friends, consider what they know about their fnends, and evaluate the information 
accordingly. 
W& the people I t d k d  to durPig the -, ït dpaukà on wwhafpmgmn I 
rhq, w m  k Som d ifthey wem in S& Tou P huve a grzut t h e ,  it3 
Lik apcnty." Thepeople in Commetce s e  Tou huve to won5 but ït>sfwr,' , 
d p p k  in Rm and AppW sa&& Tou cm, haie@ but a's rPam, tough " i 
W& bgore IpthereIMfriendr Wwmheremidthqrtoldme Ihad 
s o m ~  thnt werejùu&hg out a d  sorne/riendi thut wse dohg reaQ 1 
g d  It war a two-way Street The mmt ones were telling me thut you have 
to wonk; you have to work maüy had The other oner were telllg me: "No, 
youdon'rhavetodormy wonk, it'srwt too h a d u  4 
Students find out also that the information they receive €rom their friends is 
incornplete or in opposition to what they thernselves experience once they are in college, t 
just as it was in the case of teachers, counsellors, and college representativei. 
A lot of people told me a lot of thhg a lot of different  th@ People were 
telüngme thatit'sreaUyhmd It'sa bigrLartic c h g e  Whs, Igot here I 
dklnP fPrd it to be It war a big c h g e  but it w ~ m t  what people were 
mcrking iï s o d  like 
Idtin'lrpamtgetmuchortviceaboutrhewholeuring A@sLstertaLkedabout 
the wonG Evqbody thut's been hse, thty don? renliy he@ out. Thqt just 
sort of mrdge you a d  Tou guys oren? domg anythptg. Wair unhï you get 
to CEGEP, ," rmd when you're therq "Wi &you get to wÙvemi$ " I didn ? 
h w  what to dd Pamzts don? ta@ h w  much about it &hm. The high 
sdiool tecldrers, they jrrd sort ofjust tell you have to kant thp.gs on yuur own 
,"mer therip. 
In addition to what they are told by counsellors, teachers, college representatives, 
and friends, students also have at their disposa1 written information supplied by the 
college. This method of disseminating information is only partially successful, as can 
be understood from the following excerpt. 
~giveyoubookrb~al l thq,sqyUhowgoodthiswllegeir  Ohthisisa 
rerrlljr&w&e. The~esrpewel lI i tandstuf l lkethat  ïkysaywhat 
itts but notjhm thepoint ofview of fhe sardent, butfrom the- of 
vMv ofsonteone t h ' s  tryirig to mrrke s t u h &  wm to the coUege So t h ' s  
what thty d e  in theÙpmpW cmd bookr 
Corning fkom a generation that has been exposed to ail sorts of advertising7 this student 
infers that pamphlets are a form of advertisement, and, as such, give only part of the 
information needed. What happens to this information? 
The thhg ir, with books anù pamphk  a lot of people dm? even bother 
readmg them Thq, just thmw them in the trmh B u  when sorneune tek 
yoy yuu ranembet- A pamphlet, you dont People rrre so Imy and when you 
give them a pamphlet a's 30 what?". 
Students resort to television programs and films to complete the elusive picture 
of what it's like in coiiege. 
ThewcyIsawitontv. d s t u j J  Itwasükealeaureandmbodyeven 
knew the teaher--you kiow, w h  thqt're g d ï q  yow puper, they O@ see 
a munbermid they don? men howyou as ape7Soa 
Interestingly enough, this student uses her critical judgement and appears to discard this 
media information she had received when she adds: 7 don? tlzink if's Zike tlzat. " 
1 wodd picture it [collegel though. Like you see on television when they 
. show what college is me. So 1 could pichire it, but 1 wasn7t sure, there is 
no way until you go. 
Repeatedly, students Say: 
At the college, they tell you about the coma  they offer. Thq, don P tell you 
what the sdiool U llke They don? tell you whnt you c m  q e a  
In order to find out what they can expect, some students opt for summer workshops, 
organized by the college. 
To go into the jkt semester, I sougkfrt a lot of k@, und they were very nice 
a d  ewything but I rtevet got the Ùnp- pifomtathn 
The key word here is "important" because it reveais that, although the student received 
some information, it was not cornpletely useful. The student adds: "Now I do it by 
myselj Ill go to the cmer shop ami look at th& myself. " It is interesting to note that 
what could have been a disappointing expenence has led further reliance on personal 
judgement. 
Student comments about surnmer workshops also reveal the importance of timing, 
when scheduling activities. 
As for the s ~ ~ a  comq thqt by to he@ but it3 too gslemlirer., It was 
so eady thatpeople hadnt opened up t k i k  books und Mt know what to 
crwkyet Y- itwartoofarmvnyfor~rhmgto~inunditwcrrsogeneml 
While stiU in Grade Eleven, students wonder (worry) about one aspect of college life 
more than any other: Registration. 
I h o p e I P g e t a n e & ~ n d a t e  Idon?ùnowhowtheydoir. 
Someone toId me it wpr by how well you do while you're h m  [Ut high 
sdiool]. Someone eke told me they jwt take the jht year rmd second year 
by &m and theyjïtyou in 1 
They report to registration, expecting the worst: "1 hear registmtin is ail that bad and 
eveiythùzg." Often this expecîation is confirmed during the process itself. q 
. 
So you opsi the book and ihere are thotlpmrds of cowses to &ose fiom 
You dont even kum, exact&. 
Rqistmîbn is a big th& We4 the rumeur is that jcyou're in the lrrrr &y 
you're?wtgoingtogetanyojthecoIUS~youwmct WhoimIsupposedto 
do? 
The uncertainty of the process, as well as the conflicting reports, unnemes students. l 
They have to select the appropriate courses for their programs of study. a 
complex task of meeting multiple college and program criteria. They also bring their 
, 
own likes, dislikes, and goals (to have Fridays off, the hallmark of a college student). 
In addition, there is a large body of student wisdom to be taken into account in selection 
of teachers. 
Confronted by "tlzousandr of courses to choosefiom" after they have rarely chosen 
any in high school, students are naturaily perplexed. They tum to other students for 
help. 
You're sort of arkmg other people you know. So metimer you geî idear from 
them niis U good and that's not good 
[My boyfnend] toU me evsything like what it was Iike in p@mmtîbn..he 
made it sound much nnorse than it war So ir was better. II hebed me out, 
like, how it was How people were. 
Here again, the i n t e ~ e w  reveals that students want to pe told everything, not oniy the 
good side, of college life. Being prepared by her boyfnend for the worst, and being told 
"how people were " helped this student through registration. 
I wm a bit nervous before regisbotion bbeçme of aü there stories I hecml I 
toldmyselffrhrrt~irrhew~ity<mdrhse'sm~youumdoaboutif 
Y4ümm&mwellgointhere<mdmakethebertofit 
We4 I kiow peopk whote been here for a couple ofyem and they s d  
Wd don? t .  him or t .  ha'!.. TheyP say, Iibe, &nt t .  this 
ck..b-e itit's mu@ hmd nnd you b e  to do a lot of work..or, theyll 
SV-if they'h? good teadrers 
Myj%ndscaughton Thqtfoundstuffoutfastrn. Theyllsny.. Wafch out 
for this guy, he expects you to read the book" 
1 arked all rny friendr Thq, went thugh my book and sairi, "GoorI, g d  
nqm" AndIdrarefromwhntthq,smidwargdmidbd 
"[My fiends told me] thhg about no luncha. ", This is a very useful piece of information 
for the new student because no one had previously reveded that there is no official 
lunch penod, uniike in high school. 
nie iden o f  how to sneak hto coma-.- Geltmg to krow a teac ber.... 
Beuarse his cowse U ched, gohg up to hUn and he muy open it for 
you-[or] ifyou h g  amund wItü 5.30 or & they chse n@tratrbn, you 
can Stiüpùk it u.. ThqtU o p  the cowses foryou becme they wmrt to get 
you out of there 
This, indeed, is a useful strategy that students pass along to others, in order not to be 
registered in courses they did not want. What else do friends say about courses? 
You find out from your friends one [course] U e h  thrm the other and you 
ûy yow hanlert to go for thut one 
Why is this information so important? 
Beuwe if you mas up your jÙst semester, it3 mu@ hmd to get in 
[iuùvedyj- You rerJire @erwaniS and youte reaqt paid for rhe MiSI& 
You may m t  thmk later, but the <ÿffbmce between fowsemesters in CEGEP 
c m d f i v e U s u d r a ~ b m c e i n w r B r ~ b a c n r r r e t h a e m e s o m a n y  
appkhnts for t U U V ~  when thq, wmit the top, a d  i f  you uut? ha& 
CEGEP I they feel you're m t  fit for wùvt?mitym 
It is interesting to note that, when in high school, students lived in anxiety, expecting the 
worst £rom college. Now in college the anxiety is still there but directed this time 
toward university life. Where do they get the impression that there is "such a difference 
between four semestem in college arui fie?" "In fact, the counsellom stressed that. " 
Students do not seek information only for the purpose of choosing easy courses. 
They want to know about the teacher or what the course is about. Many subject areas 
are mysterious: Humanities, and Sociology, for example, are new to students. There 
is also a collection of rumom about teachers to be checked out. 
k a r e s t o r i e s  I d o n ' t k i o w ~ t h e y ' r e t m e o r ~  C'numu~sImd 
Ifyou'~ &ug you take the teache7 a d  ifyou don? want to, jwt stay 
away frwn the couIse. 
Why do students seek first the advice of their peers? 
Bernuse the shrdent e r p i a c e d  i~ Màybe the teadrer ~ ~ c e d  it a long 
rime lrgo and tùna have h g e d  now, so moybe it's So maybe a 
S&&W would be better. 
So why don? students always accept their peers' advice at face value? 
If sonteone s w  '2)On't do mdÙt~"you're gohg to want to see why they 
saùidon't do ~you'regoinipto want to M i t  o u t y o d f :  
I talked to a atquple ofpeople about it d thqr tait jurt sakk "Oh, it's mal& 
bo- nie tecldrer ik m t  p u t '  But I don? rerrliy think that's the m o n  
Ihe~mmonkthatuiqrcmi5takethewonk 
Surrounded by information of al1 kinds, emanating from different sources, 
students always want to check out information. 
There are two types of information that the student receives. One, conveyed 
through pamphlets and official documents, distributed by guidance offices, gives such 
"formal" information as entrance requirements, what constitutes a program, the 
registration procedures, and so on. Factual information, mostly about what is expected 
of students. 
The second type of information is informal (hearsay, mmours, and "grapevine") 
and deals with al1 the practical, experiential aspects of college life: how to select the 
course that will be both interesting and easy, how to differentiate between a "good and 
a "badn teacher, how to deal with "breaks", and so on. This "informai" type of 
information, because of its subjective nature, is being constantly revised and verified. 
Teachers and counsellors, 'tprofessionals" at large, are not necessarily excluded as a 
source of "informal" information; but, in the students' opinion, these professionals have 
been distanced, either because of age or time, kom the process of entering college and 
what it feels like. That is why, in the matter of 'Row it ir'; 'bhd  the school ir M e :  "how 
the people were': and "how it feek and how you do i t ;  students mm to their peers, closer 
to them in age therefore better attuned to their quest. 
Both the formal and informal types of information, the two sides of the coin, are 
necessary to the students: each type is a sphere of a particular group of advisers. There 
is a complementarity in this process that can be beneficial for the student in transition. 
Using the information gleaned from school offidah, friends, and family students 
go through their first semester. For some, the transition is easier than for others. Al1 
students, having gone through this "baptism of fire", feel they are in a position to 
transmit advice to friends, teachers, and administrators. 
To fnends, they offer advice on various aspects of college life. Students believe 
that such advice should be passed on before potential newcomers get to the college. 
Get aU the Gmde Eleverts toge& anà d thent dom rmd say.- "Okay, tthir 
is what w k g e  is ILGe Do you have cmy qzmtibm?" Be-e thete's a lot of 
@ns and some of the sbrdents dont fed üke d g  t h  Thty're too 
shy or whatevet. rite brodnver just dont Sem to teLl thSn what thqt wtmt 
to know. 
In being a y u e  that shyness prevents students from asking questions, this particular 
- student demonstrates a perspicacity that sometimes eludes teachers. This excerpt also 
stresses the importance of creating an atmosphere that would encourage students to ask 
questions. This theme will be developed later on. 
One part of college life that may not be emphasized sufficiently by teachers is the 
"fun" aspect of the institution. It may be the first time in their lives that some students, 
isolated in their own culture and traditions, meet others of different linguistic and 
cultural backgrounds. 
I'd tell them [the high s c h l  strrdent] it's a lol better than hi& sdtool 
berne t h ' s  so mrmy p e o p k ~ o  mcmy diffbmtpeople rmd the& F m h  
and Engüsh people It 3 pretty jùn though 
ColIege is quite different from the "sheltered" life of high school. 
I'd tell them [high sdrod studenf] to erped it [college] to be lu& but not 
mhadmsomepeopledi f  Tytornakeitfiq tytomeetorherpeople. 
bacarûe all t h @  your v e  you're gohg to ?neet o t k  people a d  you cm? 
jrrrtstiukrmrundwirhyourbuddier 
Ffybmthssnnd~ers]jubsauito~andmakemmrmyfriendrarpsrible 
becmrse they're more likeb the ones you P keep t h  frwn high sdrooL 
Students entering college sometimes end up avoiding old friends. 
TT not to...qhter with friends beunrreyou're gohg to end up with them and 
you're mt gohg to end up t a g  with otherpeople atvwtd you You'' not 
gohg to ûy a d  work with o t k  people 
However, it may take extra effort to meet new fnends. 
~ ~ w i t h o f h e r p e o p l e i n y o u r d a r r  Ifit'saladrvP,bymrdfindout 
ofherpeopk's opinionr bercnrre when you're talkbqg in drrsr, it's emy to go up 
to somebody ami .yr "What do you think about it?" niqt P alwoys huve m 4 
amver andyoull utd&get  to kiow apetson thot way. 
How else can one rneet new fnends and integrate in college life? Be involved. Relax. ' 
Yorr CO& teIl them just about the naivities that they c m  get LNoM in Not 
evmhing but jud tell them that ofen it's a good thùtg to get hvoived in a I 
thing or two to get your mind off thtrgs 
Between loosening old bonds and making new ones, there is often a period of ' 
loneliness, sometimes compounded by the feeling that one is alone in feeling this way. 
[Pd t d  t k m  thol] behg alone iml too bad bdcmrre evsyow hrrr $0 db d 
. Ljiut not to be embamzsed about being alone It's twt ar b d  ar evqone 
think;r 
Corning to coiiege means, for most students, a coming of age - not only the 
chronological age to vote or to order a beer, but also the age to plan, to make decisions 
on their own. 4 
The Mporîant thhg &O is to think sematers &ad... You jusr c m  P .thhllk 
of the s m e  semester, the one you're going btto...or elre..eventwlly it will be 
your fouth semester and you want to take these cornes Imd..you won? be 
&wed to.. You just c m  t go thtvugh CEGEP tahg  all these bobo couma, 
orm that are easy, and expect to get inro a univers@ of your choice for 
what you want to do. You have to be awme of the pmmpùdts and thhg 
like that 
Planning ahead certainly is a component in preparing a schedule. 
Iltrtead of mcrking up thousands of schemcler a d  tarring thsn out because 
that one doemS WO& you stièk to one sdtedule and for w.y courseyou have 
k e  or fow back-ups which you have M e n  &wz on a piece of p ~ .  
There is another element, purely subjective in nature, that enters into the process 
of making a schedule. This important element, says one student, is "Know thyse[f: 
Knowing oneself means understanding one's goals before making a schedule. If students 
are more interested in the social activities of coliege life, they plan their schedules to 
alIow time to participate in these activities. Students recommend means of avoiding 
some problems, particularly skipping: 
IWO& t e l l t h  to moketheùsdredule in sudr a waythatyou don? hate 
mcmy bteaks so you won? be tempted to ski!. 
I'd t d  rhsn to not have .y brenkr beuarre it's edm-to go right to your lreif 
ckmsoyou&n'rget boredcmdsitamwui 
Registration is considered a difficult hurdle but, once it bas been overcome, 
students fa11 into a sort of euphoria of keedom: freedom f?om attending classes, and 
korn forced homework, and beedom to participate in social activities. Students who 
have experienced this give the following warning to their classrnates. 
Y e 4  we cm do whatever we wmit. It might be fun atm but by the rime 
you gef to the end of the semater and you t e  f& five corne it won? be 
thatmudrfun ThenyoueruiupstnVmgrm~sm&er. 
Students are wise to the reality that their classrnates will ignore their advice, just 
as they ignored the advice they received. Still, they offer practical solutions to student 
problems. 
Stay with it [the course]. You p d  for the cotuse. Ifyou drop it, you'm just 
go& to be here longer. Who c m  [ifthe teadrs is buù or boring]? I've huà 
chsesIhartedrmdIstuyedmthsn. Srickthemo~. 
Another student, aware that stressing the educational benefits of a diplorna would be of 
little value to other students, goes to the heart of the matter. 
Ifyou corne k r e  and soew mund and &op out you huve to go get a job at 
$4.50 an hout or something. I guesr I would tell them to jurt go to school 
cmd go to c k  It's not much effort It hem? t& much of your rime 
You have so mudt vacatbr~ You have the whole swnmer off: JW thtrk of 
that Set yout mmd on that and wonk It's not ashg too rmrdr ht them 
PI the shoer of theitpamts who huve to work and get two weeks vacation off 
a year. 
Students tell others how it is and what to do to survive in college: particular 
tricks for getting into courses after they have been closed; not to buy second-hand books 
until the course outlines have been checked, just in case a newer edition is required. 
They also have advice for both teachers and administrators on how to promote an easier 
and smoother integration for students in the coiiege systetem. The following statement, 
although addressed to high school teachers, could be directed also to parents or 
guidance counsellors who tq to shape their adolescents' decisions. 
TT to get rhe tecldiers to let the studencs mrrke the choice of WU thqt wmit 
to do. Dont Q to p h  somethùtg on them that fhqt mght mt lLke or 
pmbably ~ m ' t  Iike or sornething üke that It will pmbably be carier for rhe 
sardent because, for sontethmg he libes, hep wotk hmds at it Wead of some 
who don? have miy feel for the course 
Advice directed at high school teachers can be general, but here is an observation 
that is specinc and easy to put into practice. 
Maybe Q rmd do some tfthe thingr terrdien do here [nt C E G W  Leave 
you on your own a litth m m  Llke when you have to read a book; dont 
r e n d i t o v e r i n c l P r r , j u s t g i v e i t t o t h e ~ . . .  Doirgmdualiyfrorn the l 
bqùuùng to the end, Make them do it aü by themsehres and gnte them a 
chance 
This student, whose high school teacher had used this approach, emphasized how helpful 
it had been. ' 
In temir of prephg Iguen the ideal thhg would be to prepare for CEGEP 
would be to maGe the more for& 
Having said this, the student realizes: 
lht  wutd take the/un out ofhigh &L" You hme to decide whetheryou 4 
wcmtpmpmzthn or whetheryou wmit to enjoy high school the wayyou like 
it 
As for college, the student continues: 
Thq, couid makz it more like high sdiool in the seme thut there be lcrr big 
arrrognmentr and more Ettle ~rr~jpmetux But that im T r e m  prepming you 
for Unntmr You have to stick to sornething to prepme for h e m ,  or eLre 
youvre just/alüng into the same rmp that the high school is doingo They're not 
pzparing you for CEGEP. 
Ifyou have like an memb& type t h g  whem you huve dl the new studsitr 
cornhg UI and you huve one spokepmon on the stage still that's good It's 
better t h  a pamphlet but it won? get through The best ways wouhi be [ike 
a one-on-one baris or maybe t h e  dand one person Not a m w 4  
becmue in avw& people won? &en. Thqt talk to someone or someîhing. 
The originality of this staternent lies in two areas: first, the importance of timing when 
providing information. We have already seen that information passed during assemblies 
or Career Nights in high school, or during sumnier workshops, may not have the impact 
the organizers expected because it was untimely for the students. By having this. 
"assembly" at the very beginning of the college term, chances are that more students are 
ready to receive the message. Secondly, information passed on in a noisy gathering may 
be missed. A more personalized type of approach, as advocated here, could make for 
more effective communication. 
Students tell other students that it is up to them to adapt to college. 
It's not aR thut tenibk aààptmg to if It 3 jurt motivation Once you're h m  
you have to be mîivatted to get thtvugii 
It is nothing magical, explains one student: 
I fmd ifyou go to * take ?wtG do yow wo* Iirterr, you're gohg t o p a  
evetythhg You don't have to d y o u r  bruin stlrdymg topas everythhg. 
This may be tme but, in spite of good intentions, newcomers still expenence difficulties 
in their classes. 
In CEGEP tw offèr the same English c h  I was thinking it's End of 
unfair in a w v  because they don? put people who m in Gr& Ten M Gr& 
Eleven En@h dars andyet thqt accept it as mnnal onceyou mach CEGEP 
you're at the same levez in jkî year CEGEP as someone in the fowth yem. 
I think 2's a bit unreaïktk I dont think you c m  be qected  to have the 
smne skias as someone who i s  O&. 
This perception, equaily shared by some teachers, has already led some institutions to 
identify some courses as being more appropriate for first-year students. 
Students also have advice on how teachers can be instrumental in assisting newly- 
admitted students. First, to help students become motivated: "Make the atmospliere in 
classes a little more relaxed and not be so abrupt, " suggests a student. 
Ifa high school -nt is ail of a sudden fd wirh a CEGEP teacher who 
wül treat him like an addi  - and nght& so.... ïkre me numerour ways you 
c m  go. Just say forget it and play c d  in the cafeteria. You c m  get 
dkcowuged rmd àrvp the cl- 
Another student recommends: 
~ a k m g ~ ~ ~ ~ ' c a d ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ k  to kmw eadr otherso it's more cornfortable 
in the chssmom, and people want to go to the C-m 
Som teadrers q e d y o u  to krow what you're supposed to be dohg and how 
t h g s  workmdsnr f f I ike th~ . i t ' s  onesmaterfareach dPrr a d  thq, jurt 
~ y o u t o b w w .  ~ ~ y e s s y e c r r U w i t h t h e ~ n d y e m c m d e v ~ h i n g U  
oll jiunbled irp and it doesn? glve you much rime to cardi your breath 
M ' e i f t k y ~ e d t h i n g r a ü i t l e m o r e g ~ .  
This does not irnply that the Pace throughout the course should be slower, but that the 
introductory phase of the course should allow a little breathing room. 
Advice ranging from how to make registration easier, to how to keep the student 
dong the road to self-motivation is preferred by students. This advice, extended to 
students, faculty. and administrators alike, could assist an institution to become more 
compatible with the intellectual and psychological development of new college students. 
We have described the principal themes in the student i n t e ~ e w s  and Our 
observations of high school and college classes. Our goals for this action research 
project .ais0 included effecting changes in our classrooms and Our institutions. In this 
section, each member of the research team describes change we have experienced and 
promoted. Our recommendations advocate others as weli. Common themes here are 
listening to students more, assuming we h o w  less, a focus on the process of learning 
(the "how" or learning to lem),  and the difficulties we have encountered in deciding 
what to change and how to change it. 
4.1 Teachers as Change Agents, Louise ComeU 
Can teachers be agents for change in their classrooms and their institutions? 1 
certainly hope so. It is simultaneously difficult and easy: as a teacher in the college, 1 
am both free agent and bound servant. Within the bounds of my professional 
understanding, 1 am free in my classroom to do what 1 deem best for, and with, my 
students. Within the parameters of the college bureaucracy, there is much that 1 cannot 
accomplish on my own; many decisions are taken without my voice being heard, even 
though they affect my life and work at the college. How then am 1 an agent for change? 
Nobody has ever said that collaborative action research is easy. 1 have not seen 
any literature about the demands placed on the individual collaborators. In contrat to 
a team of individuals that is formed primdly for expediency's sake, there are 
interpersonal matters, professionai concerns, and inter-institutional constraints that must 
be taken into account. 1 have learned a lot about working with colleagues from other 
disciplines, other colleges, and other educational institutions. My style of work and 
writing have needed to change. 1 have had toieam to get my work done early, to allow 
for input from colleagues. 1 have had to submit work 1 do to my peers for approval. 1 
have had to attend lengthy meetings where my colleagues and 1 stmggled to find . 
consensus on contentious issues. Although these steps seem restricting, 1 have learned 
to appreciate some of the outcomes of collaboration: the freedom from self-imposed 
pressures and the learning that results from sharing work and ideas. 
There were several reasons why 1 joined the qesearch project that first became 
known as "P3", and later as "EaSUTg the Transitiont Fint, the project was of interest to 
me because of my background in comparative education and studies in educational 
administration and policy. 1 became excited at the prospect of being part of a study that 
would have the potential to effect pedagogical change in Our educational institutions. 
Secondly, having served for several years on the Inter-Institutional Comrrittee and the 
Research Training Institute, 1 wished to see how collaborative action research as a 
methodology translated into practice. Thirdly, 1 wanted to see the research team 
represent enough disciplines to give the project a broad base. 1 specifically wanted to 
have the contribution of someone from a department where, for the most part, al1 
students in the college are taught in classes together. Fourthly, as a lecturer in the 
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We have descnbed the principal themes in the student i n t e ~ e w s  and Our 
observations of high school and college classes. Our goals for this action research 
project also included effecting changes in Our classrooms and Our institutions. In this 
section, each member of the research team describes change we have expenenced and 
promoted. Our recommendations advocate others as weli. Common themes here are 
listening to students more, assuming we h o w  less, a focus on the process of learning 
(ihe "hown or leaming to lem),  and the dificulties we have encountered in deciding 
what to change and how to change it. 
4.1 Teachers as Change Agents, Louise CorneIl 
Can teachers be agents for change in their classroorns and their institutions? 1 
certainly hope so. It is simultaneously difficult and easy: as a teacher in the college, 1 
am both free agent and bound servant. Within the bounds of my professional 
understanding, 1 am free in my classroom to do what 1 deem best for, and with, my 
students. Within the parameters of the college bureaucracy, there is much that 1 cannot 
accomplish on my own; many decisions are taken without my voice being heard, even 
though they affect my life and work at the college. How then am 1 an agent for change? 
Nobody has ever said that collaborative action research is easy. 1 have not seen 
any literature about the demands placed on the individual collaborators. In contrast to 
a team of individuals that is formed primarily for expediency's sake, there are 
interpersonal matters, professional concerns, and inter-institutional constraints that must I 
be taken into account. 1 have learned a lot about working with colleagues from other 
disciplines, other colleges, and other educational institutions. My style of work and 
writing have needed to change. 1 have had tolearn to get my work done early, to allow 
for input from colleagues. 1 have had to subrnit work 1 do to my peers for approval. 1 
have had to attend lengthy meetings where my colleagues and 1 struggled to find 
consensus on contentious issues. Although these steps seem restricting, 1 have learned 1 
to appreciate some of the outcornes of collaboration: the freedom from self-imposed 
pressures and the learning that results from sharing work and ideas. 
I 
There were several reasons why 1 joined the qesearch project that first became 
known as "P3", and later as "EarXngthe Transition' First, the project was of interest to 
me because of my background in comparative education and studies in educational 
administration and policy. 1 became excited at the prospect of being part of a study that 
would have the potential to effect pedagogical change in Our educational institutions. 
Secondly, having senred for several years on the Inter-Instituticnal Cmmittee and the 
Research Training Institute, 1 wished to see how collaborative action research as a 
methodology translated into practice. Thirdly, 1 wanted to see the research team 
represent enough disciplines to give the project a broad base. 1 specifically wanted to , 
have the contribution of someone from a department where, for the most part, a11 
students in the college are taught in classes together. Fourthly, as a lecturer in the 
The implication here is that true education is training. It is not sufficient to teach 
facts: we must teach the young people in Our classes how to find the facts, and to 
evaluate them-criticaily, so that they may not only increase their knowledge, but also 
their wisdom. 
As a result, 1 have attempted to change the orientation of my courses so that 1 
give the student the opportunity to participate in learning, and to be autonomous in 
decision-making. 1 told my students, at the beginning of this year, that there were a 
series of homework assignments which were important for them to prepare, not so much 
for me, but for them, in order to be prepared to pass their class tests. 
What 1 have gotten kom this research project is a deeper understanding of what' 
students actually think about schooling. A healthy dose of reaiism is very necessary to 
help us rethink Our approaches to teaching. In order to compete successfully in the 
market place, much is made of "getting close to your customerf'. It is just as important 
for the teacher to t'get close to the student". That is what this project has done for me, 
but this is only the beginning of a process of change. 
43 How 1 have changed, Leslie Didee 
When a student makes a statement in an i n t e ~ e w  that you do not agree with you 
cannot Say, "that's not tme". If it is the expressed belief of the student, it is true for that 
student, and possibly true for all of student culture. The teacher may not like what is 
expressed, but he or she cannot deny it. 
Listening to the students in the interviews has taught me to listen to what the 
students are saying in the classroom, in my office, and in the halls; in fact, whenever 1 
am conversing with students. Frorn these conversations, 1 have gained insight, not only 
in the domain of this research,.but also, into the conceptual knowledge of the students. 
For example, 1 have learned that many third semester Physics students are unsure 
about the behaviour of light. When they are looking at an object, is light corning from 
the object to their eye or is light going fiom their eye to the object? Being aware of the 
two possibilities and realizing that they, themselves, should think about the possibilities 
and the consequences of the two possibilities helped me help students understand the 
behaviour of light. Most Physics teachers would assume that students understand that 
light goes kom an object to the eye. 
Teachers often take fundamental concepts such as these for granted. Students 
may never have had to confront the issue, to think about it, to resolve the dilemma. 
Unless one hears what the student is saying and not what one wants to hear, or worse, 
if one just talks at the student without giving the student the opportunity to put their 
own ideas into words, one cannot be aware of what they are thinking. 
1s the role of the teacher to talk or to listen? The traditional roles have the 
teacher talking at the student; the student as passive absorber of the words and ideas. 
1 have made even more of an effort to learn my student's names and to return their 
assignrnents with sufficient, helpful cornments on them in good tirne. With some success, , 
1 have sought a greater degree of participation from my students in the organization and 
orientation of the courses 1 taught this past semester. 1 have allowed my students to 
accept the consequences of the decisions they make. In three cases, students have had , 
to make their own decisions about course withdrawai and possible course failure. 
As far as my life in the wider institution is concemed, 1 have been forced to , 
reconsider my assumptions about college life. Are my three-hour classes beneficial to 
students? Do activities in the Agora add an unnecessary pressure and sense of conflict 
for my students and for me as a teacher? Should 1 encourage my students to take 
several courses with the same teacher or to take every opportunity for the learning that ' 
cornes about through changing teachers? Should 1 set strict deadlines for work due? 
Should my department have special courses designated for entry-level students? Should 
1 require that my students attend classes? Should 1 support the suggestion that students ' 
should have scheduled lunch breaks? Are my office hours sufncient? There are no easy 
answers to these questions. 
I 
1 would like to see a much greater emphasis on professional development and the 
development of pedagogical expertise in Our coiiege. "It's never been done that way 
before," should not be the barrier to necessary changes that we have recommended. The ' 
data fiom the project offer a nch resource to help us to be agents of change. There are 
diffidties7 personal, individual, and institutional. 1 have only tentatively, and with some 
trepidation, begun to consider possible solutions. t 
4 2  How have 1 Changed?, Rod Coniell 
My involvement in this project has given me a number of new understandings of 
how students progress from the children 1 first see in Secondary 1 to the young men and ' 
women scholars who corne out of college. 
As a teacher, 1 have always been aware of the changes involved in maturing from 
a twelve-year-old Secondary 1 student into a Secondary V student. My approach' to 
teaching has taken this change into consideration, and my style varies between a teacher- 
directed, authontarian approach at the lower level, to a more student-directed, 
democratic approach at the senior level. 
Because of my involvement in this project, 1 have had the opportunity to get to l 
know a number of college teachers, and to glean from them a different understanding 
of what they were expecting from their students and what they were trying to teach 
t h e n  1 have become acutely aware that while many high school teachers are concerned 
with teaching as much information as possible (and this is provoked, in many instances, 
by the requirement that Our students pass their high school leaving exams), these college 
teachers, seerningly, put the emphasis much more on the process skills involved in 1 
learning. 
In this project, 1 have found that students are less likely to skip classes that are fun; that 
classes are fun if they involve participation. 
Cognitive research has suggested that even though it is difficult for students to 
give up their own conceptions or misconceptions, one of the most successful strategies 
is to have the students confiont their logical dissonances and express and explain these 
in their own words; to involve the students in active learning. Only if one gives students 
opportunities to talk, to participate, to argue their points of view with their peers, can 
one listen to them. 
These two research findings (students prefer classes in which they participate; and 
the pedagogical effectiveness of having students resolve cognitive dissonance by 
discussing them with peers) both point to a constmctivist view of learning in which 
students constnict their leamhg by adding new knowledge to the knowledge they 
already have and connecting new ideas to existing ones. New data and ideas cannot just 
fill an empty rnind. 
An important time to listen rather than talk was when studenü came to my office 
for help. When asked how to do a problem, a teacher can simply explain how to 
proceed or can listen while students stniggle through their own ideas on how to 
approach a problem. 1 adopted this second mode: listening first. 1 treated each student 
- 
visit as an interview, only speaking when 1 thought guidance was essential. The students 
constructed their own methods of solving the problems: constructed their own leaming. 
This approach takes much longer than simply telling students the answers; however, 
students gain confidence in their own ability to do problems. 
Students are striving for a sense of identity. In the first sernester of the project, 
1 was surprised to find that students who had worked together most of the semester in 
a laboratory group did not know one another's names or telephone numbers. To 
counter this isolation, 1 assigned students to groups of four (rather than allowing them 
to choose a single partner). Each group of students included a range of abilities as 
indicated by grades in a previous course. The laboratory reports for each experiment 
were written by the group as a whole (one report for the entire group) and each 
member of the group received the same mark. The responsibility for preparation of the 
report rgtated through the members of the group, and each member of the group signed 
the report as an indication that the content met with their approval. 
One noticeable effect was that an entire group would corne to my office, 'We 
have been working on th& in the librcy and don't un dent and..'^ Some groups were 
setting up their own meetings and jointly doing the laboratory report. Other groups 
allowed the "responsible" to do al1 the work; this had the effect of, in one student's 
words, 'Putting a lot of pressure on me to do a good job because the others are reljing on 
me. " 
The strategy of making the group responsible made the students work together, 
made them work with people they rnight not otherwise have chosen to. It was very 
encouraging to see the groups in the lab talking about the work rather than just doing 
the experiment and leaving. 
At the end of the semester, 1 asked students to do "free writing" about their 
thoughts on this new way of writing up laboratory reports compared with the traditional 
one student, one report format. Al1 were positive with regard to getting to know others 
in the laboratory and in the class, but were more guarded concerning what they were 
learning. When the group wrote up the laboratory experiment jointly, they felt they 
leamed the material. When one student was assigned the task, the others felt they 
"slacked of', and that this became worse as the semester progressed and the workload ' 
increased. A number still felt they needed the discipline of the individual reports to 
make them l e m  the material. Many thought individual reports were time consuming 
and mostly copied ffom past reports or from fiiends. 
My subjective judgement is that the experiment was a success, and that keeping 
order threatened to become a bigger problem than encouraging discussion. Perhaps the 
solution is to require formal joint reports with the responsibilities for the different part 
of the report (theory, data, analysis, conclusion) rotating through the group, and to allow , 
time in the lecture sections for discussion by design. 
4.4 The Challenge Is Change, Henriette Qizov l 
My own field of expertise has been, for severd years, the teaching of French 
language and literature. By now, the subject matter holds little mystery to me. ' 
However, since participating in the Easing the Trmition project, 1 have become aware 
of some subtle changes in my teaching style. 
l 
Leam to be aware of problems I 
It became apparent, through Our interviews, that one of the students' greatest 
fears was to be isolated, even in class - to be lost in the shuffle. 1 have always prided ' 
myself on leaming my students' names quickly, if not the 1 s t  name, at least the first 
' one. 1 have gone one step further. In my d'ynamiqe de groupe 1 am making sure that 
everyone knows everyone's name in the class. Whenever a student refers to another one ' 
in the class as "he" or "she" in the course of the discussion, 1 promptly make him or her 
repeat the other student's name. After a few classes, 1 noticed that a kind of bond had 
formed between students who, at the beginning of the tem, were total strangers to one ' 
another. As a teacher, 1 began reaping benefits from this, as students became more 
relaxed and participated more in class discussions. 
1 
Our students' responses also revealed that, although students don't want to be Iost 
in the shuffle, they also don't want to be singled out. 
Anothet thing thut's vsy  Ùnportwzt for me is thut in my c h e s  I have so 
mudr tmuble comentmthg ifl'm sining ail &ne.... I have to know that t h  
me people~~~und m..thut I know who they are and that we know each 
other so thaî I'm not a single person 
Keeping this information in rnind, 1 arranged students oral presentations in panel form, 
so that no single individual would be the focus point of the class. This aiso worked well 
as students felt more cornfortable, literally "rubbing shoulden" with their classmates. 
One perception that many college students share is that teachen "don't care". My 
&st reaction was that the students were not nght, that this was not a "fact". But who is 
to Say what is a fact? Clearly, it was the students' perception of teachers and, in the 
case of the students, perception is reality. Trying to reai& this in words seemed useless 
because, in the past, 1 had told my students when and where 1 was available in my office. 
It was not until the end of the term that some of them came looking for my office. My 
colleagues also noticed the same phenornenon. This term 1 gave each of my students 
a five-minute appointment in my office during the first two weeks of class. 1 noticed 
aftenvard that some of them came willingly to see me to discuss problems of acadernic 
or personal nature. As one student said in his i n t e ~ e w  about college life, 'me teaclzers 
were good lecturers but not good pclltkipm or good sympath~en. " As a result, 1 began 
to see my role more and more as a facilitator in the leaniing process rather than a 
dispenser of information. 
Learn to ask questiom. 
In preparation for this project, we participated in a seminar about inte~ewing 
techniques. Throughout my years of teaching, 1 have been aware of the importance of 
body language when dealing with students, but this seminar underlined the importance 
of the process of asking questions. 1 knew better than to ask questions that could be 
answered with a "yes" or "no", but 1 had to learn to ask questions that did not lead to an 
impasse - questions that lead naturally to further exchange on a subject. Quite often, 
as teachers, when we ask questions, we dready have an answer in mind. This colours 
the way we ask the question. Aware of this, we prepared a guide for the i n t e ~ e w  that 
would provide us with a fkamework that is, at the same time, flexible and directing. 
Through this exercise, 1 learned to ask questions that probe the student's mind, just like 
a sonar system probes the bottom of the seas. From what 1 would get back, 1 would 
draw a picture of their opinions making sure in the process that we did not wander too 
far afield. 
This technique also enabled me to further class discussion during a Iull, either by 
repeating what had just been said with an inflection of rny voice or by paraphrasing. 
Again, in the matter of paraphrasing, 1 learned to be careful with my choice of words 
so that 1 would rnirror the student's perception and not mine. 
Just as 1 had to leam to ask questions, 1 had to leam to listen to the answers. 
This meant listening attentively to students' ways of phrasing sentences, to their usage 
of vocabulary so that 1 could paraphrase them. As a language teacher, 1 had already 
been trained in this technique; this time 1 encouraged rny students to use the technique: 
to paraphrase not only the text in questions, but also each other. In this way, the 
students were forced to listen to what others had to say. They too were leaming to 
listen. 
A few ripples of change. 
These few techniques that 1 have acquired, or polished are beginning to have 
ripple effects. During Our pedagogical workshops at Dawson College, 1 shared with my 
colleagues the information 1 have just presented. We decided to adopt, in the Fall, a 
commonpolicy of having the students meet us in Our respective offices at the beginning 
of the term to deal nght away with the perception that teachers 'lion? care. 
1 also shared with my colleagues a piece of information which was made evident 
through our interviews: shidents do not read material available to them, be it college 
brochures, information booklets and such. Therefore, we are organizing, in conjunction 
with the Leaming Centre of Dawson, a session during which al1 French teachers having 
a common teaching block will meet, dong with their students for a period. During that 
time, the students will be trained in reading and understanding the course outlines 
which, for some reasons, are ignored or forgotten. As a counterpart to this, we are 
making an effort to make Our course outlines as clear as possible, using if possible, the 
students' own tenninology. 
While discussing the matter of reading the course outlines with my colleagues of 
the research team, one of our team members comrnented on the readability of college 
materials; in particular, brochures describing requirernents, registration procedures. and 
so on. This member of the team read a particular college brochure on the rnatter. She 
found it unclear and confusing. Therefore, she was not surprised that newcomers to 
colieges rely so heavily on their fkiends' help for information and guidance. She 
suggests, and we agree with her, that administrators address the question of readability 
as soon as possible. 
It is interesting to note that the idea of Earing the Transition has already 
germinated in various sectors of colleges. For example, during a recent meeting of the 
Arts Sector of Dawson College, teachers from the English and Humanities departments 
have agreed to identify in the Calendar, where course descriptions appear, those courses 
that are strongly recomnended for first-year students. This resulted from an awareness 
that incoming students may not be as prepared for some English and Humanities courses 
as the second-year students, and may consequently have more difficuities in achieving 
good results in their courses. Other departments in that sector have agreed to follow 
suit. This is a first step in easing the transition for theke students. 
More and more, people at the colleges are becorning concemed about the failure 
rate of first-year students. In a parallel way, the problem of échecs et abandons has 
become a top prioriry for the Ministry of Education in Québec. As a result, the colleges 
are looking into the feasibility of adopting, and adapting if need be, the "University 101" 
approach that is becoming widespread in the U.S. This course is offered there as a 
package. Its goal is two-fold: to encourage good study and research skills among 
students, and to expose those students to the variety and methods of intellectual inquiry. 
To do this, a variety of teaching-learning techniques are employed, including lectures, 
small group discussions, individual research, fieldwork, and frequent written assignments. 
The implementation of this type of course would require a greater degree of cooperation 
between the academic and administrative staff; schedules and tirnetables must be 
meshed. 
The willingness to explore this possibility already exists. At a recent symposium 
held in Sherbrooke, many teachers, academic advison, and administrators, representing 
most of the colleges in Québec, emphasized the fact that l'aide à l'apprentissage (learning 
skills, note taking, time management, and so on) should not only be dispensed to "high- 
risk" students (those most at risk of failure), but to the whole student body. Various 
learning centres in colleges have already strained their resources and, therefore, could 
not be expected to take over this arduous task The "University 101" course, should it 
be implemented, would be one answer. 
Jerome k Jewler, Co-Director for Instruction and Faculty Development at the 
University of South Carolina, wrote in his Inventory for Success ùz the Freshman SernUiar: 
When you consider that Our challenge in higher education is to help young 
people develop holistically, to prepare them for their future, and to get 
thern started on the right track, you realize the critical nature of the very 
first semester of college in the shaping of future generations. 
Our research team has been aware for a long time of the cntical nature of the first 
semester. It is fkom this very concern that the Earing the Transition project was 
germinated. 
* 
Emerson wrote in his Journal that: 'The things taught in schools and colleges are 
not an education; but the means of education." By easing the transition for students, we 
hope to Mi l l  partially the mission with which Emerson entrusts us. 
4 5  Change in the Classroom, Jan Farrell 
The content of the interviews with college students has caused mi to incorporate 
some different approaches into the teaching 1 do at the Secondary V level. 
In considering a change in approach, one has to recognize which things cannot 
be changed and which things should not be changed, in addition to those things which 
can and should be changed. When a college teacher complained to me that her students 
had no skills in making marginal notes in their textbooks, 1 countered with the reality 
that, in the high school, we do not encourage Our students to make any marks, let alone 
notations in the text books: these are lent to, and not owned by, students. Sorne of the 
practices camed on in the high school are dictated by circumstance. 
As a teacher of Secondary V students, 1 normaily start right into the course 
content after spending some time telling the students of my expectations of them for the 
year. However, this year 1 began by using a few penods to deal with the fact that this 
was the students' last year in high school and discussing what expectations they supposed 
teachers would have of them in college. Thus the "rules" of the school and the 
classroom, which define appropriate behaviour, attendance, homework, and deadlines, 
were discussed in terms of how they related to the classroom for this year and college 
next year. This was done in small groups with one member reporting to the class on the 
topic of their discwion. Because they are facing college next year, the students 
themselves saw a need to prepare for the "responsibilities" they expected to have. The 
classroom "niles" evolved as a negotiated set of behavioural guidelines, of which the 
students felt they had some ownership. Interestingly, these students set some very strict , 
guidelines! For example, the students initially saw no reason for ever extending 
assingrnent deadlines. 
It has been effective to share relevant quotations from the student interviews with 
my own students. They seem particularly interested to hear the expenences of their 
peers related in student language. 1 plan to share more of these with them, closer to 
graduation. 
1 am making a conscious effort not to use the admonition that their college 
, 
teachers "won't care" about homework not done - instead, 1 emphasize that these 
teachers will expect that they will know that doing the homework is a way of learning. 
One statement made by a student had a particular. impact on me. 
4 
You have to leam at some fime thut you're twt doing things for yout teachem 
mymote;, you9' duùtg them for yowerf: 
l 
1 have tried to remind students that each homework segment is designed to make 
. 
learning an easier task by a£fording the opportunity for practice and assessing 
, 
weaknesses. 1 have discussed theories on learning and memory retention with them. 
1 have tried to work within the negotiated guidelines on a policy for assignment 
deadlines, and to remind students that they must find ways of organizing their work 
habits to meet these deadlines. Each student is provided with an agenda book and is 
encouraged to use it. Students expressed a need to learn about time-management, so 
1 arranged to have a consultant corne in to spend a class penod on this topic. 1 have ' 
tried to follow-up on this by rerninding thern of the strategies presented to them. 
It is very hard to let loose the reins from these s.tudents, and equally hard for ' 
their parents to see teachers' control being relinquished. Sometimes even the students 
express a fear to that loosening. However, making it graduai and remembering the 
reasons for it seerns to make it easier for al1 of us. 
- 
In other ways, the same practices persist. It is so hard to let a student fail! It is 
hard because of my own ingrained desire to have al1 students succeed, as well as because 
1 know that parents expect teachers to do ail they can to prevent a student from failing. 
For those reasons, 1 still seem to be there working very hard to change the first term 
failures into successes, knowing full weU that next year this student is going to face a 
much different expenence. 
4.6 How 1 have Changeci, Anne-Made Kubanek 
When 1 started working on this research project, around three years ago, 1 had 
been teaching at colleges for almost 15 years, after starting my professional career as an 
industrial research chemist. 1 felt 1 was an experienced college teacher who knew most 
the "tricks of the trade". The high school milieu, as well, was very farniliar to me, 1 
believed. 1 had been an active member and Secretary of the School Cornmittee of the 
local high school, which my two children had attended. 1 assumed that in my life as a 
college teacher there were few surprises left for me to experience. 1 came to learn 
differently. 
This 1 s t  semester, 1 have been teaching half-time while spending the rest of my 
time as a researcher on this project. 1 have therefore been involved with half the 
number of students that 1 normally see during a semester. However, in this group of 
approxhately 40 students, there have been an inordinate number of extraordinary 
events, personal struggles and tragedies - and joyful happenings. The emergency on 
hand had to be dealt with, before the students could settle down and attend to their 
studies. 
What is different with the group of students this semester? 1 have to conclude 
that the difference does not lie with the students. Their stories might Vary slightly from 
one semester to the next, but the real change, 1 believe, is within me, especially in the 
way 1 am leamhg to listen to the students. 
1 have interviewed quite a number of students while working on this project, as 
weU as read many i n t e ~ e w  transcripts. For me as a college teacher, it has been 
something of a revelation to listen to the students talk about how they see and 
expenence college life. This college, my familiar working place, now seen through the 
students' eyes, is suddenly a strangely different place. Their reality is so far from mine 
that we might as well be living in two different worlds. 
Through many visits to the high school, 1 have found that my perception of that 
milieu was also a limited one - that of a parent. The classroom reality was unknown to 
me. 
1 have learned to ask my students open-ended questions; to probe and discover 
the reality of their world. It is the beginning of a joumey towards a relationship with my 
students where 1 am more aware of where they are coming from and how they-are 
seeing their experience at college. 
As 1 have changed my ways of listening and interacting with the students, 
something else has changed as well; that is my office at the coliege. It has become a 
very busy place. This has put me in a dilemma: 1 have come to realize that 1 c m o t  
continue managing my teaching in my old way, while responding to the students in my 
new way. There just is not enough tirne. What is the solution? Smaller class sizes 
would help, but 1 have little control over that. 1 believe 1 will have to reorder my 
priorities, and 1 am convinced that at the top of the list of my activities at work would 
have to come "individual contact with students". Combined with the use of peer-learning 
in small groups, 1 might be more ftee to spend time doing what 1 have come to believe 
is most important in teaching, namely: "listen to my students". "Good teaching is a 
stance, 1 think, a stance of receptivity, of attunernent, of listening" (Daloz, 1986, p. 244). 
4.7 L~SSOJIS £rom the First Semester, Margaret Waller 
1 am the least expenenced teacher on the research team. 1 taught university 
undergraduate courses when 1 was a graduate teaching assistant and for one year after 
graduate school, but chose to continue my career in social science research rather than 
teaching. After ten years, in 1985,I took up coliege teaching. l 
Because of my research background, 1 brought an applied mentality to my 
discipline: Sociology is something one does, not only something one knows. Still, 1 , 
. began doing as 1 had been done to in university: lecturing, multiple-choice testing, and 
assigning endsf-term papers. At the end of my first semester, 1 felt worn out. The 
exhausted members of the Earing the TrMsiion team, whom 1 have been coordinating , 
for the past two years, will testify that I'm no slacker when it cornes to work. And 1 will 
tell you that teaching is the most physically and mentally tiring work 1 have ever done. 
l 
One of the tiring tasks was keeping the students' attention by moving about the 
classroom, changing pace, incorporating their narnes and personal experiences into the 
examples 1 used. Inevitably too, there were instances where students disrupted this , 
performance - talking among themselves, coming in late, leaving early. 1 was shocked 
by these things. 1 didn't remember students doing them in university. 
As a sociologist, 1 realized that if you want certain behaviours from people, you 
teach it by providing (1) a clear description, (2) a practical model, and (3) rewards. So 
1 began teaching and rewarding the classroom behaviours 1 needed from students in 
, 
order to do my job well: punctuality, listening, asking questions. Things 1 had assumed 
teachers could assume. 
In this project, 1 have learned once again: Don't assume anything. Visiting the 1 
high school, 1 observed that teachers' and students' behaviours are so different from 
t 
80 
college classes that only the most general aspects of teacher and student roles are 
transferable. There is quite simply no obvious and logical progression between the two 
institutions. High school students (and in some ways teachers too) have much less 
freedom: freedom of movement, freedom of choice, even freedom to think. In the 
student network (the grapevine), the greater freedom colleges allow in these areas are 
often understood as the absence of any n o m .  Both high school and college students 
told us that college teachers don't care if students arrive late, sleep or play cards in class, 
leave early, skip class, fail to hand in assignments, even fail. This is what most students 
hear most often from their most credited informants: their peers. We cannot assume 
that first semester students know how we expect them to behave in college. We cannot 
assume high school teachers can or should teach them college ways of doing things. 
1 have taught in three colleges; nevertheless, 1 donPt know any college teachers 
who do not care about the above-mentioned behaviours, or who are not bothered by 
them. In fact, during an early stage of this project, a group of college teachers discussing 
the various problems with first semester students identified disruptive classroom 
behaviours as their number one comrnon concem. Though we rarely talk about it 
together, we al1 spend a lot of time teaching the "how" of college, in addition to the 
"what". 
Retuming to my own first semester college experience: at the end of that first 
semester, 1 was sure 1 had learned a lot more from my lecturing than any of the 
students. 1 wondered about that. 
Listening to students.consistently describe teachers' lectures as boring, babbling, 
and blabbing has taught me that these students don't arrive at college with the skills to 
learn bom a one-hour lecture. (Never mind three hours; 1 lack the stamina for that 
anyway.) Satisfying as it is to prepare these masterpieces of reasoned thought, they are 
wasted on people with 10-minute (maximum) attention spans. 1 now break lectures into 
10 to 15-minute segments divided by 5 to 20 minutes for students to write, think, or 
discuss. Quite simply, class time has become less work for me and more work for them. 
1 find students are leaming more, not less, as 1 lecture less. 
Analysis of Our i n t e ~ e w s  with students has revealed surprisingly frequent 
accounts of teachers who can't explain things clearly. Pm surprised that so many of my 
colleagues could be described as inadequate communicators; they usually rnake sense to 
me. Our data also clearly indicate that students prefer to and do go first to their peers 
when they have questions. 1 decided to work with these student perceptions and 
preferences, and encourage students to teach each other. 1 create opportunities for 
students to explain things to each other ("peer teaching" some cal1 it). This too has 
changed the work 1 do in class: more organizing and animating student talk, less talking 
for me. My reward: for the first tirne, 1 have had students who used correctly some of 
the professional vocabulary 1 value (jargon to you cynics). Yes, students have actually 
said "syrnbolic interaction" rather than ''thnt thing you were saying before, miss. '" 
This is not the end of Eming The Transition, We have only had time to cornplete 
the broadest analysis of Our data. There are many aspects we can explore more fully, 
particularly students' perspectives on failure at college. In the interviews, students 
sounded less concerned about this than we expected. We hope a more detailed analysis 
will allow us to comprehend why this is so. 
There remains much practical work to be done toward achieving the changes in. 
ourselves and our institutions that we have become convinced are necessary. The most 
clearly visible way for high school and college teachers to act on the recommendation 
of the Conseil des colleges à méliorer de façon sensible l ' a r t i ~ o n  entre les deux ordres 
d'enseignement is to make changes in the ways we teach students to manage their 
freedom and take responsibility for their own learning. Most are now leaming by the 
sink-or-swim method. Students Say, "You have to expenence it to know what it's like " In 
this they are correct, but they could be experiencing freedom and responsibility in 
incremental doses in which there is less risk of overdose. 
The challenge for high school teachers is to discover pedagogical strategies that 
will allow "responsibility to pour out of" students. High school teachers are aware that 
students need to learn this, but the most comrnonly reported way of motivating students 
is to emphasize the responsibility aspect and to scare them with threats of college 
fadure. This is counter-productive. The age of high school students, and other 
institutional constraints, do limit the amount of fkeedom teachers can allow them to 
experience; however, many students have described teaching practices that have helped 
them. In  the long run, such techniques are less tiring and more rewarding than the 
"pushing" and "pdling" that goes on now. 
The challenge for college teachers is to teach students how to take responsibility 
in more "user-friendly" ways. The "psychological trickery" of college teachers who say, 
"1 don't care if you pass or fail," though based on the sound intention to make students 
take responsibility for their own leaming, .discourages many students. Becoming "John 
Abbott High School" by imposing interventionist measures like closer supe~s ion  or 
monitoring is not an answer. Students want their fkeedom and, in spite of their lack of 
practical expenence, are psychologically ready for it. Our challenge is to provide 
structured learning experiences; practical experiences that are less discouraging to 
students (and to us) than the failures that result from "putting your hand in the fire". 
Thus it seems high school and college teachers face a common challenge: 
teaching students to be responsible for their own learning. We can work together on 
this. The more we work together, the easier will be the transition for Our students. 
 tud dents arriving from high school do not have an accurate understanding of 
college ways of learning. They do have some beliefs that make them reluctant to 
approach college teachers and other sources of help. They believe college teachers 
don't care about. them. They believe college teachers are too busy to answer their 
questions or give them individual attention. They often stigrnatize helping services like 
the Learning Centre as something for "durnmies" with leaming handicaps. They believe 
everyone fails at College. The college's reputation as a social place is stronger than its 
reputation as a place of senous academic activity. Students are surprised to discover 
that college is serious. These may be institutionally specific characteristics. 
We have discovered many specific instances of general principles previously 
articulated by others. For example, we have releamed that any information must be 
given at the nght time and repeated often. Students can't assirdate much information 
about college while they are in high school, they are concerned with the here-and-now, 
and 'kill th& about college when I get there." They can't take in much during the first 
days at college either; they are stressed and partidarly concerned with leaming the 
geography. During the fint weeks they are most concemed with establishing their 
identity as a College student. Moving from hi@ school to college, one of the first 
differences that they expenence is being alone. They previously moved in cliques or 
packs. This "aloneness" and the initial difficulty in finding their way around leads some 
students to choose the safety of at least one fnend in the snack bar over the risk of 
entenng a classroom as a "nobody who knows nobody". Teachers who meet students' 
needs to be somebody, who give early validation to a successful-student identity, create 
in students a receptivity to the other learning (which teachers value most)--course 
content. 
Discomforted by the feeling that college is totally different fiom high school, 
students have diEculty perceiving the similarities and continuities that do exist. 
However, there is a major discontinuity in the kind of thinking skills that college and 
high school teachers require. High school teachers cannot teach the thinking skills, 
which are specific to college: not al1 students are developmentally ready in high school. 
College teachers can, and should, teach students how to do the work of their specific 
disciplines as well as teaching the content of those disciplines. 
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APPENDIX A - MONTHLY IRESEARCH REPORTS 
Report Number 1, August, 1989 
Our new students are feeling like "nobodies". Last June they were the senior 
students in their schools. Everyone knew them. Today their world has changed. In an 
i n t e ~ e w  with an E&g the Transition researcher, one student put it this way: 
So I was r e m  întmhced to a new worid where I knew nobody and nobody 
btewof me=... IwrrruIedtoa~htykofw~ïntoaplncermdknowUrg 
80% of the people d tnlbirig to 80% Comirig to John Abbott it wry 
"Where U evqbody?" I fekt a bit out of place. I guerr a lot of people would 
in a SM of 5,Uûû *m- I ' d W  myselfthhbg I wmit to go, I wmtt 
to kave I j w t  wanted to go to clasra; I feu loneirome. I felr mal& out of 
P& 
The new student's priorities now are making new friends and establishing a new 
college student identity. One of the college identities that students may adopt is "the 
skipper". Students distinguish the skipper as one who chronicaily skips classes. (Al1 
students are expected to skip a few.) A characteristic of skippers is a high interest in 
socializing with other students. Teachers can help students avoid becorning skippers by 
offering better alternatives. One student 'suggestion: 
The j h t  one or two cbws,  jùst taking 1.5 mmWa to j ~ r f  tak with other 
amaybe give a projeci where thqt have to soaalfre with other stlldentr 
h the clarr to get more at ease about the duutibn... [See Action S trategy #4, 
below]. 
Students require a sense of who they are and a feeling of comfort in their new 
environment before they can begin to leam course content effectively. Being known by 
and knowing other students in the class contributes to their feeling of comfort. 
The EarUrg the Trmition Resemh Team have been surprised to discover how 
frequently in interviews students have raised the issue of teachers knowing their names. 
However, social and psychological theorists would have predicted that upon entering a 
new environment and a new role, identity becomes fragile. Teachers could reinforce 
that fragile identity by using students' names. 
As class sizes have grown, you may have given up, as a frill, the effort to learn 
students' names early in the term. If so, you bave given up a significant influence on 
individual students and a powemil control of classroom dynamics. The name connection 
is the first social bond of mutual obligation, and reciprocity. The anonymous individual 
student can easily decide not to corne to class because it is an individual decision rather 
than a social decision that affects the teacher and other students: "He doesn't know who 
1 am, he won't know or care if I'm not there." Anonyrnous groups of students can more 
easily sit in the back row talking and give minimal performances of the student role in 
class. Students who feel they are known as individuals, students who experience a 
comection between their individual identities and their behaviour in class are more 
likely to behave like "good" students. Learning and using students' names can make 
your job easier. 
Teachers who leam and use students' names send a reassuring message to 
students: 
How do you tell a teadher who cares &om a teacher who doesn't care? 
Sumeone that is comtantly remindig people of their office h u m  and who 
says, "Corne to me ifyou need ki>. ... Maybe a teacher thut kmws your 
mune c m ;  in fab that's kUid of neat I'm ûying tu th* of all of my 
te& in CEGEP. Yeah, the narne thhg Y somethhg. 
' m e  n m e  thing k something" that you can do to make the transition from high school 
to college easier for your fiist semester leamers. 
1. Use a name game for the first day of class. 
2 Have everyone (even you) prepare a narne sign or tag for display at every class. 
Or have pairs of students interview each other and prepare name signs with 
"logost1 based on something they learned in the interview. Writing and reciting 
are good ways to remember things. 
3. Establish naming as a nom for the whole class. You don't have to learn al1 
those names on your own. Henriette Elizov, Dawson College Teacher and ETï 
Researcher: "1 am making sure that everyone knows everyone's name in the 
class. Whenevpr one student refers to another in class as 'he' or 'she' during 
class discussion, 1 ask the student to repeat the other student's name. After a few 
classes, 1 noticed that a bond had formed between students who, at the beginning 
of the term, were strangers to one another. As a teacher, 1 began reaping 
benefits ftom this as students became more relaxed and participated more in class 
discussions." 
4. Assign small groups short, goal directed ~rojects in class which simultaneous!y 
"cover material" and allow students to work together. A first in-class project 
might be to read and discuss the course outline in small groups. Ask each group 
to prepare two or more questions about the course and choose a representative 
to ask the questions when the full class reconvenes. 
5. Tell your students you want to learn their narnes and ask them to help you do 
this: "If 1 pass you in the hall and don't recognize you, stop me and remind me 
who you are." The alternative is: 
It's very hanl to go down the hdway and say "HZ" to a te& ami most of 
the t h e  you end up e m b d g  him or yowseIf because he doem't 
~ e r y o w ~ m e o r d o e m ' t d ~ w h o y o u < ~ r e ,  becrrrretheytecldr 
somattystudentstmdituvesomany~~midtheremsomrmyslildentr 
hrhesdroolthatIdon'tblmneihemforsure Imisrthat. Thejhîsemster 
I found mydf dohg that and then I realired that I should stop beçarrse it 
doem't l o o k - g d  when you say "Kr~" to a tecldrer and he juït sqys "KLI: but 
i t lookrrrrifhedoem'tk?wwwhoyou~ 
A2 Are They Ready for Us? 
Report Number 2, September, 1989 
The fall semester has anived and with it around two thousand new students who 
just three months ago, celebrated their graduation from high school. We see them 
wandering the comdors, looking for their next classroom, and we wonder how they will 
adjust to their new environment. We teachers talk about the new students with Our 
colleagues: it seems each year students have more problems coping with college 
demands. We know where the problem lies: with the incoming students. We discuss 
their deficiencies: they are unprepared academically, unfocused, undisciplined, 
unmotivated; they have poor reading and writing skills, poor note-taking skills, poor time 
management skills, poor problem solving skills - an endless list of "uns" and "poors". We 
are quick to look for solutions that will FIX THE STUDENT TO FIT THE COLLEGE 
MILIEU. This approach not only imposes Our solutions on their problems (while we tell 
them that they are now adults and should take charge of their lives); but it also burdens 
us with a constant Stream of students (a new lot every year) who need to be "f ied.  
We could take a new approach to these problems by viewing the transition from . 
the students' point of view. What do they think needs to be fixed? The Earing the 
Transiion team has listened to students descnbing their first weeks and months at John 
Abbott. We hear stories of excitement, happy surprises, disappointments, feu, 
confusion, and intense loneliness. 
It wm scary, I g u t q  in a way becaure you're in a different  envbnment; but 
I b e d  it and I f& like such m  ùdh&hd I felt like you're on your own, 
mal&, and you cm do what you want to do with your own tirne, you study 
whatyou want to shldy, a d  I focuid thnt I felt more reponrible It feek good 
that you have to îhink of what you recdly want tu do, anâ it's your &&ion 
to do what you have to &al with in CEGEP. 
It's a bt more hpersoltal a d  that's hani to get ued to- You'' used to b&tg 
crlnadfiiendlj, with the t e d m  (at high sdiool) knowing them all 
It was mdy he& Eveythhg wm gohg s o f a  It was lk Oh, my G d  
Ihmteaclprrnow,cmdIhaveabreak;cmdI'dbetteteat,etc Anditwar 
mal&, ~ a n j ,  fart It wcrs too fa It war like gohg in a &le. 
It mai& dkin't click to me it was one straght MIway- I felr 1 war gohg in 
a maze 
As we enlist the help of students in looking for ways to ease the transition from 1 
high school to college, it becomes clear that this should not necessarily be done by 
rnaking college more like high school, a world that rnost students feel they have 
outgrown. 
I feel üke I c m  do my own thing and it's my miponmb~.... In high schoob 
they ma& gef on your bak I 
You are rwt dohg t . g s  fwyour tender my moe you are &hg thsln for 
yomeif: I 
How can we help the students succeed in this new environment? How can we 
use their excitement and enthusiasm to get involved in new ways of leaniing? Most of , 
them loved the first month of college. How can we help them retain that feeling? 
Action Strategies 
1. We can flnd out which students in Our classes entered college this semester (al1 
those student numbers beginning with 89). Recognizing that they may be novices 
at being responsible for their own leaming, we can offer fnendly support and 
reminders of the Merences between hi@ school and colîege. 
2 We can make use of group activities, early in the semester, in order to end the 
isolation that some students feel and help al1 students make new contacts, Peer 
l e d g  can relieve some of the pressure of large class sizes. 
3. We can make contact with someone fkom Our local high schools, perhaps a 
teacher in Our discipline, in order to familiarize ourselves with the high school 
milieu, so that we know more about where the students are corning from. 
Academic Alliances and QueST are two organizations that bring together 
teachers from elementary school through university. The Academic Alliance of 
Teachers of English meets again October 4th. call Penny Ross, loc. 479, for 
details. Science teachers can join QueST, Québec Science Teachers, 118 
Creswiew, Pointe-Claire, H9R 4A1, call George Ladd, Program Coordinator, 697- 
2480. 
4. We can give the students Our tyidivided attention, when they seek us out for help. 
"Good teaching is a stance, 1 think, a stance of receptivity, of attunement, of 
listening." (LA. Daloz, Effective Teachinp: and Mentoring, Jossey-Bass, 1986, p. 244) 
By listening to Our students, we can become aware of their agendas and of their 
definitions of success, which may be very difîerent from ours, but which will nevertheless 
affect Our chances of achieving Our own goals. We can support them in building a 
positive college identity by showing Our care and concem for them. In order to help 
these new students corne out of the "rnaze", we can try to humanize the college milieu. 
Maybe the question we should be asking is: 
ARE WE READY FOR THEM? 
A3 Respomibility: An Air of Maturity 
Report Number 3, November, 1989 
For rnost students, graduating frorn high school and entering college is a form of 
intellectual and ernotional rebirth. At last, they can leave behind the structured, 
supervised world of high school and experience what they have been craving: freedom. 
Or so they Say. 
What does fkeedom mean for thern? It is freedom to choose a program of 
studies; to attend or skip classes; to choose one's schedule and teachers; to select one's 
place of entertainment or study; to be rid of parental scrutiny in one's work and life in 
general. As one graduating student phrased it: 'To l e m  to deal with teachers andpeers 
on an intellectual and social IeveI," But a student entering college is also opening 
Pandora's box. Along with freedom, comes responsibility for one's acts. Very few 
students are ready, at the beginning of their college studies, to deal with this 
responsibility. Just like the three little pigs, they ali sing "Who's afraid of the big bad 
wolf?" but privately a few of them dare to admit that indeed they are afraid of 
responsibility. Explains one student: You'ie IcUid of forced to be (respomible) in a way 
because of what's expected of you Even ifyou actually aren't, you have to be. You have 
to kind of play the role of being mature or elre you'ie gohg to fd " There is, on the part 
of students, a certain ambivalence toward fieedom and responsibility. After explaining 
at length how he 'Jw couldnt wait to get out of high school," a first-year college student 
reflected: "I miri the (high school) teachers charing Mer me. I like it but don? üke it. " 
This same ambivalence is expressed by another student: "Inere is always someone 
loohg over yow shoulder in high school and making sure that you'ie dohg what you 2e 
supposed to.... m e n  you get to college...you have to start looking afer yourseZf and start 
making sure you get good grades. It is baricaliy beùtg respomible for? your own activities* '' 
This freedom is good, says the student, because: "I don 't feel ar much pressure. It 's good, 
but in another way it would be better. ..if I warn't doing the work, they could stan pwlzing 
me a bit, maybe give me a good kick Vt the pants now and then" 
We must not lose sight of the fact that rnost students are already responsible in , 
dornains other than the acadernic. Indeed, many have held a full- or part-tirne job for 
a few years; some may be living on their own, in charge of a family. They now have to 
be helped in becoming independent and responsible learners and, just like the climbers 
confronting their mountain, they have to be provided with the tools to fgce this new 
endeavour. 
1 
For example, there is the matter of attendance. Students may know that "ifyou 
don l want to come Uq don l come in " but also '7fyou miss two clarses you 're expelled from 
the clas. * They are also aware that the oniis of attendance is on them. (In high school) 
"it wm kind of like a game to see how muclt you could get away witlt. But here ifyorr ty 
and play that game, you 're going to get nailed and you c m  't do tlzat. " At the same time, 
they are also aware of implicit messages passed along, perhaps unintentionally. by facul ty , 
members. Says one student: Yt's really eary to skip courses for me and not to Iiave to go 
to class. 1'11 make up the work some other time." Adds another student: "My (name 
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deleted) clms war what I mksed the most (Ed: to miss = to skip) becme. .. (the teacher) 
gives you so much freedom, you don 't Itave to come to clan, it's like an Mnrlt not take it in 
a way. ." . 
Predictably, the result of skipping too many classes is failure in the course but 
sometimes students attribute their failure to the total ffeedorn they are experiencing. 
Said one student: "I stopped going to al2 my class es.. So I just land of blew my 
semester. ..Pm used to teadien yellùtg at you Md telhg you that ifyou mLss one more class, 
I'm calling your parents. They didn 't do that there (at college). " 
Although responsibility is "a ski11 not taught but developed, pickcd up by the student, 
not thrurt upon him by a professo~" there may be ways for faculty members to help 
students develop that skill. Indeed, certain teachers have already taken steps toward 
this, as described by one student: 'Fint semester, most of my teachen said. You have two 
freebies and then the next two (absences) ajter that you lose f i e  marks each and the Ff!h 
one you lose IO and the sudh you faiL ' So, unlas there war a test and then you had to redo 
the test minus 5% because you mksed it. ..it worked out welL I had two and tlrree freebies 
in most of my classes." It seems that this particular student was happy when, along with 
the freedom to choose to attend class, he was given guidelines on how to utilize this 
freedom. 
Many teachers give guidelines of this nature; however, some students may need 
teachers to go beyond guidelines, for example, to fhd out why a student is not attending 
class. The student who was asked: 'Wow would you have felt if your teachers had 
phoned you after you'd been missing a few classes?" answered candidly: 'Y think it might 
have made it easier to go back " While respecting the students' privacy, a teacher could 
contact those who are chronically absent to find causes and offer ways to return to class. 
As one student said, "We have to l e m  responribility sometime and now is as good a time 
as my." Here are a few suggestions on how teachers can encourage this learning. 
1. The "freebie" mstem: 
Students couldÏniss two classes without losing marks, unless a test is given during 
one of those classes. From then on, each successive absence will cost 
progressively more marks. Beyond a certain number of absences, the student fails 
the course. Thus, the student will have the opportunity to make decisions while 
testing the consequence of those decisions. 
Danny Goldberg, Valediction, John Abbott College elass of 1988. 
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2. Exchanfzing -  hon ne numbers: 
Encourage students to exchange phone numbers with classmates to that they can 
take responsibility for catching up on notes and assignrnents missed during 
absences. 
3. Group assiyments: 
Assigning work to be done by two or three students encourages collaboration and 
fosters a sense of responsibility to other students. Teachers could make sure that 
ail students are doing their share of the work in group assignments by requesting 
outlines and/or drafts from each student, even when ail the members of the 
group are to receive the same grade for their collaborative effort. Thus, teachers 
can make peer pressure work to the advantage of all concemed. 
4. Deadlines for assi- ment^: 
Deadlines should be fKm, for teachers as well as students. Flexibility should be 
reserved for special circumstances. In addition, tell the students in advance the 
consequences-of late submission for assignrnents: loss of mark, work refused, 
etc. 
5. Standards of quality: 
Adhere to standards of quality for assignments. Some students already know that, 
You cm? just hand anything ami theyn accept i f  kind of things. You c m  get away 
with that in high schoo& you can't in CEGEP.." Encourage students to assume 
responsibiIity for the form of their work as well as for the content. 
The class of 1989 Valedictonan said that college helped him achieve "an air of 
mah~r*ty. With help from all of us, the majority of Our students can achieve that. 
A 4  Whose Work is this Anyway? 
Report Number 4, Jan-, 1990 
In a recent research report we discussed the readiness of new college students to 
be responsible learners. The student's perspective on the differences between high 
school and college work can contribute to Our understanding of why many students have 
not yet learned to be responsible for their studies at the time that they enter college. 
Students talk very differently about the work they do at high school and the work 
they do at college. High school students talk about their work as work they do for the 
tencher. One of the reasons they think this way is because getting the student to do the 
work is ultimately the teacher's responsibility. The teacher is held accountable for 
student progress. Teachers report their (students') marks to department heads, 
principals, and ultimately parents. If the marks are low, the teacher is cailed upon for 
an explanation. Consequently, high school teachers work very hard to get students to 
do the work and make them pass. As one teacher put it, "If you don't haunt the kids, 
the parents haunt you." 
This accountability structure in the high schools creates and opportunity for 
students to exercise power over their teachers by not doing work Students can control 
teachers passively. Not doing student work makes more teacher work: "nagging" work 
in which teachers send notes home to parents, and cajole, preach and prod at school. 
I d e r  in hi,, school that the guys who were faiüng w m  always g&g, 
'Stay Mer ckzq I warû to ta& to you' Every single &y t k  were big 
midmyfriendrwouldcomeoutr ' H e j u s t g a v e m e a b i g k ~  a
two-and-a-hal'how lechue ' You don 't get rmy ledwes here (at college)from 
tecldrers You bmer shap up or you're gohg to end up with m, Àkh, 
nothing. That's the ~~e htm Not haWig kctum dout  what you're 
dohg with your l@e 
Not doing work may lead to detention, but it also leads to more attention from 
the teacher. Conversely, when students do their work, teachers have more power over 
them: the power to evaluate. For students who think they may not do well anyway, the 
rewards in this garne-are in not doing work. 
At coiiege, responsibility for student work shifts suddenly and absolutely to the 
student. College teachers do not account to parents and are not constrained to pass 
students. Students who have successfully played tug-O-war with teachers over their work, 
may be in for a pratfall at college when the teachers let go. 
For me it didnl come nght away. For some people it might corne rtutwal3,- 
Afer the first semerter you re* realize thut you really do have to do whut 
the teacher wcmtr on iime It >s not hurting the teac ber-... The teachen don 't 
give you trouble if you dont have an tzssiignmm but you get zero anywuy. In 
h&h school you'd be in trouble but then youll hand it in the next dny and 
you saïl get the sme  mark I'd tell (high school sbcdentr) .. dont î y  to fool 
the te& or oui;muat the teachers because it won? work 
The college work game has a new set of rules, which teachers cornmunicate to 
the student as: "It is your choice to pass or fail. 1 don't care if you fail. you can't hurt 
me by failing." 
In hi& &Z they sort of hked ajteryou more LLke, jfyou're suppose. to 
hrmdin~eirrc~y,theyal.ysgoandawkifywhav.ethismidthnt;buthsP, 
ryou dont hmrd ir a's yourpmblem and they don? cme 
Even thou& (cobe) t h  do carq they say-if's a sort of psychologkal 
bickay,,ifyouw~m--theysortofsqyr Idon'rcme YoudoyouthomewonG; 
youpauthetert;youdon'r&yourhomewo&youfaiL Idmturre." Asa 
matter of fact they &, but they by mt to show it in c h  Sorî O$ I don? 
kmw, get you to take on the n s p o n r i b ~ .  
The conneaion between studying (doing homework) and leaming (marks) is not 
evident to high school students. The accountability of high school teachers for students' 
marks and the flexibility of those marks (which may be adjusted for bureaucratic reasons 
by teachers, principals, even on occasion the Ministry of Education) have the result that 
many students only experience a direct comection between studying (doing work) and 
learning (marks) when they come to coilege. 
The mponsîbi& sort of sttuts to pour out of you and you becorne a liftle 
more ridult, d y o u  see thhg d#ièmtljfiom high schooL I have seen now 
howhomeworkisimpo~ niatit3reOayimpom becatueyoudon'rdo 
your homewo& you do bad on rhe tat; you do your homewonG, you do 
kndiblj good on the test... I c m  OR& vouch for th& with evay strgle tert 
I da That's the way ik wonkr In high schoot somehow it's a ünle 
rüffkmü bacmrre you have your nutq aruà if you dont do yow subjee 
you...jüp h u g h  the note rerrd h u g i i  the mtq nght, mcd you mi& do 
a Utle bmer or do g& even though you didn'r & your homewok B u  in 
th& r n ~  yow homework is your mtej; ami fyou don? do the- ît's üke not 
~ a t r 9 C m d ~ y o w t e r t r g o d o w n u i e d r a m  
Responsibility for learning is a major disjunction between high school and college. 
Could responsibility be shifted to students less abruptly? What would allow college 
student to take on responsibility rather than having it durnped on them? What would 
allow high school students to redirect into their studies the creative energy they currently 
put into avoiding work and creating imaginative explanations for why their work is not 
done, or not available for display (e.g. The dng ate it )? 
Action S trategies 
College Teachers 
a Recognize that not al1 first semester students have learned to be responsible for 
their own leaming - college is where they l e m  this. 
Ease them into responsibility by assigning lightly weighted assignments very early 
in the term. 
Give students feedback early in the semester so they c m  learn that studying "pays 
off (or, if it doesn't, they can adjust the way they study). To students, marks are 
the pay for theirwork. Would you work for three months before getting paid an 
unspecified arnount? 
Give one reminder of the consequences of rnissing assignments. 
Hieh School Teachers 
Create more opportunities for "responsibility to pour out of' students. 
Negotiate responsibility contracts with students, e.g. they (not the teacher) are 
responsible for getting their daily homework done. Inform parents and principals 
of the pedagogical goals of this strategy. 
Allow students to choose to do work: Set seven quizzes or assignments, allow 
students to choose which five they will do. 
a Establish firm due dates that have real consequences, and communicate these 
clearly to students and parents. 
Make sure students erperience the connection between doing homework and 
leaming, i.e. writing the notes k leaming. 
Hieh School and College Teachers and Administrators 
Explore ways to build increasing levels of student responsibility into the 
cumculum. 
You have to l m  at some h e  you're not dohg there thùtgs foryour teacher 
arty more, you'' dohg them for yotme!f 
APPENDIX B - RESEARCH METHODS 
Data Collection 
The principal data were interviews with Secondary V and first-year college 
students. The interviews averaged 45-50 minutes. The student interviews were 
supplemented by interviews with teachers, counsellors and administrators, and by 
classroom observations. Interviews were conducted during visits to the schools by the 
researchers. The secondary school teacher-researcher intemiewed the second semester 
college students and observed in college classes. The college teacher-researchers 
in te~ewed Secondary V students and observed in secondary school classes. Al1 
researchers interviewed some first semester coiIege students, but most were interviewed 
by college teacher-researchers. Except in one instance, the researchers did not teach any 
of the students' classes. I 
Summary of Data Collected 
Interviewa 
Secondary V students 
First semester college students 
Second semester college students 
Teachers and counsellors 
Fieldnote8 
Class observations 
Meetings with principals 
The interviews were carried out with two stratified random samples of students: 
one sample composed of students interviewed during their second semester of college 
and one sample composed of a cohort of students who were interviewed during their last 
term of secondary school and again during their first semester of college. 
Strate- for Second Semester Colleee Studene s 
A list of students who enroled for their first semester in September, 1988, was 
obtained ffom the Registrar's Office. The list was stratified by secondary school of 
origin and the program of studies in which the students had enroled. This allowed a ' 
systematic random selection of students with respect to secondary school, program and 
gender. The number of students selected from each secondarj school was proportional 
to the number of graduates from that school who entered Jahn kbbott College in ' 
September, 1988. The sample of 50 students was composed of graduates frorn two 
Baldwin-Cartier Commission schools, four Lakeshore Board schools, one PSBGM school 
and two schools from the private sector. i 
The home telephone numbers of these students were obtained from the 
Registrar's Office. The students were contacted by phone to enlist their participation 
in the project and to schedule an i n t e ~ e w  appointment. Two students refused, two did 
not keep two or more appointments, and we were unable to locate one student; thus 45 
second-semester students participated in phase one of the project. 
Samplin~ Stratetg for Secondary V Studentq 
A cohort of students selected from Secondary V classes in Spring, 1989, were 
selected to be i n t e ~ e w e d  in both Secondary V and their £irst semester of college. From 
a sample of 50, 43 participated in i n t e ~ e w s  during Secondary V (phase one) and 27 
participated in i n t e ~ e w s  during the first semester of college (phase two). 
To obtain the original sample of 50 students, members of the research team met 
with the principal of each of the selected secondary schools in order to explain the 
project and to enlist the school's participation and cooperation. From a list of students 
with a second term grade average of 65% or greater, a systematic random sample was 
taken, maintahhg an equal number of students of each gender. (We used the 65 per 
cent minimum average criterion because such students were most likely to maintain a 
final average which would qualify them for admission to the couege.) At a preliminary 
i n t e ~ e w  ith these selected students, we eliminated those students who did not plan to 
attend John Abbott College, explained the project to eligible students and ascertained 
their wiiiingness to participate in an i n t e ~ e w .  Students were then given a letter to take 
home in order to secure parental permission. The final step in the process was to 
ensure that the permission slips were retumed to the school. 
The 50 Secondary V students were selected from schools in proportion to the 
number of graduates from each school who entered John Abbott College in September, 
1988. Seven students were absent or unavailable on the days when researchers visited 
the schools; thus, 43 Secondary V students participated in phase one of the project. Of 
these 43 students, 28 were found to be registered at the college in September, 1989. Al1 
28 agreed to participate in a second interview during their first semester at the college, 
however, one of these students did not keep either of two appointments. 
Interviewhg Strategy 
Interviews with the second semester college students were conducted at the 
college between February and May, 1989. A secondary school teacher-researcher 
conducted al1 but two of these interviews. InteMews with Secondary V students were 
conducted in the student's schools by college teacher-researchers between March and 
May, 1989. Twenty seven of those students were interviewed again after they enroled 
in college. InteMews began in the third week of the semester (to obtain vivid first 
impressions) and continued through November, 1989, (to include students' later 
experiences). 
1 
Interviewers worked from a cornmon core of topics, but strove to achieve a 
conversational style. The interview protocol evolved frorn a serni-structured interview 
technique based on a list of open-ended questions to a technique that we cal1 guided 
conversation. In these guided conversations, we encouraged the students to take the 
lead and to tell their expenences in a narrative style rather than responding in a 
question-answer sequence. We evolved this technique to address the problem of the age 
and status clifferences between teacher-interviewers and student-interviewees. In the 
traditionai question-answer interview style, the age and statu differential tended to 
constrain student responses within the predictable and the socially acceptable. In guided 
conversation, the - inte~ewer works to empower the students to set the agenda and 
shape their own stories. This evolution in intewiewing technique was influenced by the 
- work of Mishler (1986) and Belenky et al. (1986). 
Andyk of Data 
Interviews were recorded and verbatim transcripts were prepared from the audio 
tapes by a typist. n i e  original in te~ewer  then proofread and verified the transcript 
while listening to the recording. Transcripts of i n t e ~ e w s  were circulated to al1 
researchers. 
As we conducted the interviews, read and re-read the transcripts, themes became 
evident. We individually noted possible themes on "Data Analysis Note" forms 
(Appendix B.1). This preiiminary phase was fol1owed by the development of coding 
categones. Personal computers were used for the preparation of transcripts and in the 
coding and retrieval of the data We used the textbase facility of Nota Bene, by 
Dragody Software, to retrieve sections of interviews for final analysis and 
interpretation. 
In the fint data analysis workshop, April 17th, the research team discussed 
narrative analysis and thematic coding with Dr. Prue Rains, a qualitative research 
methods specialist from McGill University. Using a sample of interview transcripts, we 
identified potentiai analytic categories. A summary of the workshop, prepared by Dr. 
Rains appears in Appendix Ce Subsequently, the research tearn developed the coding 
categories for the second semester college students. 
In the second data analysis workshop, November 13th, the research team 
identified salient themes in the interviews with students in the cohort sample, who were 
in te~ewed twice: in Secondary V and first semester college. Dr. Joan Stelling led this , 
workshop and the summary of her analysis of a sample of these interviews appears in 
Appendix D. 
The two data analysis workshops with independent consultants were organized to 
safeguard the validity of Our analysis. The consultants, who are specialists in qualitative 
analysis, were each provided with randomly selected sample interviews. On their own, , 
the consultants and the members of the research team studied the sample interviews, 
identified themes and suggested hypotheses. The consultants then met with the research 
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team to share insights. These procedures assured that we were not overlooking or 
misinterpreting significant aspects of the data. 
No safeguard is fail-safe, however. While the consultants are trained analysts, 
independent of college life, they are also university professors, and therefore might be 
expected to share some teacher biases and assumptions. 
~ h e  variety of professional backgrounds of the members of the research team 
also contributed to the validity of our analysis. The team comprised secondary school 
and coliege teachers of natural science, social science, language and humanities. We 
kept qach other honest by questioning assumptions and asking for explanations of 
interpretations of the data. We encouraged each other to look at Our own classroom 
practi d es and institutional policies with the same critical eyes that functioned so 
effectively when we viewed the practices and policies of others. 
We worked to assure the reliability of Our analysis by achieving inter-rater 
consisieng in the coding of interviews. We worked toward coding consisteng in two 
ways: whole tearn coding and factorial dyad coding. In team coding, ail individuals 
coded an interview, then met to resolve discrepancies and modi@ the codebook In 
factorial dyad coding, rotating pairs of researchers coded i n t e ~ e w s  then met to resolve 
discreqancies. We developed the factorial dyad method in order to code the data more 
quickly as weil as to assure consistency by allowing al1 researchers to work together on 
a rotating schedule. 
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DATA ANALYSIS NO'I'E FORM 
Researcher Date 
Iherne. Topic. or Ilwothesis Evidence (For/Agai ns t) surce (Referencc # and Pagel 
APPENDIX C - SUMMARY REPORT FIRST DATA ANmYSIS WORKSHOP 
June 6, 1989 
To: Margaret Waller 
Project Coordinator 
Easing the Transition 
From Prue Rains 
Department of Sociology 
McGill University 
Subject: Analyzing Qualitative Data 
Discussion Session on April 17 
Our discussion dealt with some of the general issues and practices involved in 
analyzing qualitative data, and brought these to bear the Emhg the Transition project, 
using several interviews as source material. My presentation, and our discussion, 
covered the following topics. 
A. Oualitative Data - Determinine what Ca3.h~ Catemries ta Use 
Whv code? Qualitative data (in this project, from tape recorded and transcribed 
interviews) are often voluminous - coding is a method for retrieving &l the 
material that bears on a given topic or theme, and is thus a method for keeping 
the analyst honest. Qualitative data, unlike quantitative data, are therefore coded 
for the purposes of retrieval rather than counting. (This means that coding 
categories for qualitative data need a be mutually exclusive, exhaustive, etc.) 
What technology will be used to code and retrieve material? Qualitative 
researchers, who once depended on devices like McBee cards to code qualitative 
material for retrieval, can now use the cornputer and the data-base management 
capabilities of software programs like Nota Bene. 
What categories? In determining what actual categories to use in coding 
qualitative material, it is important to understand that a preliminary analysis of 
the material has to precede the development of the coding categories. It is a 
mistake to think that coding the material will produce the analysis. Instead, it is 
the analysis - the identification of themes/topics/issues - that will produce the 
code and permit the retrieval of al1 relevant material bearing on the thernes in 
question. 
How does one determine what the themes will be? Obviously, there is no precise 
recipe for determining themes in qualitative material. However, as a starting 
point for reflection and discussion, it is usehl to go through several transcribed 
interviews, underlining the key passages - the sections of the interview that 
contain interesting and significant material. These passages point to issues, 
topics, themes, coding categories. 
Illustrative theme areas: in the course of our discussion of several transcribed 
interviews with first-year college students, for exarnple, we began to identify 
several areas of student expenence ("themes", coding categones) central to the 
"transition" expenence - not that these are cate~ories not hypotheses or 
conclusions: 
1) registration process and the "selection" of courses (the classes selected are 
usually unavailable); 
2) the whole issue and moral evalu.ation that appears to surround "dropping" 
courses (why is dropping courses '%adN?); 
3) skipping classes - the new fieedom; 
4) life in a "biggern school (implications for fnends, classes, etc); 
5) ' the student's view of teachers (high school and college) and of college 
courses (good and bad); 
6) the issue of "interests" (not knowing what their interests are, discovering 
new ones, the whole issue of their 'field,' 'major,' life plans, etc.); 
7) pe;formance; doing well and not doing well; 
8) making friends. 
{ 
Using these themes as coding categories, the analyst could therefore retrieve al1 
the material about "skipping classes" (category 3), for example, fkom i n t e ~ e w s  
with entering college students. 
The scheme for coding the inteMews with entering college students will differ 
from the coding scheme for the inteMews with high school students and teachers 
of both kinds - the experiences of each group are different, and, insofar as the 
i n t e ~ e w s  focused on life in college, the i n t e ~ e w s  of both teachers and high 
~choo! students are based less on experience than conjecture or rumour. (The l 
interview with each of the four groups should be analyzed separately.) 
B. Two Methods for Doinp: the Actuai Coding 
The actual coding of qualitative data from interviews can be camed out in one 
of two ways, each of which has its distinctive advantages and disadvantages. 
Across Interviews 1. 
Using this method, the transcripts for al1 i n t e ~ e w s  with the designated 
group (here, entering college students) are marked and coded - such that, 
at the analysis stage, al1 the material bearing on "skipping classes" can be 
retrîeved and examined. This is the method generally implied in the 
discussion above, and is also the only method that can be used for coding 
field work data (data based on participant observation rather than 
interviews). 
2. Within Interviews 
As an altemate method, coding categories can be used essentially to cut 
and reorganize the contents of each interview separately, but in the same 
order. InteMews with women who have had abortions can, for instance, 
be reduced (by elirninating extraneous material and retaining only key 
passages) and rearranged following the same conceptual outline (coding 
scheme). So, instead of having to work with 20 interviews that are each 
25 pages long, one can work with 20 "crystallized" interviews - each 
containing key material organized into the same conceptual outline. 
For some kinds of experience (abortion is a good example), it is useful for 
the analyst not to lose the "individual" through coding. Like the first 
method described, this method permits one to look at one area of 
experience across i n t e ~ e w s  (but somewhat more awkwardly) without 
losing the individual as a possible unit of analysis. 
This method is most easily used when the experience about which people 
are being in te~ewed falls into some natural, common sequence (as does 
the experience of acquiring an abortion). 
Either method could reasonably be employed for this project. The 
experiences of students did not strike me as being unusual enough to 
reauire use of the second method. But the exercise of pmning and 
rearranging interviews so as to retain, crystallize and order students' core 
experiences might be more useful in fostering theoretical insights and 
discussion than settling on a code and turning the work of coding over to 
others. 
APPENDIX D - SUMMARY REPORT SECOND DATA ANALYSIS WQRKSHOP 
Consultant Report 
by 
Joan Steliing 
1 
Interview Transcripts Reviewed: E l  13 1134, El 13 1234; Kll23 141, Kll2324 1; Second 
semester student (no I.D.). 
1 will begin with a very brief statement of some general comments based on initial 
impressions of the interviews. 1 will then report the students' expectations, based on the 
high school interviews. Following this, 1 will discuss the experiences they report during 
their first few weeks at colleges and compare them with their expectations .... Finally, 1 
will discuss some tentative hypotheses/conclusions based on the paired interviews, and 
taking into account the data £rom the second semester student. 
General Comment 
The high school experience, as portrayed by these students, bears no resemblance to ; 
the one 1 remember. 1 am particularly stmck by the portrayal of a high degree of 
control and extensive checking by the high school teachen. Were one to assume the 
accuracy of this portrayal, one would have to conclude that students are unlikely to Iearn 
to be independent and take responsibility in their high school classrooms. 
Their sources of information are. about what one would expect. Although , 
pamphlets are mentioned in terms of specific information, e.g. course offerings, their 
expectations are largely based on things they have been told by friends, siblings, and . 
teachers. I 
Common Wectations: The two high school students are strikingly similar in their 
expectations of coileges. Even though they expect things to be very different, they do 
. , 
expect that they will be able to adapt to the new setting within 1-2 months. In addition, 
they anticipate that: 
I 
1. They will have to take more responsibility. Things will be harder at 
college - there won't be any spoon-feeding (my term); they will have to 
look things up on their own, find the information they need. It will be , 
up to the student to do the assignments, meet deadlines, attend class. 
Teachers will not watch over them as they do in high school. 
2. Students will be more serious than they are in high school, because they 
choose to go to college; there will be fewer "delinquents", fewer 
"smartalecks". 
3. Teachers will be not that different; will be helpful, although may have to 
go to teacher's office to get help (not as much help given in class). 
Expectations Voiced bv One Student: The following expectations were expressed by 
one (of two) students: 
1. College will be bigger - more students, more buildings, bigger buildings. 
2 Days will be longer and more vaned; the routine will be better. 
3. Expects that current set of friends will stay together, as they have through 
al1 their schooling up to now. 
Initial ~ o ~ e ~ e  Inte~ews 
Common Experience~: The two students even more similar in terms of their 
reactions and experiences during the first few weeks of college, and there is a fairly good 
match between their earlier expectations and their actual experiences. They find that 
they are working harder than they did in high school, although they are not hding it too 
difficult, at least so far. As expected, they have found that attendance is not taken in 
many of the classes. Related to this is the recognition that they have to be more 
responsible. These two students talked about responsibility at both time periods; what 
seems to have been added in the interviews done at Time 2 is the theme of "freedom". 
Whether and/or how the students see any relationship between freedom and 
responsibility may become clearer with the examination of additional interviews. 
Both students fkd the college big compared to high school (one had expected 
this); one student comments that the teachers are more impersonal, and that they can't 
really be expected to know the names of al1 their students. Even though this student 
professes to understand why the teachers don't know her name, one suspects that she 
finds it difiicuit to be no more than a face in the crowd. 
Neither student anticipated the effect of different courses and different schedules 
on their relationships with old fnends. They find that they don't see their old friends 
very much, and this necessitates making new friends. So far, however, this does not 
pose any problerns; both report finding it easy to make new friends in classes and labs. 
While both students anticipated that things would be different in colleges and 
require some adaptation, neither thought that this adaptation would be a real problem 
for them. This expectation seems to be fulfilled during their first few weeks in college. 
The students point to a number of things that take some getting used to and some 
adjustment on their part, but they Say there have not been any real problerns or 
difficul ties. 
Ex~eriences Reported bv One Student: One student finds that things at the 
college are "more social." But while s/he reports that it is "more hn," s/he also finds 
that the "distractions" (e.g. concerts) and the desire to spend time with fiends compete 
with the need to attend class, and that s/he must l e m  to 'prioritizett. 
The student who was really looking fonvard to moving fiom the repetitive 
sirnilarity of days in high school to the more varied schedules of colleges now h d s  that 
s/he misses high school. This student is nostalgic for high school, where things were 
"easier" and there was a "better" (more regular) routine. 
a~~~)theses / Conclusions 
The cornments in this section are based on the review of al1 €ive i n t e ~ e w s  and 
on some of the points that emerged in the discussion at the data analysis workshop. 
The students anticipated that they would have to work harder and did not find 
that to pose major difficulties during their first few weeks in college. To judge from the 
second semester i n t e ~ e w ,  however, one might expect difficulties to loom larger in their 
perspectives as they move m e r  into the school year. It seems lilcely that the students 
do not yet have a very good understanding of what "more work" means. They believe 
they are more focused on leaniing than they were, and they have begun to recognize 
that they must do more independent study, must l e m  how to study, and must learn how 
to "learn", as opposed to "memorize"; but they do not seem to have a clear idea of what 
is meant by these things nor how to accomplish them. They have not yet come face to 
face with the possibility that they, themselves, rnight fail, even though they know that 
others have. 
Much like the farm girl who finds herself transplanted to an urban setting, the 
students are nostalgic for their earlier small community (the high school) where things 
were simpler, more familiar, people knew each other (thev were known), their circle 
of fnends was intact, and teachers gave more to the'students. One interpretation of this 
is that the students' sense of who they are, their self-perceptions, were based on, and 
confirmed by, their relationships and interaction with others in that small community. 
By moving out of it, they have lost, albeit temporarily, much of the support for this sense 
of identity. 
The move from high school to college involves a transition from "insider" to , 
"outsider" status, and part of the adjustment process involves becoming an insider in a 
new setting. This is not always accomplished without pain. Students may find. as they 
move through the school year, that the friends that seemed so easy to acquire during the 
, 
first few weeks are really no more than classroorn acquaintances. Their real friends are 
their old friends, who are now much less available, and they find it difficult to build new 
friendships. In this connection, one wonders how much experience these students have 
had in building new friendships. How many of them are similar to the one who reports l 
having gone al1 the way through school with the same group of friends? Earlier moves 
APPENDIX E - SAMPLE INTERVIEW SECOND SEMESTER STUDENT 
So the first semester, then, for you, how did it go? 
It was pretty good It went, actually, very welL I ended up getting vev high 
marks. But I had to study anà I made some sMifies and the begi>mUrg of 
the semester was kind of tough because I was still in high schooL I fowtd the 
hardest part of the transition was two things: One, was still behg in high 
school artd Grade Eleven is the most important yem to get good marks in 
high school for CEGEP. As welh itk the yearyou have the most fwL You're 
the oldest and you can have a car, ggrad, gmd ski It's very hart& especially, 
the last semester, the last tem, to keep up your marks. AIot of my fiends and 
myself went down dot. 
In Grade Eleven? 
Yeah. It's hard to tliink, Okay, you've got to work right now. The sun ir 
smiüng de.. Another thing I found really hani war I didn P Iike Pure Md 
Applied I warû to go Utto medicine and the whole of the summer I took d l  
the workshops they su@ested I take, the transition, etc and I asked them al1 
the questions about what comes I need to t& and they were always very 
polite (Ul(i vey nice, but I never ended up gettùtg the correct Utforrnatr*on, and 
what I ended up doing was that I could have gone for rJI the advMced 
subjects rather than the low ones and they suggested to me to go for the low 
Zona I didn't realize until like now that I'm gohg to have to do some 
summer school work because I need some more Now if th ey'd only told me 
that week ... What are the courses I need to get into Medicine, at [univenity] 
or somethg. Even jCyou need different cornes for different universities, they 
should by now know. Jùst tell me that you need thk, th&, th&, etc I didn't 
need to take al1 my very simple cornes, right? Tltey 're not that simple, ttzey 're 
still pretty tough. But, like, if I dropped the Physicr and taken the B i o l o ~  
instead then I would have fir d l  the science courses in four semestem Now 
I'm probably going to have to take one in the summer. 
You said that you found the beginning of the semester kind of tough. 
Well, what I do is, it goes very fart, 15 weeks. The j k t  week you don't do 
anything except get y o y  book. The second week, Oh, we havent lemed 
anything yet; there's no reason to sfudy. It 3 very hard to understand the idea 
that jrcst because you don't have a test coming up doesnt mean J-ou're *ot 
studying. 77zroughout the whole of my high school, I would always be 
cramming tlie last two days and neglect tlie wor. 27ze idea tliat jurt because 
the teacher hmn? given Iiomework doesn't mean that you don't have any 
homework 
from one level of school to the next may not have involved the same kind of dispersa1 
of old friends. It seerns likely that many of the entering students have not had a lot of 
experience as an outsider or newcomer. 
The i n t e ~ e w s  contain the idea or theme that how serious one is, how hard one 
is willing to work, and the (presumed) consequent academic failure or success, are 
functions of whether one is enroled in the program and courses of one's choice. During 
the discussion of failure at the workshop, it occurred to me that this belief seems to be 
a way- of legitimizing failure? One of the questions to be investigated here is whether 
this belief is more characteristic of the college, than the high school, culture and thus 
something which is acquired or strengthened during the student's sojourn in college? 
It seems likely that many of the experiences reported by these students are typical 
of transitions between developmental stages. From the things 1 hear from my own 
students, 1 would guess that the transition from colleges to university involves similar 
kinds of experiences. During registration, for example, some seem bewildered by the 
number of choices they have and by being given the responsibility to do their own 
scheduling. In courses, there is a discrepancy between the amount of direction they 
seem to want and the amount 1 think appropnate for university students. 1 know little 
about their friendship networks, but 1 certainly find myself dealing with students who do 
not seem very well connecteda to other students. They don't h o w  anyone fiom whom 
to borrow notes'when they miss clw. They don't seem to be part of the student-to- 
student "pipeline" of information, so they are not privy to student knowledge about ways 
to study; how to decide what's important; how to determine what they absolutely must 
do and what they can ignore; how to survive, and perhaps even enjoy, university. 
Recognizing the commonality of difficulties or problems deriving from transitions t 
underlines the importance of investigating their effects and devising strategies to reduce 
or neutralize their negative aspects. 1 suspect that teachers at al1 levels of the 
educational system have a lot to l e m  about ways to "ease" these transitions so that they f 
become more constructive and valuable leaming experiences. 
Failurc is ordinarily pcxcehcd n something negativc, or blamcwrthy - something that rcflects negatkly on those vho fail. To 
"Iegitimizc" failun implics a way of defining or explaining it that is supported by group noms (or the collcctivity) and that authorizes it 
or makes it 'nghtful'. Normative support is a neccssarycompanent of legitimization. To 'rationalizc' failun, by contrast, impIies an excuse 
or justification uscd by the ind~duaî  to deflect the blame or neutralize the negativc aspects. Rationalization dots not have the noniatiw 1 
support necessary to rcdefinc failun as legitimate and thertfort as something that does not rcflect negatively on the indmdual. 
' I don? mean to irnply that this belief is in any way unique to thos liinds of uttings. Then arc a number of panllcl and congruent 
beliefs in the wider society. An example hen is the bclicf that people will do bctter work if thcy like what they are doing, or the belief 4 
that worken who have somc autonomy or choice in, and control onr ,  thcir work will be more satisfied with their work and that, thereby, 
they will do bettcr work 
So you feel that the college teachers aren't ..... 
I find at jnt  - and alot of my fiends as well - I jïnd it vey diflicut to take 
respomibility. They 've been pampered al1 theu lives by the teachen. I like 
it better thk way. They care but you have to make the jirst approach. You 
have to go to their office afer the houn, you have to a& But it 's not like 
univenity where I've heard you're jurt a number and a name and they don? 
c m  But they found al1 th& rather dificul& Even I did I fowtd it was okay 
afrer awhile like @ter my first test. Luckily I had classes which gave not big 
assignments but little assiignments in the beginnhg so once you got those back 
you had some marks and it cmrght on But m I said before, the hck of your 
respomibility about gokg to classes and not talcing attendance and following 
after yo u... Alot of my fn'ena3 skipped alot of classes. Even I skipped a few 
and you have to get notes from somebody and it endi up like. ... A pend of 
mine who wants to go to law school, now, has practically eut that off becmrse 
/te's failed three courses of which one was just a gym course becmcse he 
skipped so many classes. 
You said that in high school you found that before a test you could cram 
the night before, and that worked. 
Even in the j h t  semester, you have to kUid of work becmcse the course 
matenal is veîy similar to what we did in high schooL I took al2 the advanced 
cornes in high school so it3 (dl very similar Md I could get by with jurt past 
knowledge But now thir semester I lolow that I have to do math evev time 
I have math class or eke. ... Igot a 69 on my first test which k good for some 
people but not for me and I really pulled up my mark Ut the second test afer 
I'd been doing homework every single day. I got a 92, so there's an 
improvement. 
How did you find out that you had to do the homework every single day? 
Tnal and error. Like I said to my Math teacher, Math Lr my worst subject. 
It's still a great mark but it's my worst subject relative&. We had quiaes and 
the m t  quiz I had I had like a 13 out of 20 and I realùed these weekly 
quiaes are a realpab so I've got to study for it every week but that way I'm 
leamhg and Md makes me do the work which ir greut compmed to the clms 
I had where compared to [other] clars we just talked, talked, talked and then 
halfway through the semester you had an assignment or something like that 
or a test. You're sitthg there, I've got to know dl thk stuff in less than two 
days? I can P even remember what we did three month ago. And it goes so 
fast, the fiiteen weekr. 
You said you found out how to keep on top of it by trial and error. Do 
you feel that sornewhere you could have been told something about how 
to do that? 
Ifind that the whole time they 're always telling me, they were s c h g  ur. We 
were more scared than mtIzing e k  You have this r n q  hours for thk, this 
many hours for this and then tramportation and it looked lüce I cm never 
Izandle CEGEP. I wwar freaking out. I work part time, and I still go out 
during weekends. I found that no matter Itow many rimes they tell you, you 
Iiave to put your hand in the fie to know you c m  bum youneIf before 
anything will happen 
That's a good way to put it. 
I experimented even though you have th& course program planner and 
leanting how to study and a l  that. I expedmented on my own schedules. 172 
come home a& stildy, study, stuày, take a break, eat, and study, ssiudy, study. 
In fact, the jht  semester I fou& men more than th& semester, that about 
half way through the semester I tried to make a schedule but I found it too 
hard to keep to it. I had an ideal thing and if somebody messed it up... . I 
found that like Mom was always asking me to make a schedule, make a 
scIiedule. Slte felt that war the best way. And I foud that life in CEGEP 
was too fruid. I c m  't have a faed the.  What I do is, whenever I have free 
tirne I sit down and I study, and thai's the tn'ck You c m  go out and you c m  
do everylhhg but you've got to know you cannot procrustinate That's my 
womt problem Ifjîht semester srudents cm stop procrastinating and just do 
eveyîhing he wan& and--he c m  do everything except procrarthation - it eats 
away the... 
What do you mean by CEGEP life being fluid? 
WeZl, there are so many things to do. You feel, "Okay, I've got an hour and- 
a-half break and I'Zl study for my Muth." Then, Look, something is at the 
Agora and let's go see it. Or, you corne home and you find that you Itave 
to go to work today inrtead of tomonow. Well, I was going to study today not 
tomonow. You have to cornpensate Md just things like that. Aho, it's not 
the same timetable as Zike high school - 8:00 to 2:30. You make your own 
schedule. 
In the first semester did you have breaks in your schedule? 
I had one break which r m  jkom 10:OO until2:JO. 
That's quite a break. 
Yeah. What I ended up doing wwa.becmrre I ako want to know about 
univenity and it would help me. I ended up finding out al1 these tliings. Like 
now where I have to take an extra Math. 
Was that useful for you? 
Yeah. I found tltat I helped alot of students. I knew I wmn't gohg to study 
for 4 $ houn. If I wasn't there, I w m  going to be with my fiendr or 
something. So I said I might as weZZ do it. I usually found that by then I 
needed to have the extra break I find in the first semester you 'ZZ be slack the 
finr few weekr, then you'll work har4 and then toward the end where you 
r e m  have to make the effort and you start to bum out: I don 't want to do 
this, 1'11 wait for tomorrow and IV just cwi up Ut bed with a book or IV just 
go out with my fienclS. It's very hard to make the effort. What makes you 
catch up k the six weeks break which helps you. I found that I would come 
home Md for about three-quarten of the semester, I had never watchedprime 
time TK Sometime in November, when I sat down on a Sunday night, and 
I actually stayed and watched an 8:00 show. ntat was special but then once 
you get caught with it you want to keep getting at it 
Do you think that's something that's happening to alot of people? 
Perhaps. I Pnd that 'most probably it 's happened to everybody. nzey catch 
the skipping bug; you get 'kkipatitus. " It's one clacs. .. Okay, I mksed one 
c h s  and then just another clms and just to finish for the week, I'll get the 
notes. Oh-oh, we had a test. Oh, well, I don 't want to go back because now 
IV get U1 trouble Oh, Oh, I cm? go back now because they 're going to ask 
me where I wm last time so I cm? go down That's what happened to my 
fiend Especially when he had another fiend and his other fiend didn 't tell 
him hk assignment, so he ended up getting 24% in [the corne]. He's a r e m  
bnght student and he had like an 86 average in high school, but it was just 
because he skipped so many times and he didnk hand in hk msignments. 
Skipping is a big problem 
Let's talk a little more about that. 
Yeah. I found out that what he ended up doing especially thk semester. 
Lmt semester he ended up skipping likefle times a week at l e m  Now heu 
only skip one or two times a week Especially near the end of that lmt 
semester, he found out how bad he wm going down. He'd have little mles for 
himeIf; If I'm going to skip thk hour-and-a-h@ that meam I'rn going to 
work If I'm going to skip th& hour-and-a-ha& it 's for a 11sefuZ pupose and 
I'm not just going to go out with my frendr. I'm either going to be working 
on the msignments I have to do for thk come or another one there. He 
found that there was a time for recreation and time for not. The idea of 
skipping wen though you have more recreationd time, in the e>lci, he felt 
that, "If I'm going to break that it hm to be for work" It wm hk little alibi 
for himserf: 
Did it work? 
He still ended up by failing. It didn 't exact& help. No. 
What's he doing this semester? 
He's doing alot better. He's still finding it hard Now he's g e h g  in$&ted 
because he's going out once a week and worlcing as soon as he gets home or 
the next rnorning, and he3 still fnding it tough. He CM 't undentand how. ... 
Last semester he found Math kard but it was because he warn 1 studying hard 
he wam't working so hard Now, he's reaIfy working hatd on tests. He 
tlzought it was a reully easy test mrd he got a 60 on 2, or a 69 or 70. And he 
wm hopùtg for alor better mark The big thhg in hU specijic case (IV get 
back to the generalirafton) is that he wartts to be a lmvyer and he found out 
that to go Utto Law [at a specific uniVet~~'ty] - thai war the big place where 
he wanted to go - you need at l em an 86 average And when you're 
automatical& t 0 4  "Okay CEGEP is very hard, very tough, and it 3 impo~sible 
to get good ma*, plus you 're going to have to get an 86." It was lDnd of like 
a cnuhing blow Ger slackng off the fVst week and P i n g  out your jh t  
mark was - I'm never going to get, I give up. And i f  subconscio~ he gave 
up then, I'U skip, I'll skip, it doesn't matter anymore And it's so tough 
because if you mess up your finf semester, it's really hard to get in You 
realue @envar& and you9ve rea@ p d  for the rnistake. You may not think 
later but the difference between four semestem in CEGEP and five is such a 
difference in univemities. 
Why do you think that is? 
Becmrse there me sa many applicants for univenities when they want the top 
anâ ifyou CM? handle CEGEP I guess they feelyou're not fit for univenity. 
So you think they would pick sorneone who did it in four sernesters before 
they'd pick someone who did five? 
Yes. In fact the cowellors stressed tha. 
1s that true of dl the universities? 
Probabiy not. Probably the more presti'ous ona. To be specijic ryou go 
forprof&ond Law, it's thportant to get info a good univem'ty. 
You said he's doing a little less skipping this semester? 
Right and it's improving his marks He's really trying hard He gets frutrated, 
artd he 's realLzing that the less work you 're jwt going to be getting by. Lk.. 
he did everything extra He made a print out of a flow chart when it war 
optional, you didn't even have to do a flow chart. He did everything. He 
typed it out and evetything. He wm to kand it in on Thursday and the c h s  
was cancelled on Thursday. Monday he goes to lzmd it in and the guy said, 
Okay, you hartd it in nert Tlzunday ifyou widt. And he goes, 'Some people 
already handed it in last T/zunday,"and he was really annoyed because he 
worked on this for last Tuesday and the guy was nowhere to be seen He went 
to hir office and helr feeling, 7 worked on ail this just to show him how much 
I worked and some people already handed it Ur When wpr th&?" He feek 
fn*rrated Even i f  he works hard in Matlt, he's still not doing as good as he 
hopes. Wzen he does a really good job, people never seem to notice. 
Has he found a source of help? Do you think that's an answer to his 
problems? 
No, which is a problem. 
Why do you think he has trouble getting help? 
It's not that there irn 't heIp to be gotten in th& school, it's jurt that you don 't 
know wlzere to go. Even if it's advertised - You want hek, go here - you feel 
kind of stupid saying Okay I need some help. "Okay, what's your problem?" 
I don't know. It 's hard to find out what your problem Lr. 
Do you think that's a general thing that students feel? Like it's not easy 
to go and get help? Have you yourself ever sought out help? 
To go into the jh t  semester I sought alor of help and they were vev nice and 
everything but I never got the Mportant ù t f o ~ ' o n ,  which was a pity. So 
now I dont go. Now I go it by myself. Ill go to the career shop and look at 
thhgs myself. It's not that I don't t w t  them, it3 just that I've been bumed 
before. 
What if you wanted to approach a teacher for help or your friend? Say 
in Math? 
I was telling him exact&. This is CEGEP and you're supposed to go to the 
teacher and he wou4 Ahhhh! He's supposed to. Ifyou're havingproblems, 
go see the teacher afer class. The clms is just lecture and you go and ask 
him for help afewarcis. It's not like they 're babying ajter you Nobody 
actualb realues thai. It3 a big thhg My Math teacher lmt semester was 
scying "Okay, thk c l m  40% of you guys fded Two people came to see me 
and that3 not good You should al1 come to see me, men people who are 
getting 90's jus? to ark about problem Md nobody listeru." You say, "Okay, 
fie got a break now, let's go eat Let's go down to Annies." 
So that's why they don't go? 
Yeak Well, they don't realize tlzat tlterelr help tltere. Tltey feel tltey 're 
invading /tir time. It 's not. He km hir once houn for you to go see Itim. 
That's right. That's what he's paid to do. 
You said you found you had to make some sacrifices. 
Okay. In the first semester because if I wanted to have a higher average - I 
was going to go to [univenity]. It would be on a scholarship and thûtgs like 
tlrir. And I h& especiaily with work, I had to make swe - my parents ody 
let me work one day a week But that was impossible, they'd have to make 
me quit. So I decide4 "Okuy 1'11 make two days mailable and you c m  
schedule me anytime over those two days, ," which was Fridays and Sanrrdays. 
I ended up doing about 3 3 h o m  or 4 hours work on Friday anci about an 
average shift on Saturday. Then I fourd out I on& made myself one day a 
week because the week Lc meant for studying jurt to keqp on cowse, the 
weekend When I originullj made my schedule up before, was that I wouU 
get home, study, study, studj, dimer, study, sîudy, siudy, and bed Then, I 
would have a complete, free weekend M~ momwas getting on my case and 
saying, 'This is impossible. First of all, you're not going to come home and 
study, study, study. You're going to be tùed You're going to get youneIf a 
snack and you 're going to ieave your whole weekendr free. No, you cut down 
a bit d & t g  the week and you c m  study some on the weekend " But it ended 
up, men tltough it's gui& you W of end up doing something. It's come 
down to: Iget home, and theoreticdly I should be studyng until dùuter, which 
I never redly end up do@ I just do the prelimùuuy, organize the book, 
read a bit ami never red& study, eat dinner and then II1 go and study until 
as long as it's ne& I f  there's a test coming up then II1 come home and 
study and I'll study on the brek .  Weekends, PI'U d l y  work until around 
8:00 and either do a prelirninary homework then or go out, go to bed, 
whenever. I j k d  I have to go home e m .  becme I [go to work early] in the 
moming on Saturday, work wttil about 3:00 ami then I feel dead And tlzen 
that 's supposed to be my time for homework And I j k d  I procrastinate alot 
becme I'm tired and I work out artd I feel more tired Md... Saturday 1 
might men be able to go out again on Saturday night if1 work on Saturday. 
Sunday is my homework day. Last chance. As time flows, bbig essqs. Time 
for the project you forgot. 
So you're finding that a successful strategy this semester? 
Ya. Everyone hm to jkd their own strategy. You 've got to know that I can 't 
go out this weekend I cm? go out during the middle of the week If I do 
then I'm sacrifcing school artd I have to make it up. It's like I said 
How long do you think it took you to sort of evolve that successful 
strategy? 
About a month and-a-half at lem. It took until like mid-semester. It's mid- 
semester now. The biggest th ing is the time; that you 're doing a full piece of 
work in less than half a year compared to high school and you say, Okay, IV 
just skip one clars. One class is not like a high school clars. You've got like 
tlzree times the amount of work and alot of people don't real~e that. It goes 
so fast and you've really got tu adjwt vey quickly. Wzich a lot of people find 
Aard 
And what happens if they don't adjust? 
Then they become like my @end. They really need to adjzut. 
If you really try and remember what it was like those first couple of weeks 
when you came in, can you remember some of the impressions that you 
had? 
I came in and it was completely crowded the jbt  day. You c m ?  get to the 
water fountain, you can't get to the library because you have to wade through. 
It was interesting to see everybody your age and you realize, you Ut there and 
you stop, artd ifyou look prrrt the faces which you think of ar yow peers, 
nght, and you look around like everybody's an adult which is both interesting 
and s c q  becme it kind of made me take a responsbility. Now, I've got tu 
start workuig. It was just things like, you corne into the clmsroom Md the 
teadter's there and he'll say, "O&, my name is Mr. **** or whatever and 
your nmne is?" He starts hmediaely, especially in the sciences, &hg 
lectures immediately and we're sitring theriz "Wé dont even have our book 
yet, sir!" It's both fun and senouf. What course do you have? Oh, him 
He's a good teacher and he's not a good teacher. What really helped was to 
have dot of people, fie&, who were already Ut CEGEP and they gave me 
a good overview of the place 
What kind of things did they tell you? 
They were telling me a good t ick Ifyou 're gohg to go into j h t  semester, ark 
your fiends or your brothers and sisters what are the good courses. I think 
the main element of survival which I find really sad about CEGEP ir, it 's not 
the course you üke. If you're going to go on to wtivenity, it's the mark you 
get. No matter how pitiful the course is, say thàt between two cornes there's 
something that you realiy enjoy and something that you don% But you @d 
out jkoh your fiends one iS emier than the other and you t.y your hardest tb 
go for that one. 
The easy one? 
Right. Or, for the sciences, you have to j7nù out who ir a g ~ a d  teaclzer and 
who's not. I'm not going tu name names, but if you're stuck witlz a bad 
teacher or a very touglt teaclzer tlzen it really affects your mark People in 
university are not going tu say, "Okay, tlzat wm a nice hard C or that's an easy 
A." It's jwt su full, you really have tu go for the hard ones. In fact, anotlter 
thing, especially in the sciences. Social students can, I guess, get away witlz 
it. They find, "Okay, since this ir an eas, course then IV skip more because 
it 's an emier one. I'm allowed " Then it workr in reverse and they Y1 schedule 
it so there are Fridays sfree or something and they end up. The idea of having 
a Fnday fiee is that you 're supposed to be studying that Friday. No, they're 
going to go s/ciing. 
You r e m  have to get a good teacher or a good couse. You've got to know 
(a) what's interestng to you. You've got t~ sort out (a) - You go through your 
whole workbook and you come to the fvst day in the middle of summer Md 
you #read opening your book You're scard and this is a thick book, and 
I'm choosing my life here. I hem regktration is d bad and eveiything. So 
you open tlze book and tlzere me thousa. .  of courses to choose from You 
dont men know exactly, Oh, oh, Hwnmties 3 or Humanities 4. Does this 
go from one j k ~ t  or two f i t ,  you don P know. So it realIy helps to either go 
to pre-regirration seminam and everyfhing. You're supposed to; that's 
manditory to go to. They're a little bit late - scheduled because by then, I 
found out at leust, that I had already made up a schedule that was a22 
redundant. I guess for other people, it Lr vev important. As for the summer 
couses, I guess they try to help but it's too generalued Do you know wlzat 
I'm tryng to say? It was so eady that people hadn? opened up their book 
and didn P know what to ask yet. Yet, it was too far away for miything to sink 
it and it wus so generd it was like, "Okay, study, you've got to study this many 
houn a week anù th& th&, thk. Okay, but it3 summer, artd Idon P care right 
now," you know. It war just scheduling and the regktration that wus very 
scaty and the idea that you walk away from the scheduling and no matter if 
you made a mistake or no?, even rit's your eror or no?. Another thing I was 
really sad about. .. which IV get to later about regisrratin, about which I 
made a complete mess of The idea that you walk out of regitration and 
those are the courses you have You cm? switch cornes, you can't do 
anything. You either have to drop them and ifyou drop them forget your idea 
of univenity there. It's very hmd to make decisions especiall'y when you don 't 
know what these cornes rue. The very important idea that you have to stress 
to people k that you may spend two hows in ~gktration, three houn, or f i e  
hous It doesnt matter how long you stay there because the little amount 
of time you're gohg to Save there, going to a pmty with your fiends 
aferwcudr, you 're going to pay for it when you get there. 
All through the semester actually. 
You should make up your schedules. ... A really good idea to do k make up 
your schedules beforehand Imtead of making up thourands of schedules ami 
tossing them out because that one doesn't work, that one doesnl work, you 
stick to one schedule and for every course you have three or four back-ups 
wlzich you 've wntten down on a piece of paper. Let's say, "Okay, rny EngIis/z 
is cancelled9 ngl~t, I want tlzk EnglLrh. That one is cancelled so I want tlzk 
one or I want this one." Which is good because in the lart regitration, I went 
through six Humanities courses ami I still didnl end up getting the one I- 
wanted but I war lucky to have a sirth. I would have had to go back in line 
and go back in line. If you 're up there, they '11 let you If you have one 
immediately you c m  type it in  But ifyou have to go back and lhe up you're 
going to waste so much time. A lot of people, what they ako do is, the 
advkors will tell yoy make sure you have time for lunch. I found by my 
reaction you don P really need the lunch area For you when you 're going to 
school, it doesn't make a difference ifyou have a smdl break at I1:JO or at 
1:00. You dont have to need an hout and-a-half break AU it's going to do 
is make you h e  fwi the one-and-a-half hour and Oh, if I don't want to go 
to clms, II' have some more. Everybody agrees with me that the bat idea 
is (the major@ of my fiends) it's best to get it over with at 8:JO in the 
moming, and it would be better to go from 8:30 to 2:30 everyday than 8:30 
to 530 with huge breakr in between ûf course, you're only going to get a very 
good schedule like thk ifyou make sacrifices in things like four cornes or 
one(?) I'd say it's real important to get the teachers and the courses. Either 
the easier ones or the teachers which will r e m  teach you and still give good 
marks but you end up sayins I leamed something in that course... 
You were saying there are bad teachers, tough teachers. Let's start with 
goodlbad and what you define as.... 
Okay. A bad teacher - I've been lucky becmrre I made sure I was not going 
to get a bad teacher. La t  semester I stmed at 8:30 eveiyday and three days 
a week I went unfiol5:30. And it war because I wanted to get the good 
teachers. It's very honi when you see just a l&t of names because you don P 
know who they are. 
How do you find it? 
I aked al1 my fiendS. ntey went through my book and said go04 good, 
go04 n ~ ,  np. Any I chose Rom what they said wm good and b& the good 
ones and the bad ones. 
What is their definition of good? 
nteu dejlnition of good war probably someone who c m  te& The main 
- pnonty is somebody who c m  teuch well and somebody who wouldn't be vey 
stzngy in marks. It's al1 very nice to have - it's great tu have a teacher who 
will teach you in everything but you need to have high murks. 
There's something wrong with the CEGEP system Ni that you canP get the 
courses you like because if you get low marks in these courses because the- 're 
touglt coum,  it t ins  your CEGEP. Wiat happened at regLtration tliat I 
said was important. Okay, 1'11 come back to teaclzers. I went to Checkpoint: 
Check al1 your check lkt to make sure you 're allowed to go into every clars. 
Mat  had Iiappened war I went for an English course with one of my faotite 
.teachers now - I took her again this semester - for 'Irm" because I thought 
it was going to be a great course. None of my fiends told me about that, I 
did that on my own In the workbook, it was a regular corne. But in 
regktration they ciranged it to a Literature and something or other. It means 
a much easier course and you needed a placement fom. Now at Checkpoint 
the lady was very angst at me because I took al1 the eary c o u m  She kept 
Zooking down the lkt. Okay, you took this course, you couldn 1 have taken an 
eder  corne. Why are al1 the udviso~s telhg you to take the easy cornes? 
î7ze longest time I spent in re&ratitWn was convincUg thir lady that these are 
the cornes I wanteIi, and because she war talking about the science couses, 
she let me go by accidentally on the Englirh. The day afer they sent the 
courses to Québec, my teacher - I got back my test and I got I00% or 
sometizing and she smd, mis is veiy good She said, What did you get last 
semester in Engllh? I s a  90 something or 88 or 89. She saùi, you're not 
supposed to be in here. And theyii made a mirtake and they couldn't correct 
it. It made a great mark for me on the test but I wm feeling like, "If you can't 
handle this how am I supposed to handle it? You guys are leîting me slip 
tlzrouglt your flngers?' 
1s that what you meant when you said that registration made a mess of 
you? 
Yeah, it war that and the advisor there tellhg me to take all the eacy cornes 
without.. .. I told eveiy one of them that I war gohg for Medicine They saici, 
"If you're going for Mediche then you cm go for an easy fyst semester and 
get a high averagc " But they didn t tell me, "Don 't go for al1 the eacy cornes 
because this is how many couses you actually need" The majority of the 
coumes I took last semester are not requùements. So now I'm stuck Good 
teachers, bad teachers. A bad teacher l one' that may know h l  stuff but 
either he can't teach well, or he doesn'r care, or he jurt doesn'r care and he 
doesnt teach welL He confures more than he helps. There's a couple of 
teachers or men amongst CI teachers, my fiend was sayUg, "If you can 't get 
into [a certain class, y] you're going to get in hir clars ar that's the on& one 
open, dont even take [the course]. You're going to end up f&g, he'll 
confuce you and hell min your 1iJe ." There me a couple of teachers that will 
do that to you Ukually, the ones which are good tekhers are tough but, faV, 
or they te& mid you have to undent@ i, theyll give you the qmks. 
Some teachers which will "Okay, I cannot give 100%" There's one teacher 
where I really did extra work in eveiything and I should have gotten 100% - 
I should have gotten 103% - in marks. He on& gave me 98% He was 
saying, "I can P give you 're the highest mark I've ever given in al1 the time I've 
taught here, but I'm not going to give you 100% because it will make the 
course look too eay. " I'm sitting there, There are 17people in your clms and 
13 failed, it doesn't look like an eusy course." I needed it for a sclrolarslrip 
and the ertra 2 points count. But he still wouldn't give it to me and I took 
him again th& semester. He's not a good teaclzer but I overcame tirat. 
Okay, why did you take hirn though if you Say he's not a good teacher? 
Becme I knew I could overcome him again I knew. .. Okay, 1 took him 
on'gnally becaure I liked the course. I went in and the m t  two days I ju t  
Zaughed I looked at lzim and Ize wm trying to teach and I couldn't help from 
laughing and he 'd write notes on tlze board Md he 'd say, "Okay, you have to 
know these wan. Okay these wars look a little bonng a bit of a fight but 
that's it." And then on the test he wants to know three-+en of a page 
detailed writing on this. He didn't say qthing.  He rambled for three days 
about-..and it wam't even going to be on the test. It got frurtratig. Nobody 
in the class listened I was the only person taking notes, which really didn't 
help and what I had to do was the night before or two nights befoe was read 
the tex?, make my own notes and teach myself: 
While we're talking about teachers, do you hear much about people talking 
about the difference between high school teachers and college teachers? 
Probably dwing the fint semester or when they're complaining. ntis teacher 
i s  go04 tltis teaclter is b& this one doesn't cure. The main thing Lr that they 
d felt that the teachers in high school cared more either for good or for ilL 
Myfre>ui, he can't handle it here. He realty lUrces someone to take care of 
him and sayin8 Pull up your marks. He doesn't realize you have to go to 
him. He3 there, he cares, he wmts to help but you have to make the first 
step. nere  me so many people he hm to tuke care O$ ... High school 
teachen are dw@s there. 'Were you skipping lart week?" '7 want to see a 
note from your parents. ." He just fuldr it much hanier. 
The big differences between high school and college. 
There im 't much of a difference it 's juct another step in the evolution of yow 
education You get to primwy sc/zool from pre-school Md you have mommy 
by the hand... It's just more of your taking responsibilty and flping out tlzat 
this is your lijk You c m  skip and you c m  do nothing al1 you wmt or you 
CM get moving. It takes everyone a different mount  of time to realue that. 
Even now I'lZ say, Okay I know that but I'II still procrm'nate. II1 still say 
tomomow.... Am$ III stül pay for it. 
Do you miss anything about high school? 
Yeah I miss the lack of responsibility. I miss being [unclear]. Skipping your 
class or, another thing is like my fiend Another big thhg was that he had 
a relationship with a girt which he really enjoyed and that started going Sour. 
In high school it's okay and you c m  skip a n~onth by not feeling well or 
something like tlzat and you 'll catch up. Here, you have to always be in top 
acadernic sltape. It's different. You have fun in higlz sc/zool but you can't 
really have fun here. You have @n here tlt at you can 't really have in l~igli 
- schooL It's hard to describe the difference. You Jhd that in Grade Eleven 
it's a europhic feeling. You're sitting there up in the clouds. Everybody Lr 
below yoy you're in the Iiighest grade. Here a grade doesn't count. nzat 
was another interesting thing. You've been here three semestem? I thought 
you came here with me. It doesn't matter about the age anymore. mi le  
tliere it matters so much. You 're going out with a Grade Ten girl? Oh, my 
goodness. It's just that it goes by so fast. You sir there and there's always 
sometlzing to do. Here, there's so much to do and you have to sdf ice,  eut 
back, you go do other things. You cm, on& do a linle bit of everyhing. Or, 
fYou go and concentrute or' one thhg then you don't expcuui on the other 
things. 
What were things that surprised you when you got here? 
The lack of difference in age. [Pause] The price of the books! Another thing 
which you muy suy to otherpeople Lr thut I got a book lirt und I went and I 
phoned evetybody up as soon as I got my couses. There's a tdck whkh al2 
people afer the jbt  semester know. You don't buy second hcuui books unless 
you know for certain that you need that book - until the first week The book 
lkt Lr going to cliange, they 're going to add books. I ended up buying I think, 
$10 wodi of books, my Chemisv books, Md.they ended up being obsolete 
because they brought out a new edition You cm? sel1 those back becme 
they'te obsolete. People dont reaüze that. But you buy a brund new book 
und they say, We" not going to use it this yem. We're gohg to do something 
different this y e d  m e  dreuded words me, "We're going to & somethhg 
different this semester." No, no, no! 
You talked about how when you got here you had fnends who had been 
here before and gave you really valuable information What was some of 
that information? 
The cornes you take, planning your schedule, things un acadentic advisor 
woilldn 't tell you 
Like what? 
Things about no lunches. me idea of which teachen are good urui which 
teuchers me bari, the idea of how to meak hto couses and things like that. 
Gettyg to know a teacher, or ifyou know a teacher from last semester, to 
get him - because his course is closed Going up to him and he may open 
it foryou. They do that a lot and the idea thut, hang around Ifyou're late 
in the afremoon dot of courses are closed Ifyou hung around until5:30 or 
until they close registration, you can still pick it up. They 'll open the courses 
for you because they want to g-t you out of there. They 71 l e m  lirtle trich of 
the trade. 
If you were talking to a Grade Eleven student, who is thinking about 
CEGEP, what sort of stuff would you tell them? 
To Itave fun in Grade Eleven because it's probably the last time you can have 
fun with impunity. A h ,  you don? slack up on mark. You can't say, '7'm 
not going to do this arsignment becawe I'm going to go to CEGEP and it 
doesn 't matter. I've Itad good mark the last three semesters, "because you 
s tm to plummit, you know. It's not hard to get hto CEGEP but it's not that 
eary. I have a fiend who still harn't made it in  Or had a fiend. Anyway! 
You really ltave to keep your mMks up. Enjoy youmelf in the Surnmer Md 
be prepared to work in the FalL The main thing is you just have to work It's 
just hard to gel it in the present mUld Looking back, 'Yeah, I should have 
worked " 
How would you tell a person to avoid what you call skipatitis? 
Once you get struted it's hard to stop. So, on& catch a mild case. That 
would be the best way to say it. If you're going to slcip, then know you're 
going to pay the comequences. MMake sure the next day. You c m  't go up to 
tlte teacher and ask for the notes or whatwer. You have to know someone. 
Another good trick ir everybody, on the jïm day, or the j k t  week, you find 
someone you know in that class or your jiiends. Even if it's an old 
acquuhtance from an old school just to get the phone nurnber down 
Because ifyou skip class oryou're sick; you need to get the notes oryou need 
to know what the homework 1l or what the assignment is, you have to have 
someone there to cover foryou. You have to know that you're gohg to pay 
the comequences for skippùtg. It's great to skip, a's fun to skip, but the way 
you'll feel is - The jh t  couple of tirna it's, 'Ym getthg away with thk. It feels 
great. " But you 're going to pay the comequences and that's it. 
1s it hard to make friends in those first few weeks? 
No, it's very easy. At least I j k i  so. Everybody it seems in the whole clms, 
especidly when you 're ftrst there. Nobody knows each other yet. The idea 
that you donPt corne in by grades because everybody knows each other. 
Everybody urually is new. You lljind some people who know each other. But 
the best known thhg is that you 're walking down the Street with somebody or 
you 're wdlang down the~corrùior and you 're with another fn'end and you say, 
"Hh hi hi" They Uitroduce you and then you al2 know them and then they 
know theù fiendi und they know your fienciS. 
Where did you know them from? 
Oh, jkst semester. The best fiends are always fiom first semester. You make 
your fiends in the first semester and you usually meet them in the same 
courses which are ma l& in your same program. So you see them again in the 
other semester and anotlter semester and another semester. The idea of the 
humanities and everything ir to see people out of your programs and you get 
to know them. 
That's good. 
It 's very easy to make Pen& in clars. It 3 not a strong fn'endship ever like you 
miglttfUui in high school but they're alwaysfnendly the majonty of the time. 
There may be a couple of hard eggs or something. Tliey c m  say anytizing they 
want, you know. 
1s in class, then, the place where you can make fiiends easily? 
Yeah. And there are so many social events at John Abbott. You go to the 
Agora or hang out at the Munchbox or whatever. 
Do you think that you yourself have changed much since last year? 
I CM? rementber what I was like I guess I've tried to be more responsible. 
I've kind of slrown it. You feel, I guess? more of an adult Mer you 've survived 
the P t  semester. YOU say, "Hey, I'm not that ùresponrible anymore. I got 
tizrough it. Oh, no? another one." You never really change, you ?e always the 
same person 
What about the people that don't survive the fist semester? 
You 've got to and give it another try. 
Yeah, like your friend. 
You can't give up. I have a fiend who was a rather good fiend in high 
school and he was in Pure and Applied He h a .  a swere case of skipafrafrtus 
and went down to the Oval evetyday. I'm not sayUg he got in witiz a rough 
crowd but he never got out of it. He'd skip one clms and tizen another. He 4 
was playhg backgammon or something and, "Oh, I don? wunt to go to that 
clars." It ended up that he didn? men come in for hir exams or anything. 
Actually? I think hisjint couple of tests? becme he didn't men open a book l 
and he failed mirerab&. He switched inro Socialjkom Science, took maybe 
four comq. He'd come to school everydq but just to sit around in the &al 
and that's it. I don 't hem from him very mu& Whenever I see h h  he3 i 
around in a dme. He's enjoying hhe t f  but you really have to decide where ' 
you want to go. CEGEP is an Ultening period befoe you get a job or i f  
you want to go into univenity. What do you want to do? You have to make l 
the choices now and it's reaily a hard choice to make. 
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